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FOREWORD
What would happen if we memorialized a glacier? What would it be like to acknowledge
that we grieve the loss of an inanimate object? What if our leaders publicly endorse an
open expression of remorse? These questions - emotionally loaded, subjective, and far from
neutral, pre-dated my thesis. I share them, because they drove me to work. The scientific
inquiry put forth by this thesis shone a light onto my passion and curiosity. It wanted to find
out if others felt the same. If they did, what would that tell us and what could we do about it?
If they did not, then where were the actual tensions and where were the real opportunities?
I was able to explore these questions in this thesis, the final component of the MSc Program
of Landscape Architecture at Wageningen University. This thesis took the form of a case
study of the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park in New Zealand. I was
able to travel to New Zealand and meet with two professors that helped me to frame the
inquiry and prepare for the research.
I would like to thank Jacky Bowring, professor of landscape architecture at Lincoln University
in Lincoln. She has a long-standing interest in memorials and memories and is also the author
of Melancholy and the Landscape: Locating Sadness, Memory and Reflection in the Landscape.
Her research inspired the direction of this thesis and I greatly benefited from her insights. I
would also like to thank Heather Purdie, senior lecturer and researcher in glaciology at the
University of Canterbury. She has been researching Haupapa/Tasman Glacier for a number
of years, so her expertise was highly valuable for this particular case.
The other experts I would like to mention are Lloyd Carpenter, Senior Lecturer in Māori
Studies at Lincoln University, and professor Paul Roncken at Wageningen University. I am
highly grateful to them for their insights and feedback during the course of this thesis. My
gratitude extends to the interviewees that took the time to speak to me. The warm welcome
I received and genuine encouragements were important motivators.
The greatest motivator was Rudi van Etteger, my supervisor and mentor at Wageningen
University. I would like to thank him considerably for his willingness to walk with me through
this process, for his wealth of knowledge and creativity, and for his uncanny ability to keep
me on track. This thesis is the result of many present and past minds. It hopes to do justice
to their contributions, to benefit others, and ultimately to serve our natural landscapes that
desperately need our affection.
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ABSTRACT
Although glacier retreat is a well-recognized consequence of climate change, with a
range of implications for dependent communities, there is surprisingly little engagement
with the issue. A theory in psychology, supported by the findings of this research, explain
environmental melancholia to be at the root of this inaction. With this as a foundation, this
thesis demonstrates that landscape architecture, a field that is, until now, uninvolved in
retreating glacial landscapes, has the capacity to address the psychological experience of
glacier retreat in order to foster engagement with environmental degradation. Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier, the longest glacier in Aotearoa/New Zealand, serves as a case study for the
inquiry and subsequent design. The study draws from personal encounters, literature, and
projective sketching to develop a novel approach to an aesthetic framework that guides a
spatial design to induce a state of melancholic contemplation. The research explores why this
state is important in modern society and the design propounds how aesthetic experience
can be performative by fostering this psychological state. This thesis opens up new avenues
for the much-needed field of design that deals with degrading landscapes. It also hopes to
help and encourage other designers to create these spaces and secure a place for aesthetics,
melancholia, and contemplation in contemporary landscape architecture.
Key words
Glaciers, glacier retreat, climate change, engagement, environmental melancholia,
melancholy, contemplation, aesthetics, landscape architecture.
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Figure 1-1. Icebergs floating on Tasman Lake
(Adapted from den Duijf, 2019).

Introduction

1.1 GLACIER RETREAT,
PSYCHOLOGY, AND DESIGN
There has been a recent flurry of research and news articles
ringing alarm bells for people dependent on disappearing
glaciers. The New York Times published, “Glaciers are
Retreating. Millions Rely on Their Water” (Fountain, 2019) and
The Guardian published, “A third of Himalayan ice cap doomed,
finds report: even radical climate change action won’t save
glaciers, endangering 2 billion people”. Although glaciers
have been retreating since the end of the last ice-age, since
the 1980s, their retreat has sped up to unprecedented levels
(Purdie, 2013). The large amount of attention that this topic
has received indicates distress, concern, and a shout for active
engagement.

Figure 1-2. The Cryosphere, world map; glaciers and ice caps in black
(Adapted from Ahlenius, 2007).

Glacier retreat is a powerful landscape indicator for climate
change and it has economic and non-economic implications
for communities (Jurt, Brugger, Dunbar, Milch, & Orlove, 2015;
Purdie, 2013). Increased flood risk, more frequent mudslides, and
sea-level rise are the first amongst a list of issues caused by glacier
melt (Zemp et al., 2015). Economic implications include the loss
of hydroelectric power, water for drinking and irrigation, and
income from tourism. The Andean glaciers, for instance, feed into
streams that power hydroelectric dams and provide municipal
drinking and irrigation water. The Himalayan glaciers hold the
world’s second largest fresh water reserve after Greenland and
supply the rivers of southern Asia with enormous amounts of
irrigation water during the lengthening dry seasons (Thompson
et al., 2017; Jurt et al., 2015). The Canadian, New Zealand, and
European glaciers support communities that depend on them for
agriculture, hydro-power and tourism (Milner et al., 2017; Purdie,
2013).

Non-economic implications include the “losses and damages”
to the cultural values attached to glaciers. These go beyond
water issues and hazards and refer to losing the sense of
community, identity, and self-reliance that the glacier enables.
Unspoiled glaciers are considered powerful, wild, living, pristine
and/or sublime! As they disappear, the cultural narratives and
practices weaken with them (Carey, 2007). For instance, Andean
communities increasingly struggle to perform annual rituals of
walking up to glaciers to present offerings (Jurt et al., 2015, p. 90).
Scientific communities also feel the loss as these great “natural
environmental archives” melt away (Carey, 2007; Jurt et al., 2015).
The mountain of scientific literature describing glacial processes,
human attachment to glaciers, and the implications of their
retreat is not matched by publications and projects that respond
to them. The few examples include cloaks to cover glaciers in
European ski resorts, snow “growing” for snow sports, and artificial
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“In order to promote advocacy and political action to deal with
environmental changes, we must first address the psychological
dimensions of issues” (p. 5).

glacier projects in India to provide dry season irrigation water for
villages in the Himalayas (Carey, 2007). There are initiatives to save
specific glaciers, but the solutions are often engineered, adaptive,
and admit to an expiry date.

It is intriguing to note the absence of landscape architects in
offering responses to economic, non-economic, and psychological
dimensions of glacier retreat, because it is a field that prides itself
and repeatedly demonstrates its ability to respond in novel and
visionary ways to environmental challenges (Clouse, 2014). Glacier
retreat presents local issues with global causes that cannot be
mitigated locally. This landscape architecture thesis is therefore
presented with the challenge and opportunity to explore how
a spatial intervention can address the experience and emotions
associated with glacier retreat and climate change. If such an
intervention integrates economic and non-economic values, and
involves people and their lived experiences, it can trigger muchneeded involvement, engagement, and stewardship (Jurt et al.,
2015; Lertzman, 2015).

Engagement still appears to be the exception. Researchers
in psychology and social sciences are trying to explain
this phenomenon, namely the lack of engagement with
environmental degradation, climate change, and related “wicked
problems”. Descriptions and terms are emerging to describe what
many people internalize as they try to cope. Examples include
solastalgia, a painful nostalgia caused by losing ones home
environment, environmental melancholia, a paralyzing mourning
for a degraded environment, flight guilt, a Swedish term for the
guilt felt for polluting when flying, and types of denial, such
as ignoring or repressing, climate change-related realities
(Higginbotham et al., 2007; Lertzman, 2015; Norgaard, 2011).
Renee Lertzman makes a compelling argument for psychological
inquiry as a crucial step:

2
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1.2 CASE STUDY
1.2.1 NEW ZEALAND

1.2.2 HAUPAPA/TASMAN GLACIER
I chose to base the case study on Haupapa/Tasman Glacier
(Haupapa in Mãori) with its long-standing iconic status and its
strong relationship with its community and surrounding region
(see Figure 1-5 on p. 4). It is the largest glacier in the country,
measures 23km, and attracts thousands of visitors each year. It is
one of four major ‘ice-tongues’ with the Murchison, Hooker and
Mueller glaciers. Together they create in a catchment that flows
via the Tasman River into Lake Pukaki. Lake Pukaki generates
hydroelectricity as part of the Waitaki River hydroelectric power
generation system and provides irrigation water for the Mackenzie
River Valley (Barrell & Read, 2014). Although glacial melt-water
contributes to irrigation and power generation, precipitation and
snow changes are more likely than glacial melt to threaten water
resources in New Zealand (Meduna, 2019).

AOTEAROA/
NEW ZEALAND

Haupapa/Tasman
Glacier

Haupapa/Tasman Glacier generates revenue with tourism-related
ventures, attracting boating on the pro-glacial lake and helitours to the upper reaches (Purdie, 2013). There are also walking
trails that lead to viewpoints along the pro-glacial lake at the
terminus. The Haupapa/Tasman glacial landscape has changed
substantially since it was first measured in the 1880s. Retreat was
only surface thinning until 1990, at which point the terminus lake,
Lake Tasman, started to appear. Now it retreats by thinning and
calving (pieces of ice breaking off and floating as ice-bergs in the
lake) and as a result, the lake continues to grow. Tasman Lake is
presently 6km long and is expected to extend another 10km up
the valley in the upcoming 50 years (Wilson, 2015).

Figure 1-3. Project site.

The glaciers of New Zealand are highly sensitive to temperature
changes and perform to varying degrees as natural, social, and
economic drivers for their watersheds (Purdie, 2013; Purdie &
Kerr, 2019). There are over 3100 glaciers wrapped around the
country’s Southern Alps. With the exception of small advances of
the west-coast glaciers in 2008, all of the glaciers in New Zealand
are retreating. There has been a documented decrease in overall
glacier volume since the 1880s. This has the most immediate
and dramatic effect on tourism and mountaineering access,
both sources of income and identity. Currently, tourism is New
Zealand’s second-highest income generator with glacier-related
tourism earning approximately 81 million USD per year. The
three best known, most visited, and most researched glaciers are
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier on the east side of the Southern Alps,
and the Fox and Franz-Josef Glaciers on the west coast (Purdie,
2013). They have been monitored, climbed, visited, and painted
since the late 1800s. This makes them a suitable pool of case study
candidates through which to study and respond to the social and
psychological dimensions of their retreat.

These changes (see Figure 1-4) dramatically affect how the
area is used, maintained and experienced. Trails are constantly
modified to accommodate the changing position of the glacier’s
terminus. The glacier and the surrounding terrain is becoming
less accessible, because the moraine walls are destabilizing and
the glacier itself is weakening (Purdie, 2013). Heli-tours and helihikes have arisen to give people access to terrain that is now too
dangerous to access on foot and walking or skiing on the glacier
is restricted to guided trips during certain times of year.
unstable
moraine
wall

down-wasting
iceberg
calving

GLACIER

LAKE

Figure 1-4. Dynamic glacial landscape.
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1.2.3 AORAKI/MT COOK NATIONAL PARK
The use and experience of Haupapa/Tasman Glacier occurs in the
context of a national park. This is a concept that New Zealanders
identify with, and one that shows potential for exploring
novel ways to engage with changing glacial landscapes. The
management of parks is based upon a legislative history that
cumulates in the Conservation General Policy. This policy
outlines the conservation values that guide decision-making for
designated places managed by the Department of Conservation
(D.O.C., 2007). It is based on the notion that ‘A treasured home
will always be revisited’, or ‘He kura taiao e hokia’ in Māori. The
following quote expresses how New Zealanders connect to their
landscapes:

As a result of the National Parks Act 1980, each park is required to
have a park management plan. A draft for a new management plan
for Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park was submitted in September
2018. It was, put on hold due, amongst other things, concerns
that the Park’s core values were being compromised. The Park is
one of fourteen in the country. Described as ‘a place of beauty
and awe’ and even the ‘jewel in New Zealand’s crown’ (DOC, 2004,
2018), it has been a destination for travellers and mountaineers
alike since the 1800s. A book from the 1950s describes its appeal,
“… it is the superb accessible alpine scenery which is the prime
feature of the Park” (Mount Cook National Park Board, 1959). In
2019, it boasted an excess of 1 million visitors from New Zealand
and abroad in the previous year (Minister of Conservation, 2019).

“We conserve and care for places and species because we value
them. Their qualities are such that we may be inspired by their
beauty, moved by a connection felt with lands or waters, animals
or plants, or struck by the intricacies, power and enchanting
qualities of living systems.”

The Park itself covers an area of 721.6 km2 and is only accessible by
one road, Highway 80. Although it consists mostly of alpine terrain,
it surrounds an open valley. Mount Cook Village is a community of
visitors and staff, abundant accommodation, restaurants, tourism
company offices, the Department of Conservation (D.O.C.) office,
and Visitor Centre located in the valley at the end of the highway.

- Department of Conservation, 2007-

HAUPAPA/TASMAN GLACIER

TASMAN LAKE

AORAKI/MT COOK NATIONAL PARK

MT COOK VILLAGE

Figure 1-6. Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park boundary.
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1.3 RESEARCH & DESIGN
INTRODUCTION
1.3.1 SITUATION

1.3.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

It is self-evident that glaciers are disappearing as a result of
anthropogenic climate change and that it has implications for
associated communities. The retreat of Haupapa/Tasman Glacier
and the formation of the pro-glacial Tasman Lake most directly
affect recreational and business possibilities within Aoraki/
Mt. Cook National Park. This affects the sense of community,
identity, and/or livelihoods of employees, tourists, backcountry
recreationists, and education groups (Jurt et al., 2015; Wilson,
Purdie, Stewart, & Espiner, 2015). D.O.C. and the concessioners that
operate within the Park adjust business models and access routes
to adapt to the consequences of a changing landscape, not to
mitigate impacts. Education about the causes and consequences
of climate change is limited to a section in the visitor centre,
guides, and a single information board at the Haupapa/Tasman
Viewpoint.

This thesis explores the intersection between glacier retreat,
psychology, and landscape architecture (see Figure 1-7), making
it the first project to do so, and therefore simultaneously creating
and addressing its own so-called knowledge gap. The following
paragraphs tease out what is known and unknown in these three
fields and explains where the opportunities are.
Glacier retreat
There is strong foundation of research done about glacier
retreat by New Zealand universities about the implications of
climate change on glaciological processes, tourism, stakeholder
perspectives, and businesses on both a national level and focused
on Haupapa/Tasman Glacier and Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park
(Hennessy et al., 2007; Kaufmann et al., 2002; Kerr, Owens, &
Henderson, 2019; Purdie, 2013; Purdie, Anderson, Mackintosh, &
Lawson, 2018; Purdie & Kerr, 2019, amongst others). There is also
a national initiative, The Deep South Challenge, which aims to
enable New Zealanders to respond to climate change through
education and engagement (The Deep South Challenge, n.d.).
The psychological dimension of the observed changes is absent
from the above investigations and there is also no indication of
spatial planning or design strategies to mitigate or prepare for
the consequences.

The draft Aoraki/Mt. Cook Park Management Plan indicates
that the Park is insufficiently engaged with glacier recession
and climate change. The current stagnation of the plan shows
that stakeholders are dissatisfied with the direction that park
management is moving in. The draft Plan has no objectives
pertaining to climate change and refers to it only descriptively.
For the Tasman Valley, climate change is only a ‘management
consideration’:

Psychology
As introduced in Section 1.1, the psychological dimension of
climate change is gaining traction in scientific research with
different research angles catering to different approaches and
inquiries. Environmental Melancholia: Psychoanalytic dimensions
of engagement, a book by researcher and consultant Renee
Lertzman, stands out as the most exhaustive exploration of
loss in relation to environmental degradation and has the most
thorough description of methods. She and the other authors
mentioned previously are not equipped to substantially apply
their gained knowledge in space. Lertzman’s recommendations
are conversation and information-oriented with a direct call to art
and design to get involved (2015).
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Research that directly explores the lived experiences and
psychological implications of losing Haupapa/Tasman Glacier as
a result of climate change can provide insight into engagement
possibilities for the Park itself. Perhaps it can become an example
for other communities dealing with similar challenges. Such
research and subsequent design investigation opens the door for
more meaningful forms of leisure and interaction with changing
landscapes.
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Figure 1-7. Intersection between psychology,
glacier retreat & landscape architecture.
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Landscape architecture
Carey Clouse (2014) and Geoff Manaugh (2010) verbalize the
potential to learn from artificial glaciers, but they are currently
the only voices representing landscape architecture in the
above discussion. Their arguments advocate what Rudi van
Etteger might call, “positivistic and technocratic tendencies”
(van Etteger, Thompson, & Vicenzotti, 2016, p. 80). They do not
address experience, and therefore aesthetics, in the underlying
‘sustainability agenda’. Elizabeth Meyer, like van Etteger, is a strong
advocate for aesthetics as a tool to restore the balance between
functionalism and aesthetics for meaningful engagement with
environmental issues and the spaces in which they manifest
(Meyer, 2008; van Etteger et al., 2016).

Design assignment
The assignment is to design a landscape intervention at the
retreating Haupapa/Tasman Glacier in the context of Aoraki/Mt.
Cook National Park that responds to the specific experience of
glacier retreat at this site. The design should facilitate engagement
with the decline of the glacier in the broader glacial landscape
and employ existing knowledge from glaciology, psychology and
landscape architecture to inform the design process and design
outcome.
Research aims
The design assignment requires a research-based foundation. It
involves finding and exploring fruitful meeting points between
existing theory in environmental psychology and aesthetic
theory in landscape architecture to learn:

Beyond glacial landscapes and sustainability, there is a rich
landscape tradition in the design of places to commemorate,
remember, perform ritual, praise, contemplate, and reflect. More
recently, some of these spaces have attracted researchers and
practitioners who hope to better understand how their aesthetic
qualities affect experience (Imbert, 2007; Olszewska, Marques,
Ryan, & Barbosa, 2018; Zangwill, 2007, amongst others). There
is also a recent publication, Melancholy and the Landscape, by
Jacky Bowring that comprehensively explores melancholia as
an important experience and aesthetic dimension currently
undervalued in design (2016).

1. How people experience glacier retreat, using Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier as a case study and
2. How existing avenues of investigation in landscape
architecture can be used to inform an aesthetic framework
to guide a spatial response to address this experience.
Hypothesis
I hypothesize that people experience environmental melancholia
in relation to glacier retreat at Haupapa/Tasman Glacier and that
a landscape intervention can provide a meaningful response to
this experience.

1.3.3 THESIS AIMS
Design aims
The opportunity for this design and research inquiry lies in the
intersection of the above three fields. Through design, this thesis
aims to find out:

I begin with this hypothesis in order to compose the design
assignment and the questions needed to inform the assignment.
The answer to the first research question (RQ1) has to validate
the hypothesis in order to continue to the following questions
(RQ2 and RQ3). A comparable psycho-social case study of climate
change in Norway by Kari Marie Norgaard as well as recent
social media posts about Haupapa/Tasman Glacier support the
hypothesis, but even so, the details have to be investigated to
create a well-informed response.

1. How a landscape architecture intervention can address the
psychological experience of glacier retreat and thereby
become a place to engage with broader issues of climate
change and environmental degradation. Specifically,
2. The design will explore how aesthetic experience can be
instrumental in addressing this psychological dimension.
3. If the design is successful in its objectives, it could inform
future design and research methods and secure a place
for aesthetics in the growing field of sustainable and
regenerative design.
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1.3.4 QUESTIONS
I have formulated the following questions in order to achieve the above-mentioned aims of this
thesis. As this is a design thesis, the over-arching objective is to produce a design as described in the
design assignment and thereby answer the following question:
How can a landscape intervention at the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier within Aoraki/Mt. Cook
National Park address environmental melancholia and therefore become a place to encourage
engagement with glacial retreat?
In order to do so, I need to investigate the specific experience in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park,
the foundation of addressing such experiences in landscape architecture, and how those can be
integrated into the specific landscape in question. The first question forms the foundation of the
thesis and the other questions follow from it:
1. How do people experience and reflect upon glacier retreat at Haupapa/Tasman Glacier in Aoraki/
Mt. Cook National Park?
If the hypothesis is confirmed and further reflections of glacier retreat are incorporated, then the next
question is directed towards gaining insights from landscape architectural theory that can be applied
to a spatial approach:
2. What aesthetic framework of properties is appropriate to address environmental melancholia in
relation to glacier retreat?
In order to create a design for a specific site, the last research question aims to incorporate site
characteristics and translate the general approach into applicable solutions:
3. How do site characteristics aid in the translation of the aesthetic framework into site-specific design
guidelines for Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park?

8
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1.4 RESEARCH STRATEGY

1.4.2 METHODS

This thesis is human-focused in that the subjects of research
are attitudes, experiences, and the general human condition.
It crosses disciplines, aims to generate new meaning and
theory, and requires my (the researcher’s) interpretation for
evaluation. It therefore falls under the constructivist knowledge
claim (Lenzholzer, Duchhart, & Koh, 2013). It utilizes a mixture
of methods within a qualitative case study that falls either under
the umbrella of ‘research for design’ or ‘research through design’
(Lenzholzer, Duchhart, & Brink, 2016).

Each research question requires different methods, so I describe
the methods according to how they are used to answer each
research question (see Figure 1-8 on p. 11 for illustration). I then
make a final comment on how the research sequence affected
the outcomes.
I had to understand how people experienced glacier retreat
to answer the first research question and gain site-specific
knowledge to answer RQ3, so I conducted two types of interviews
in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park: unstructured, open-ended
interviews and informal interviews.

1.4.1 RESEARCH STRATEGY
Qualitative case study
This research is considered qualitative because it aims to
understand and explore a particular problem and apply that to
new ‘mental’ and physical constructs (Lenzholzer, Duchhart, &
Koh, 2013; Kumar, 2014). It investigates environmental melancholia
(and associated opinions on glacial retreat) and hence constructs
an approach for a spatial intervention. These steps require my
own textual and image-based interpretation, which further
support the choice to do qualitative research (Creswell, 2014).
This thesis employs a case study for two reasons: firstly, the thesis
investigates one concept in-depth, and secondly, it proposes a
design for a specific site (Creswell, 2014; Kumar, 2019), namely,
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park in New
Zealand.

Unstructured, open ended interviews
I chose to conduct long (approximately an hour), unstructured,
in-depth interviews with a diverse, but limited number of visitors
and locals in the Park. I conducted nine interviews; three were
with couples, so I spoke to a total of twelve people. At this
point, I felt that I had reached a saturation of information for
the research purpose. I chose this method because I wanted to
understand melancholia, which can involve “intimate, personal,
and often taboo experiences or feelings towards degradation”
and perhaps unconscious and conflicting feelings (Lertzman,
2015, p. xiii). It would have been more difficult to acquire the
information using traditional data collection methods, such as
surveys or questionnaires. Although I could not conduct multiple
interviews per person (as Lertzman did), I employed some of
her other interview techniques to encourage narratives and free
association, gain trust, and to get beneath the surface of peoples’
often-contradictory emotions and opinions.

Link between research & design
The process and outcomes of this thesis reflect a certain
agenda within the design profession: to strengthen landscape
architecture’s reputation as an academic discipline. Authors
describe three strategies to do this: research into/on/about
design, research through design, and research for design. This
thesis employs two of those strategies. It produces reputable
knowledge using design, ‘research through design’, and it
illustrates a design informed by academic research, ‘research for
design’ (Lenzholzer et al., 2016). The methods described below
belong to one of these two descriptions.

Informal interviews and observations
It was difficult to have in-depth conversations with tour groups
and individuals that I came across during field visits. From those
interactions, which I termed informal interviews, I extracted short
quotes and general observations. Direct observation, and more
specifically unobtrusive observation revealed visitor behaviour
and conversations on-site. Both supported the findings from the
in-depth interviews and produced insights about demographics
that I did not reach otherwise.

9
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Expert consultation
To understand glaciology, climate change and tourism in New
Zealand, I consulted senior lecturer and researcher Heather Purdie
from the University of Canterbury in Christchurch who has done
substantial research of Haupapa/Tasman Glacier. For insights
about the experiential dimension within landscape architecture,
I consulted Jacky Bowring. She is a landscape architect and
professor at Lincoln University that specializes in memories and
memorials and has written the first work about melancholia in
landscape architecture. Prior to going to Aoraki/Mt. Cook National
Park, I was advised on whom to approach, places to research,
and things to look out for. I also received feedback about the
conceptual development of the project within the New Zealand
context.

and I wanted to ensure that I could extract properties directly
relevant to a landscape architecture context. I chose to analyse
these works because of their broad-reaching studies, multitude
of examples from across the world, and because clear patterns
and themes emerged from them that provided ample input for
the aesthetic framework.
Projective design alternatives
In order to gain applicable, site-specific design feedback, and
also deeper insights into peoples’ specific values (to answer RQ3),
I applied ‘research through design’ in the form of projective design
alternatives (Lenzholzer et al., 2013; Demings & Swaffield, 2010).
The design sketches were casually informed by the concept
of environmental melancholia and showcased the extremes of
a spectrum of possible interventions to engage people with
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier. I received unstructured feedback on
the design sketches from the same interviewees described in the
section, ‘Unstructured, open ended interviews’. They reflected
on the designs, expressed their preferences, and proposed ideas
that built onto them. I organized the feedback and evaluated
it according to aspects that were perceived to be important by
interviewees. In addition to providing direct input for the site
design, their responses informed the subsequent desk siteanalysis.

I also had two distance conversations with experts. For legislation
and design in New Zealand national parks, I spoke to Jacqui Dyer,
an advisor (and trained landscape architect) with the Department
of Conservation. To learn about Māori identity, values, traditions,
and appropriateness in design, I consulted senior lecturer in
Māori studies at Lincoln University, Lloyd Carpenter. His insights
were highly valuable, because I was unable to reach an Māori
authority during my time in the national park.
Literature review
The methods description for the literature review involves
terms that have not yet been introduced in this thesis, namely,
melancholy, contemplation, and a melancholic contemplation,
because they emerged after answering RQ1. The terms
melancholy and contemplation are described in Chapter 2. The
notion of a melancholic contemplation is introduced in Chapter
3 and operationalized into an aesthetic framework in Chapter 4.

Site analysis
The alternatives helped me to direct the desk-based analysis
towards landscape characteristics that would be relevant for this
project (to help answer RQ3 and inform the design). I analysed
general glacier processes, various aspects of the national park,
and Haupapa/Tasman site in greater depth. Aspects included
history, circulation, amenities, climate, geomorphology, sensory
experience, amongst other things.

The purpose of conducting a literature review was to translate
the psychosocial experience of environmental melancholia into
an applicable, spatial, aesthetic framework (to answer RQ2). I first
studied existing aesthetic frameworks in landscape architecture
and environmental psychology to inform the structure of this
one. I then primarily used two reference sources in landscape
architecture to develop the list of aesthetic and non-aesthetic
properties within the framework. To investigate melancholy,
I referred to Melancholy and the Landscape, Locating Sadness,
Memory and Reflection in the Landscape, by Jacky Bowring. To
investigate contemplation, I referred to Contemporary landscapes
of contemplation, a book that contains five essays by different
authors. I specifically chose academic literature in landscape
architecture because I wanted to utilize field-specific expertise

Research sequence
The projective design alternatives helped to answer RQ3 and
should ideally have been informed by the results of RQ1 and
RQ2. However, because of time constraints and the distance
from the case study site, I interviewed with the projective design
alternatives prior to reviewing relevant literature. This meant
that I had to assess whether the design alternatives met the
requirements of the aesthetic framework I developed afterwards.
I do not think that the ‘uninformed’ projective design alternatives
produced less relevant knowledge, nor do I think they negatively
affected the results, but it is important to note that a different
sequence would have possibly produced different outcomes.
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unstructured, open-ended interviews
informal interviews
observations

literature review

RQ1

RQ2

How do people experience and reflect upon
glacier retreat at Haupapa/Tasman Glacier in
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park?
INSIGHT INTO
THE SPECIFC
NATURE OF THE
EXPERIENCE

projective design alternatives

What aesthetic framework of properties is
appropriate to address environmental
melancholia in relation to glacier retreat?

AESTHETIC
FRAMEWORK
of properties

RQ3

expert consultation

How do site characteristics aid in the translation of
the aesthetic framework into site-specific design
guidelines for Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site in
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park?

site analysis

SITE-SPECIFIC
DESIGN
GUIDELINES

Design question
How can a landscape intervention at the
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier within Aoraki/Mt. Cook
National Park address environmental
melancholia and therefore become a place to
encourage engagement with glacial retreat?

DESIGN

Figure 1-8. Diagram of methods and outcomes.
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Design as a
method to evaluate
the guidelines and
aesthetic
framework

2

Figure 2-1. Mt. Cook Road with Haupapa/Tasman
Valley in the distance.

Conceptual
approach
2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL
MELANCHOLIA
This chapter describes concepts from respective theories and
philosophies that form the foundation of this thesis. To begin,
it unpacks and operationalizes environmental melancholia,
because it is the key theory explored within the psychology
- glacier retreat - landscape architecture framework. It
then introduces the terms melancholy and contemplation,
because they form the foundation of the spatial response to
environmental melancholia (Chapter 3 develops the rationale
behind these choices and Chapter 4 demonstrates how they
are applied).

Environmental melancholia, a form of melancholia, is “an arrested,
inchoate form of mourning – [that] is at the heart of much of
the inaction in response to ecological degradation” (Lertzman,
2015, p. xiii). It is a term coined by psychologist and consultant,
Renee Lertzman in her book, Environmental Melancholia:
Psychoanalytic Dimensions of Engagement. The work responds
to the lack of acknowledgement for psychological processes
in most environmental action, advocacy, and communication
work. It provides a comprehensive argument for its inclusion and
challenges researchers to apply new methods that are capable of
dealing with such complex experiences.

To understand why these concepts were chosen, it is important
to note that this thesis presents an argument. It argues
that melancholy is an important emotional experience,
contemplation is progressive, and aesthetics are performative.
This chapter explains how the literature informs these
arguments, and in turn, how they inform the subsequent
research and design choices.

The experience of loss in association to non-human objects,
namely environments, is relatively new in psychosocial research.
Psychosocial research has primarily focused on human relations
and interpersonal dimensions “without attending to the ‘realness’
of our object worlds and the spaces we move through” (Lertzman,
2015, p. 88). Actually attending to this resonates with landscape
architecture and suggests that space might hold the capacity to
repair and heal.

ecological degradation

unresolved loss
and mourning

ambivalence

environmental melancholia

?
reparation

ENGAGEMENT

Figure 2-2. Dimensions of environmental melancholia
with ‘?’ for landscape architecture’s potential involvement.
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Figure 2-3. Melancholia I (Albrecht Dürer, 1514).
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2.2 MELANCHOLY

2.1.1 DIMENSIONS
Environmental melancholia has two primary dimensions that are
composed of a range of more specific experiences. The dimensions
are ‘loss, mourning and melancholia’ and ‘ambivalence’. They
combine to create the environmental melancholia condition (see
Figure 2-2 on p. 13 for the illustration).

The sections, ‘Moving on’ and ‘Engagement’, allude to a common
desire from different fields to consider forms of ‘inaction’ to be
as important as ‘action’ when dealing with environmental issues.
Lertzman describes why ecological mourning is important
and says that jumping straight into action without addressing
the psychological dimensions of issues can have negative
implications on subsequent decisions (2015). In other words,
‘inaction’ can be performative (a term borrowed from Elizabeth
Meyer (2008)), because it contributes to fostering meaningful
engagement with complex issues.

Loss, mourning and melancholia
Within ‘loss, mourning and melancholia’ are feelings of anxiety,
sadness, sorrow, a sense of loss, powerlessness, overwhelm and
disappointment towards ecological degradation (Lertzman, 2015).
It is often hidden, subjective, and difficult to gather from someone
without a foundation of trust. It is often inchoate because language
is inadequate to express it, and unresolved because of “the lack of
socially sanctioned forms for sharing emotional responses about
ecological issues” (Lertzman, 2015, p. 73).

The following sections build upon this notion by describing
melancholy, contemplation, aesthetics, and how they can be
performative. Note that the three concepts will be applied to a
spatial approach, so although they pull insights from diverse
fields, they emphasize literature from landscape architecture.

Ambivalence
‘Ambivalence’ refers to the often contradicting or conflicting
feelings towards a particular issue. The degraded object causes
an experience of loss, but the cause of degradation creates
benefits. The resulting sentiments are often mixed and without a
clear narrative, which results in blame being moved around and
an unbearable sense of guilt that prevents healing. The internal
processes associated with ambivalence are guilt, conflicting
desires, anger, and personal contradictions.

What is melancholy?
“At the very root of melancholy is a loving regard for what is
lost, or of impending loss, of an object, a landscape, a moment.
This love of loss, of longing…spurs a poignant compassion as
opposed to vicarious consumption…” (Bowring, 2016, p. 38)
The concept of melancholy recently inspired Lertzman in
psychology and Bowring in landscape architecture, but it is a
much older term whose meaning has evolved throughout the
ages and whose enduring appeal has reached both the arts
and the sciences. This section explains a few relevant historical
appearances and then concludes with its possibilities for
landscape architecture.

Moving on
How does one repair, heal and move on in order to engage with
the issues at hand? An important aspect is to accept and embrace
melancholia in decision-making. Sanitized, overly-positive
approaches to politics impede authentic engagement (Lertzman,
2015). It is also considered important that people are given
agency to contribute and be creative. Lertzman’s work does not
provide these solutions. She gives vague suggestions, but calls
to the arts and creative fields for their involvement. Figure 2-2 on
the previous page shows a ‘?’ where landscape architecture can
potentially contribute.

The idea of melancholy has touched “The diverse threads of
humoral imbalances, witchcraft, political inactivity, abnormal
grief, romantic beauty and aura” (Bowring, 2016, p. 16). The most
detailed account, presented as a medical textbook, was a book by
Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy, published for the first
time in 1621. It was almost 900 pages long and, amongst many
other things, described melancholy as a kind of clinical depression.
Since then, two directions taken in the twentieth century
undoubtedly inspired Lertzman’s environmental melancholia. The
first was that of Freud, who described melancholia as an abnormal
grief. Unlike normal grief that passes and allows the individual to
get over loss, melancholia is “where mourning is arrested and the
process of recovery is unable to reach completion” (p. 15).

Engagement
The term, engagement, adopts a definition from environmental
studies. It describes a dynamic and “enduring process of
attachment” [to something] comprised of connection,
commitment and communication, that can include all levels
of society (Proctor et al., 2018). It is a manifesto to counter
environmental activism alone. It argues that activism without
engagement might neglect a greater radius of needs, be
misguided, alienating, and ultimately harmful to the environment
that requires protection. In this context, engagement is the
framework in which environmental stewardship takes place. It
includes action if appropriate. It assumes that people care and
rejects an us vs. them dichotomy that is counter-productive to
true collaboration (Renee Lertzman, 2015; Proctor et al., 2018).

Philosophers, Søren Kierkegaard and Walter Benjamin, then
added a dimension also relevant to the current inquiry. They
described a melancholia that accompanied the alienation of
modernity and terrorism. For them, melancholia in a person is
accompanied by an inertia, political inactivism, where the person
becomes pessimistic, detached and therefore unable to act.
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Reflecting the above sentiments is the enduring melancholic
aesthetic, described with regards to subjects like ruins, art, and
landscapes. An influential example, shown on the previous page
(Figure 2-3), is an engraving from 1514, Melancholia I, made by
German Renaissance artist, Albrecht Dürer. It is described as the
first instance where melancholia was elevated from illness to art
(Su, 2007).

Jacky Bowring is the first author to suggest a melancholic aesthetic
for landscape architecture, along-side the sublime, the beautiful
and the picturesque. A sense of loss and an accompanying
infiniteness of existence should be included in such an aesthetic
(Bowring, 2016). It is a compelling proposition, because it could fill
the void of the aesthetics of todays degraded and anthropogenic
landscapes, which are perhaps sublime, beautiful, or picturesque,
but accompanied by memory, degradation, and an unavoidable
melancholy.

Melancholy does not have a singular definition; it has an elusive
and slippery nature that crosses diverse fields (Bowring, 2016). It
has nonetheless captivated the interest of scholars, professionals,
and creatives across the ages, which suggests that it can have
great depth and breadth in its possible applications.

This thesis is inspired by Bowring’s melancholic aesthetic and
directs some of her findings in new directions. It explores
melancholy’s poetic and spatial significance to develop an
approach for a design response. The approach could help
landscape architects expand the potential of such an elusive, but
poignant concept.

The happiness bias
“But it [the design proposal] implies a lot of other things that
aren’t necessarily true - that [the glacier] is dying, the fact that it
is getting smaller is somehow bad or sad... and people do have
those feelings. Is that something you’d want to promote?” (Rich,
personal communication, 13 April 2019).

A performative melancholy
If the conclusion is that an overly positive approach to decisionmaking impedes authentic engagement, emotional suppression
results in inaction, and rejection of these experiences in space
results in an outwardly sterile society, then what does melancholy
actually do? One asks, as Freud did, “In what, now, does the work
which mourning performs consist?... The fact is, however, that
when the work of mourning is completed the ego becomes free
and uninhibited again” (Freud, 1917, p. 244, 245).

Melancholy is marginalized in contemporary society, and
unsurprisingly also in contemporary landscape architecture and
landscape architecture journals. The media is saturated with a
sterilized commodification of goods and services that display
‘eye-candy’ for uncritical consumption. By repressing the full
spectrum of human emotion, society becomes “…sanitized and
emotionally aseptic” (Bowring, 2016, p. 5). Lertzman echoes, in
the context of politics, that overly positive approaches impede
authentic engagement (2015). Modern science, with its great
power to illuminate and dissect, has also marginalized the sad,
the mysterious, the imaginative, and more difficult to explain
realms of existence. This is worrisome, because it is in these
spaces that one seeks out a productive solitude for introspection
and contemplation (Bowring, 2016).

Following Freud, Bowring, and Lertzman, the line of thought
presented here is that one first has to feel that an open expression
of loss, grief, guilt, or other associated emotions is accepted.
Designers are familiar with using spaces, like cemeteries and
gardens, for this purpose. Then, once the wave of experience has
washed over, one can repair, and then engage. Bowring, however,
seems to resist this trajectory; she dares the designer to amplify
the perceiver’s emotional experience, and ‘move the perceiver’,
instead of ‘moving on’ towards recovery (2015). This challenge,
however, negates that a space can both ‘move the perceiver’ and
allow that person to ‘move on’. To move on is not to forget, rather
it is to rise above the fog so that one can see and respond with
clarity.

Melancholy in landscape architecture
Although melancholy is underrated in mainstream landscape
architecture and almost invisible in the literature, it can be found
in landscapes of ritual, remembrance, commemoration, and
contemplation. Landscape architecture is a field that should be
comfortable with elusive concepts and definitions, so it is well
suited to revive such a multifaceted term and to reconnect with
this rich concept in order to create more meaningful spatial
experiences (Bowring, 2016).

In the case of glacial retreat, it is ongoing and without closure,
so it is presently and in the coming decades, unforgettable.
‘Moving on’ to face the complexities of this challenge asks for an
experience that supersedes melancholia and mourning alone. It
needs them, but has to “…be careful not to overwhelm people
with the problems we are facing” and actually help by also
suggesting a way forward (Singer, 2005, p. 100).
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2.3 CONTEMPLATION
This thesis presents contemplation as the way forward, alongside
melancholy. Interviewees inspired this suggestion (see Chapter
3), and Bowring amongst others, support it. Bowring states that
“Landscape architecture has the opportunity to contribute to the
emotional wellbeing of the world through the shaping of places
which foster contemplation” (2016, p. 30). However, she positions
contemplation as a possibility within a melancholic aesthetic and
does not consider it in isolation of melancholy. The following
section explores contemplation from a different angle. It explores
it first as a stand-alone experience in order to reunite the two
concepts later in the most meaningful way.

For the developmental nature of contemplations, draws from
an example of direct instruction from an Eastern teacher, in
the hopes that it provides insights into the basic personal and
environmental conditions required to help someone reach a
state of contemplation. Although it is ultimately the individual’s
receptivity that determines whether or not they reach this state,
a well-considered environment is recognized to be a highly
enabling factor (Hermann, 2005).
Spiritual teacher, Swami Sivananda, explains that concentration
is necessary for meditation [contemplation] and that purpose,
focus, and purity of the mind are necessary for concentration
(Sivananda, 1975). One can understand it like this:

What is contemplation?
Contemplation, like melancholia, is an elusive word that has
different meanings according to the circles in which it is used.
The Oxford English Dictionary says that it is “the action of looking
thoughtfully at something for a long time, deep reflective
thought, the state of being considered or planned, or religious
meditation”.

PURPOSE, FOCUS,
PURITY OF MIND

CONCENTRATION

CONTEMPLATION
‘approximately leads to’
(from non-scientific sources)

Philosophers, theologians, writers and spiritual leaders across the
world, from Aristotle and Plato to Rumi and Edgar Allan Poe, have
described the virtues of contemplation and many have devoted
themselves to practicing and instructing others. Aristotle even
declares, “Contemplation is the highest form of activity”. This
‘elevated state’, one that might heal people and address concern
for degrading environments, goes beyond a thoughtful gaze.

It seems that without the first two stages, one cannot achieve
a state of contemplation. The five authors of Contemporary
landscapes of contemplation have similar insights, but they do
not emphasize the progression from one state to the next, and
thereby underestimate the importance of ‘pre-conditioning’ in
order to contemplate.

In a study of Buddhism, Thurman provides descriptions of such
a state. He distinguishes “calming contemplation” from “insight
contemplation”, where the first provides physical and mental
benefits by emptying the mind, and the second contributes “…
more to psychological, intellectual, and spiritual development…”
(Treib, 2005, p. 1). This thesis takes special interest in the socalled “insight contemplation” in which the individual is actively
involved to understand, reflect and ponder a particular situation.
Meditation is a related term, one that is sometimes used
interchangeably with contemplation. In the western context, it
carries associations to religious practices and techniques (Treib,
2005).

The sublime interlude
Unlike contemplation in landscape architecture, the sublime
experience, has been explicitly described as an experiential
sequence. Similar to this exploration, Roncken investigates how
a sequential sublime experience can facilitate creativity and
identification with 21st century degraded landscapes (Roncken,
2018).
The sublime experience and the ‘making of meaning’ are
compatible with melancholy, contemplation, and disappearing
glacier landscapes. Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis
to address the sequential sublime experience, Roncken’s work
provides support for the notion of a sequence and exemplifies
the depth and possible breadth of experience within it. This thesis
aims to provide input for a design, so that degree of depth is not
required here, but would be interesting for further research.

Contemplation is not a static state; it is developmental. It begins
with focused attention, but this transitions into communion with
the object of contemplation (Treib, 2005). Western descriptions
of the contemplative state describe conditions, landscapes, and
art that foster it, but they are less clear about instruction and
practices to achieve it, or rather, ‘prerequisites’ for contemplation.
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A performative contemplation
What work does contemplation perform? In its highest form,
meditation is said to lead to enlightenment. This goes beyond
academic comprehension and beyond landscape, but is
mentioned here to provoke thought about the bigger picture.
Contemplation pulls the individual out of the every day, out of
the finiteness of space, and out of the self (Hermann, 2005). It
is said to steady the mind, dissolve internal conflicts, and open
doors of intuition, amongst other benefits. If these claims are
even partially true, it provides a farther reach than melancholy
alone (Sivananda, 1975).

The productivity bias
What relevance does contemplation have in contemporary
society? Often considered to be the opposite of action, perhaps
this question can be indirectly answered by looking at action.
Glaciers are not retreating in isolation. They are retreating within
the global capitalist system that demands acceleration, speed,
hard work, productivity, efficiency, and consumption (Fullagar,
Markwell, & Wilson, 2012). For many people, action in mainstream,
contemporary society involves an ever-increasing tempo of life,
long workweeks, and expectations to perform in all aspects of
life. As modern life sweats under the ruling ‘cult of speed’, the only
way to stop the machine from overheating might be to bring it
down to a lower gear… (Fullagar et al., 2012).

“What we plant in the soil of contemplation, we
shall reap in the harvest of action.”

Contemplation in landscape architecture
According to Rebecca Krinke, the editor of Contemporary
landscapes of contemplation, there is no single definition of a
contemplative landscape, but rather it is “one where the designers
have set out to create a space that quiets the mind – facilitating a
developmental activity or process where the individual has more
choice over their thoughts – perhaps to focus their reflections,
perhaps to focus on inner silence” (Krinke, 2005, p. 108). Like
melancholy, contemplation has a long history in art and design,
including landscape architecture. The enclosed garden, for
instance, has been used across time and cultures as a secure and
contemplative space (Krinke, 2005).

- Meister EckhartAlthough contemplation is often considered to be the opposite
of action, they are linked and a balanced person needs both.
Relevant to the current discussion about environmental
engagement, contemplation has been shown to result in and
“…sustain action, since it provides a grounding and renewal
for the participant” (Krinke, 2005, p. 3). People are apparently
attuned to this, because, as mentioned, they seek out spaces that
allow them to contemplate. If one considers this with regards to
environmental melancholia, providing the possibility and space
for contemplation can therefore (like melancholy) influence the
capacity of an individual to engage in such issues and (beyond
melancholy) connect them to much vaster universal truths.

Authors agree that people do seek out places of contemplation,
that space can provide the experience of contemplation, and
certain spatial features (also called elements, triggers, principles,
characteristics, or strategies) can be used to provide the means
to a contemplative experience (Krinke, 2005). However, with
the exception of one article, there is no landscape architecture
literature that sets out to identify which features can be used
to create contemplative spaces (Olszewska, Marques, Ryan, &
Barbosa, 2018). Krinke’s work contains the only collection of
essays to explicitly address what makes landscapes contemplative
(2005). They are insightful, descriptive, and comprehensive, but
not scientifically rigorous. Olszewska et al. are the first researchers
to extract a definitive list of ‘contemplative landscape features’
drawn from their own empirical research and Krinke’s work as well
(2018). Insights from both of these sources inform the aesthetic
framework developed in Chapter 4.
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2.4 PERFORMATIVE AESTHETICS
The chapter concludes with a description of what it means to
be inspired by ‘a performative melancholy’ and ‘a performative
contemplation’ in the context of aesthetics in landscape
architecture. This section describes the work done on aesthetics
in relation to environmental issues by a selection of landscape
architecture researchers.
Roncken explores aesthetics in the sublime experience of 21st
century degraded environments. He argues that landscape
architecture has the capacity to transform negative aesthetic
experiences into opportunities for creative engagement (2018).
This is in line with the notion of a ‘performative aesthetic’, a
term used in a compelling manifesto to hold onto beauty in
sustainable landscape design (Meyer, 2008). The manifesto
argues that aesthetic appearance has the capacity to shift human
consciousness and foster care that will change behaviour (Meyer,
2008). It argues that sustainable design has to reach beyond its
comfort zone of dealing with “ecological health, social justice
and economic prosperity” and consider the role of aesthetic
experience in tackling environmental issues (Meyer, 2008, p. 6).
Van Etteger et al. are another amongst a growing number of
authors, that are uncomfortable with current trends in design
that praise technical solutions, emphasize function, whilst
brushing aesthetics aside (van Etteger, Thompson, & Vicenzotti,
2016). They argue for aesthetics in landscape architecture to be
brought closer to those of art, where the importance of aesthetics
is not contested. This thesis intends to build upon the above
work to further strengthen the role of aesthetics in addressing
environmental issues.
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Figure 3-1. Twilight over Aoraki Valley.

Diagnosing
melancholia
Experience & reflection
In this thesis, the term “experience” has two arms. The first arm is
used to answer the above research question. For this, experience
refers to the elements considered part of environmental
melancholia. It is therefore personal, subjective experience
that might differ from person to person, but will likely reveal
relevant patterns and overlapping elements. These elements
are ‘loss, mourning, and melancholia’ and ‘ambivalence’ which,
as described in Section 2.2.1, are split into a list of more specific
experiences.

As stated in the Introduction, this thesis hypothesizes that
people do experience environmental melancholia in relation
to glacier retreat. Confirming or disconfirming the hypothesis
is imperative to the rest of the thesis. To do that, this chapter
uses a case study to answer the first research question, how do
people experience and reflect upon glacier retreat at Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park? It then
elaborates on the specific nature of the experience and on
peoples’ personal reflections of their situation. These findings
will provide insight into how glacier retreat affects people in
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park and inform how to approach an
aesthetic framework.

The second arm involves landscape architecture. This becomes
relevant later when I approach the design response. The Oxford
English Dictionary describes the verb “experience” as, “to
encounter or undergo (an event or occurrence)”. This interests the
landscape architect because it happens in space. The Dictionary
then adds, “to feel (an emotion or sensation)” as a possible
subcomponent of the encounter. The encounter [in space] is
therefore accompanied by a subjective reaction. The experience
requires input from spatial properties that result in physical
sensations – touch, sight, smell, and sound, and the triggering
of memories, narratives, and values attached to this space. These
can precipitate an experience like contemplation and/or evoke
an emotional reaction like melancholy.

To be able to discuss personal experiences and reflections of
glacier retreat in a specific case study, it is important to be
familiar with the context in which these occur. That is why
Chapter 1 introduced the environmental, economic, and
cultural implications for the country as a whole, which allows
this chapter to address people. Firstly, I define experience
and reflection, because they inform the research and analysis
approach, I then explain the approach, followed by the results.

“Reflections” refer to relevant experiences and thought processes
that fall outside the melancholia umbrella. They are opinions,
attitudes, reasoning, and beliefs pertaining to glacier retreat and
to perceptions about the present and future.
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3.1 INTERVIEWS
*Note: all interviewees permitted me record and use the interview
material. Their names have been changed for privacy reasons. The
filled out interview templates can be found in Appendix A (Part I)
and the raw interview data can be found in the separately-bound
Appendix A (Part II).

aimed to reach a small, but highly varied sample. I approached
people knowing that I wanted to speak with a D.O.C. employee,
business owner/managers, various visitors, someone of Mãori
culture, a range of nationalities, and also a range of relationships
to the Park and the Glacier. I managed to speak to almost every
desired ‘demographic’, except one key figure in the village and
a person of Mãori culture. I later reached out to two experts to
address the gaps.

The primary method used to understand subjective experience is
“unstructured, open-ended interviews”, as inspired by Lertzman
(2015). This section describes the interviewee selection process,
the interviewee profiles, how the interviews were conducted,
content analysis approach, and the results, according to the
elements of environmental melancholia and interviewees’
reflections.

I did not plan the snowball candidate selection process, but
because Aoraki/Mt. Cook Village is a small, tight-knit community,
each interviewee referred me to others. I also approached
other visitors staying at Unwin Lodge. The Lodge had a homely
atmosphere and attracted a range of people, including New
Zealanders, groups, and solo travelers. They were happy to
participate in longer-length interviews. I was surprised and
pleased at how receptive visitors and locals were to speaking to
me. Arranging interviews was a relatively fluid process. It might
have been because of the relatable subject matter and possibly
also because customer service is part of the culture the Park.

The interviews consisted of two clearly split parts, the first was a
conversation to understand experience and the second involved
the projective design alternatives. Only the first part of the
interviews is addressed in this chapter and the second part is
addressed in Section 5.1.

3.1.1 PROCESS
Interviewee profiles
Of the twelve people I spoke to in Aoraki/Mt. Cook Village,
there were five visitors (a teacher, nurse, doctor, and a retired
couple), three guides, a ranger from D.O.C., a business manager, a
receptionist for a heli-guiding company, and a barista. They came
from New Zealand, Australia, Tasmania, Canada, United Kingdom,
Brazil and Mexico. The time individuals had spent in the Park
ranged from a week-long visit to a working history that began in
the 1980s. The ages stretched from mid-twenties to retirement.
Their reasons for being in the Park were varied.

New Zealand
I went to New Zealand in April of 2019. I had to go shortly after
starting the project so that I could visit Aoraki/Mt. Cook National
Park before winter, while there were still many visitors and the
landscape was free of snow. I began and ended in Christchurch,
where the two professors, Heather Purdie and Jacky Bowring,
supported me prior to conducting interviews and doing
fieldwork. Heather Purdie knows the community in Aoraki/Mt.
Cook Village. She recommended contacts, including the head
ranger of the Department of Conservation, the manager of the
boat tour company, amongst others. She also suggested where
to host interviews and warned me of ‘interview fatigue’, because
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier is such an extensively researched site.

Interview approach
As described in the introduction, the interviews were unstructured
and open-ended. They were sometimes spontaneous, if the
person was available immediately and sometimes planned.
Everyone I spoke with was willing to give the conversation as
much time as necessary, so they lasted until the conversation
naturally died out, between half and hour to an hour and a half.

Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park
I stayed at Unwin Lodge (belonging to the New Zealand Alpine
Club 2km south of Aoraki/Mt. Cook Village) in Aoraki/Mt. Cook
National Park for two weeks for fieldwork and data collection. I was
there in autumn, at the tail end of the tourist season. The national
park experience and accessibility of the glacier changes through
out the year, so I relied on secondary sources to supplement my
personal observations. I concluded that having such a short time
in a tourist destination was not detrimental, because it is a place
caters to short-term clients and spontaneity based on weather
conditions.

With every interview, I explained that I was interested in
understanding people’s connection to the glacier. I asked for
a personal introduction and then I brought up the glacier
casually and inquired into the person’s connection to it. Each
interview was so different because, although I set the stage for a
discussion about their relationship to the glacier and the Park, the
interviewees described what was important to them and I would
then inquire further into the topics they brought up. I feel that my
openness and curiosity made for genuine conversations where
interviewees said what they truly thought and felt. The interviews
also lead to topics that I would not have considered alone.
However, the lack of structure made content analysis difficult and
it was not convenient for direct comparison on specific subjects.

Participant selection
As introduced in the Section 1.4.2 (Methods), the intention of
this study was to understand personal experiences in depth.
This meant that I could not reach a large number in the limited
time and achieve the necessary depth of conversation. I therefore
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3.1.2 CONTENT ANALYSIS
All interviewees gave me permission to digitally record the
interviews. Once I transcribed them, I employed Kumar’s four
step content analysis, in which I first identified main themes, then
assigned codes, classified responses into an interview template
(shown in Figure 3-2), and finally integrated these themes and
responses here (Kumar, 2014, p. 318).
I chose not to use coding software, because coding would not be
able to ‘read in between the lines’, which was necessary to extract
conclusions about feelings and deeper reflections. For example,
Dave, a visitor from New Zealand, was aware of climate change
and said, “We know we do too much driving. It’s the only the way
to get to nice places” (personal communication, April 5, 2019).
This indicated ‘guilt’ and ‘conflicting desires’, conclusions that
coding software would struggle to reach.
Themes, codes & template
The components of environmental melancholia were established
prior to the interviews and remained unchanged. However,
the interviews revealed themes that I had not yet considered.
INTERVIEW
Therefore,
theTEMPLATE
other themes were developed iteratively after
the
interviews.
Initially,
I did not know how to evaluate attitudes
Interview date:
and
opinions,
Interview
length:but after noticing that people spoke about their
Location:
preferences
by connecting them to situations, I began with the
Interviewer:
situation, followed by rejection, apathy, acceptance or adaptation,
Interviewee:
and then described why. The template is shown here:
Occupation:
Nationality:
Profile:

EXPERIENCE (Environmental Melancholia)
Ambivalence
guilt
conflicting desires
contradictions
other
Unresolved loss
and mourning
anxiety
sadness, sorrow
loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other

Yes or no
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Description

Yes or no
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Description

Y/N
Y/N

Other experience(s)
Additional notes
REFLECTION (opinions, reasoning, behavious, and attitude towards present and future)
Situation

Climate change

Reject/apathy/ accept/ adapt

Behaviour/description

Y/N

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES (site knowledge)
Figure 3-2. Interview template.
Physical changes
Social changes
Physical characteristics
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3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL
MELANCHOLIA

3.2.1 LOSS, MOURNING, AND MELANCHOLIA

This section describes the findings of the interviews. It draws on
their greatest strength, which is their rich, descriptive nature and
their diversity. It begins with the general findings and then dives
into more specific experiences.
How to diagnose environmental melancholia
Lertzman does not provide a formula, checklist, or tipping point
at which someone is declared “melancholic” (2015). Doing so is
beyond the scope of this thesis. It also raises ethical questions
about my place as a researcher to decide this for an individual.
To draw conclusions for a spatial approach, environmental
melancholia is simply said to be present when the interviewee
expresses some form of ‘ambivalence’ and/or ‘melancholia, loss
and mourning’ and is not engaged with the issue of glacier
retreat. Sadness alone, for instance, does not mean melancholia.
It is important to note that I relied on what people chose to
tell me, so I cannot guarantee the completion of their thought
processes, nor can I consider that their opinions might change.

The following Table 3-1 describes the anxiety, sadness, sorrow,
loss, overwhelm, powerlessness, and disappointment that
interviewees expressed during the conversations. It might seem
overwhelmingly negative, but this is not something to be afraid
of. The concerns arose from a place of value and appreciation;
everyone, without exception, cared for the Park. They were in awe
of the immensity of the mountains, the scale of the glaciers, the
dynamism of the whole system, and its mysterious capacity to
ground them as people. Tony, one of the guides presses, “Now,
all I’m trying to do when I take people out on the ice is like, look,
isn’t this amazing, because it still is. I mean, it is. It’s incredibly
spectacular” (personal communication, April 7, 2019).

Table 3-1. Findings of ‘loss, mourning and melancholia’.
LOSS, MOURNING,
AND MELANC HOLIA

DESCRIPTION

QUOTE

Anxiety

Commercialization at the
expense of conservation
values

“Commercialization causes a worry. When you start giving more concessions, where do you stop? One
[helicopter] every 5 minutes is a bit much.”
Pam & Dave, visitors, personal communication, April 5, 2019

Sadness/

Sadness to lose something
amazing

“And also when I went over onto the coast, to see the Franz and the Fox, I almost burst into tears. It was really
a hard thing to see, you know, the glorious Franz-Josef, the most amazing fucking glacier I'd ever witnessed
before before the Fox, gone. Just gone. You know. It really affected me.”
Tony, guide, personal communication, April 7, 2019

Sadness to lose a source of
livelihood

“Yes yes it totally does [bother me]. It's the main feature here. Here the glaciers here are a part of the nature
and we're losing it. And it's quite sad you know watching our mountains year-by-year and you see them
retreating that fast. I feel like in the future it will definitely become a problem for the communities around.”
Danie, receptionist, personal communication, April 11, 2019

Loss of respect for the
landscape

“The thing is, there used to be a code of practice that when you go into the wilderness you cleaned up. You
respected the huts, you respected the landscape.”
Pam & Dave, personal communication, April 5, 2019v

Loss of a beautiful
landscape

“Is that a selfish idea? I like climbing the glaciers, so for me it's personal. I feel like they're pretty amazing
places, pretty special places.”
Pat & Callum, visitors, personal communication, April 14, 2019

Loss of mountaineering
access

“When we were there, the best we ever did was walk onto it. We'd walk slightly down to it. Every time we
came out, it was always lower.”
Pam & Dave, personal communication, April 5, 2019

Sorrow

Loss

Overwhelm/
Powerlessness

It’s too late to stop climate
change

“It's been going on for so long. It's been happening for so long.”
(Pam & Dave, personal communication, April 5, 2019)
“We're probably getting to the point of no return. Whatever they do is not going to make any difference.
We've taken too long; what, like 30 years?”
Pam & Dave, personal communication, April 5, 2019

Disappointment

Global problem with little
possibility as an individual
to make meaningful change

“It's poor places around the planet, places like China, places like Russia, being industry places producing the
carbon. If you really want to change what's happening, that's where the change needs to happen. And it's nice
to do these things here, fly helicopters in a certain place, but let's get real. If you really want change, that's
where you need to go.”
Henry, guide, personal communication, April 10, 2019

Lack of acknowledgement
by the National Park

“I think that in this area there is a lack of acknowledgement of the glaciers and the retreating glaciers,
especially such in a tourist place that is so busy with people.”
Jason, visitor, personal communication, April 9, 2019

Last chance tourism

Referring to guiding on the west coast glaciers, “This is the last of the rhino. Let's take tours, because people
will want to photograph the last of the rhino. You know, that approach of putting a business together is really
kind of uncool. I think so.
Tony, personal communication, April 7, 2019
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3.2.2

AMBIVALENCE

3.2.3

As Lertzman would have predicted, there was no simple narrative
about how interviewees felt about glacier retreat and the state
of the whole park (2015). In all of the discussions, there were
mixtures of blame, guilt and frustration, but also self-defense as
interviewees tried to justify their actions. The discussions began
with the glacier, but almost always moved to debates about the
whole park. Interviewees expressed concern; understandably, no
one had solutions, but they were eager to hear ideas. Most of their
descriptions resonated closely with the notion of “negotiating
industrial rewards and environmental losses” (Lertzman, 2015).

BACK TO THE HYPOTHESIS

The findings confirmed the hypothesis; most interviewees
clearly showed some degree of environmental melancholia.
With the exception of one guide, everyone communicated
sadness or a sense of loss. Similarly, with the exception of one
visitor, all interviewees expressed some form of ambivalence. The
melancholia condition is not only grief or anger, but also inaction
as a result of this.
It makes sense that those that did not show clear melancholia
were those that directly engaged with the glacier and the Park,
namely, the guides and business manager. Two possible reasons
are: that the changes have occurred so gradually for them that
they are numbed to it, or they interact with the glacier regularly
and educate others, so they do not feel powerless because they
are already engaged. For instance, a glacier guide, said, “I’m
taking something that people don’t have a clue about and I’m
teaching them something. And this is really rewarding for me.”
(Tony, personal communication, April 7, 2019).

The following Table 3-2 presents a list of coexisting, but
contradicting thoughts that interviewees struggled with during
the interviews:

Table 3-2. Findings of ambivalence.
AMBIVALENC E (X VS. Y)

Development,
commercialization

QUOTE
vs

Conservation values

“This is the beneficial side of having a new business here. There are more jobs. More people will be
able to work here, more tourists coming, more money for the region. But, is this the way?”
Danie, personal communication, April 11, 2019
“Aircraft landings and managing people generally and tourism, rather than the core values of
conservation. That's a paradox that we work with all the time.”
Ron, D.O.C. ranger, personal communication, April 11, 2019

Pollution of helicopters

vs

Helicopters provide terrain
access and are good for
tourism

“I think that tourism should become more sustainable. It's part of my job to sell flights, but I would like
to see this reduced. We need to find a way, although I don't have an answer.”
Danie, personal communication, April 11, 2019

Noisy and disruptive
helicopters

vs

Everyone should be able to
enjoy the mountains

“One of their big dilemmas is people who enjoy going into the mountains tend not to want it
disrupted by the noise of helicopter flights, but on the other hand, it's becoming harder and harder to
get to unless you've got a heli, because of the difficulty of walking in with the glacier retreating.”
Pat, visitor, personal communication, April 14, 2019

Ngãi Tahu (local clan)
commercial interests

vs

Ngãi Tahu spiritual values

“Ngãi Tahu have a commercial arm now as well… It's really difficult for them as well, to separate the
spiritual and the commercial. Even within their own agenda.”
Ron, personal communication, April 11, 2019

Hermitage Hotel controls
the Village too much

vs

Hermitage Hotel is the
reason that the Village
exists

“There is a lot of history around where stuff has ended up… What dominates in this village is the front
of the Hermitage.”
Ron, personal communication, April 11, 2019

Pressing the climate
agenda

vs

Clients pay to have fun on
vacation

“We don't really press the global climate thing too much. You don't want to press an agenda when
people are paying to have fun.”
Paul, business manager, personal communication, April 15, 2019
“Now we're seeing a faster period for the loss of the glacier. To try to explain this to a client though.
You want them to walk away with a smile on their face. It's a bit of a catch 22 for the guide.”
Tony, personal communication, April 7, 2019

Pollution of flying or
driving

vs

Getting to beautiful places

“We know we do too much driving. It's the only the way to get to nice places.”
Pam, visitor, personal communication, April 5, 2019

Overcrowded national
park

vs

National parks should be
accessible to everyone

“It's a huge amount of pressure, because tourism is such a big part of our economy now…It just
exploded. It's happened so suddenly.”
Ron, personal communication, April 11, 2019
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3.3 REFLECTIONS ON RETREAT
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park
The D.O.C. Visitor Centre in Aoraki/Mt. Cook Village, the
information provided in the shelter at the Blue Lakes Car Park (at
the base of the trails around Tasman Lake), and the information
board at Tasman Glacier Viewpoint revealed how glacier retreat
was presented in the National Park.

In addition to understanding environmental melancholia, I was
also interested in how people reflected upon glacier retreat within
the larger system. I listened to what interviewees prioritized,
what their opinions were, and looked at how the Aoraki/Mt. Cook
National Park portrays glacier retreat to the public.

3.3.1

ATTITUDES

The Visitor Centre is in the middle of the Village, past the turnoff to Haupapa/Tasman Glacier. It is hidden in the Village and is
removed from the landscape it is supposed to explain. The centre
itself, however, has a wealth of information. Visitors can learn
about flora & fauna, geology, Māori myths and traditions, the
history of mountaineering, paintings of the area, changing uses,
and the subject in question, glacier retreat. There are paintings
of how the glacier used to look (see Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-22
in Chapter 5), old maps, and a section titled ‘Glaciers and Global
Warming’.

A discussion about glacier retreat is a discussion about climate
change. Given that all the interviewees were informed about the
effects of climate change, the discussions branched out to climaterelated subjects that affected the national park and subjects that
affected them personally. Concerns included helicopters, terrain
access, global mass tourism, commercialization, and implications
for business. Adaptation measures, ideas for improvement, and
the Draft Management Plan were also discussed. There was a
range of opinions about the above-mentioned topics, which
perhaps reflected why the Draft Management Plan was paused.
Although there were disagreements, the significance of studying
‘attitudes’ was to further tease out the nature of people’s concern.
It became clear that although people had different opinions,
their common ground was that they all had an opinion. They all
had a vested interest, and therefore fulfilled a first step towards
engagement.

3.3.2

The Blue Lakes shelter, however, has two information boards about
the local flora, but no information about the rest of the site. Once
one has climbed up to the Tasman Glacier Viewpoint via the Tasman
Glacier Walk, there is an information board titled, ‘Where is the
Glacier?’ Many people studied it and used it to ‘read’ the landscape.
One person read the sign and told his friend where the glacier used
to be, “It was just 30 years ago, hey? The glacier was up to here. So
that [pointing] was the edge of the glacier.” Another person said
to his partner, “So, that was the edge in 1990. Gosh that’s so sad.
This really is a moment in time, isn’t it?” (anonymous visitors, April
13, 2019). There were, however, many tourists that hardly spoke
English, so the information would not have reached them.

PRIORITIES

The interviewees were free to direct the conversations, so they
went in very different directions. Individuals said what was
important within his or her reference frame. For instance, the
Canadian visitor commented on the trail system and the lack
of interpretive elements compared to Canada (Jason, personal
communication, April 9, 2019), the business manager spoke
about the Tasman Lake as a business opportunity (Paul, personal
communication, April 15, 2019), and the D.O.C. ranger emphasized
working with the Ngāi Tahu (local Māori iwi) and the importance
of understanding legislation (Ron, personal communication,
April 11, 2019). Their priorities were not necessarily conflicting,
but different. I noted the range of priorities, so that the design
response could contribute to the diversity of users within the park.

Summary
D.O.C. recognized glacier retreat and provided visual information
to explain it. However, it was only directly addressed in English
in the visitor centre, removed from the glacial landscape and
the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site. There was no incentive to get
informed prior to doing the walk up to the viewpoint, which
meant that when people arrived at the viewpoint, they often
did not know what they were looking at. The information board
was useful as a source of information, but not as an experiential
element.

Figure 3-3. Interpretive map of quotes at the Tasman Glacier Viewpoint site
(see Section 3.4 for explanation).
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3.4 FIELDWORK
As I have stated, I was not able to have in-depth interviews with
all groups. It seemed inappropriate to approach a tourist while
they were, for instance, hiking, to have a deep discussion. I opted
instead for informal interviews and unobtrusive observations.
They provided insights into the average visitor, the demographic
that will actually experience the proposed landscape
intervention. Unlike the interviewees referred to in Section 3.1,
these visitors often did not have a long-standing relationship
with the landscape.

For most visitors, the area was a novel attraction, and unless
they had received information from a guide, they were relatively
uninformed. They also arrived with their own expectations that
were not matched with reality. The inherent paradoxes in the
visitors’ conversations and behaviours were notable:
·· Although people cared, they were on vacation.
·· Although the glacier was retreating, they were incredibly
excited to fly over it and stand on it.

While doing the offered activities, such as hiking up to the Tasman
Glacier Viewpoint, going on a boat tour on the Tasman Lake, and
doing a heli-tour up to the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier itself, I made
observations and had light conversations with other visitors. See
Figure 3-4 below for observations at the viewpoint.

·· Although the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier was awe-inspiring
and almost incomprehensibly large, visitors were slightly
disappointed that it was so far away.
·· Although the lake was huge, they wanted to know why it was
brown and not blue.
I heard the most mundane comments to the most moving
expressions of concern for the environment. I synthesized these
paradoxical quotes into an interpretive map of the Tasman
Glacier Viewpoint site (Figure 3-3 on the previous page).

Figure 3-4. Observations at the Tasman Glacier Viewpoint site.
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3.5 NEXT STEPS
I conclude this chapter with a list of recommendations (based
on the findings above) and an indication of how they inform
the direction of the thesis. They might also help a community
affiliated with glacier retreat to decide if and how to approach
engagement.

3.5.1

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.5.2 MELANCHOLY, CONTEMPLATION & SPACE

Address larger external processes: although the conversations
were as varied as the people, every person felt connected to
the subject matter and expressed some form of concern about
the glacier and/or the National Park. The interviews revealed
that the retreating Haupapa/Tasman Glacier is more than a
monumental piece of ice; it is symptomatic of a much broader
issue. It is interwoven with larger processes, like the functioning
of the whole Park, including the Māori role in park management,
D.O.C.’s management of the National Parks across New Zealand,
and global mass tourism.

The findings and recommendations of Chapter 3 linked with the
concepts from Chapter 2 inform the subsequent thesis direction.
It is summarized as follows:

Address larger internal processes: Environmental melancholia
should be addressed. Presently, although every interviewee
expressed sadness and most felt powerless, there is no public
acknowledgement of the experience. The discussion stagnates at
the individual level and usually remains unresolved. Additionally,
just as glacier retreat occurs within much broader processes,
so melancholia should be considered part of people’s broader
reflections, opinions and attitudes. This conclusion underpins the
decision to include contemplation.

·· People experience environmental melancholia à confirms the
relevance of this theory à asks for a landscape architectural
response that acknowledges this experience.

Awareness is needed for concern: the interviewees that were
ignorant of the extent of retreat were unconcerned. Jason, a
young Canadian visitor, for instance, was disappointed at the lack
of acknowledgement towards the glaciers. He said that signposts,
like some he has seen in other places, would bring up emotions
that he would not have gotten otherwise: “You can really perceive
it when there is a signpost, because you look in the distance and
see where it is. It brings up a sadness, I think, in me.” The majority
of interviewees was aware of the retreat, but did repeatedly
refer to the average tourist, who was not and would benefit
from information. The conclusion is that knowledge through
information is needed for awareness, which is fundamental for
concern.

This section concludes that melancholy has to be accompanied
by contemplation, a reflection of ones position within the larger
whole, in order to address engagement with glacier retreat, a
symptom of a much greater disease. The argument presented
here is to use landscape to foster melancholic contemplation,
defined as a type of contemplation in which the melancholy
triggered by an object [retreating glacier in this case] is the
focus of contemplation.

·· Retreat of the glacier occurs within a larger system à the
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site is within Aoraki/Mt. Cook National
Park à asks for a landscape architectural response that
addresses context à present a design strategy for the Park.

·· People reflect and ponder the larger system à the experience
is broader than melancholia alone à asks for a landscape
architectural response that acknowledges this experience.

Melancholia is not needed for engagement: although present
and important, environmental melancholia was not a prerequisite
for the interviewees to want to engage more meaningfully
with the glacial landscape. Every interviewee supported more
meaningful engagement, because they recognized the benefit it
could have for others, especially tourists.
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Figure 4-1. ~50m tall terminal face of Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier seen from the Ball Hut Route.

Aesthetic
framework
4.1 APPROACH
Objectives of the framework
This chapter uses the concepts from Chapter 2 and the
findings from Chapter 3 to inform the literature review
that predicates an aesthetic framework of properties for
melancholic contemplation. This framework will be translated
into site-specific design guidelines and then exemplified in
a site-specific response. It is my intention and hope that this
framework will be useful for other designers who may wish to
create spaces for melancholic contemplation.

·· Inform a design (as opposed to evaluate an existing design,
although it might indirectly do so)
·· Illustrate how aesthetic conditions can encourage the state of
melancholic contemplation
·· Incorporate the process of reaching the mental state

4.1.1 REACHING A MENTAL STATE
First, this chapter clarifies what the framework must do
and how it approaches the task, as this then guides the
choices made. Secondly, it dives into landscape architecture
literature about melancholy and contemplation to extract and
evaluate properties for the framework. Thirdly, it consolidates
the findings into an aesthetic framework for melancholic
contemplation. Lastly, it explains how to apply it within the
design process.

The framework is based upon a directional understanding of
contemplation interpreted from Sivananda’s explanation (2009)
and described in Section 2.3: one begins with ‘purity of the mind,
attention, purpose, focus’ and then moves into concentration,
and lastly into a state of [melancholic] contemplation.
The three mental states are loosely connected, but not causal.
The structure proposes that aesthetic conditions in space result
in one of the above states. It returns to the notion introduced in
Chapter 2, that aesthetics affect experience (Meyer, 2008).
Aesthetic conditions
Specific aesthetic conditions can have an effect on one of the
three mental states. It implies a hierarchy of importance: this
has to be done first, then that, and finally these are relevant.
Therefore, if the conditions are not conducive to reaching the first
two states, the performative agency of the conditions in the third
state is compromised.
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4.1.2 AESTHETIC PROPERTIES, NON-AESTHETIC
PROPERTIES, & DESIGN DEVICES
I operationalize aesthetic conditions according to Zangwill’s
Aesthetic Creation Theory, because it, like Meyer’s work, explains
the performative (‘creation’) nature of aesthetics and it has been
well-argued for its possibilities within landscape architecture (van
Etteger, Thompson, & Vicenzotti, 2016). Zangwill divides aesthetic
conditions into aesthetic and non-aesthetic properties in which
aesthetic properties depend upon (but are not limited to nor are
bound to) non-aesthetic properties (Zangwill, 2007). Zangwill’s
definition is:
“Aesthetic properties may be purely verdictive or evaluative
properties, such as beauty and ugliness, or aesthetic merit
and demerit, if indeed these are different from beauty and
ugliness. Aesthetic properties also include substantive aesthetic
properties, such as elegance, daintiness, balance or frenzy. Nonaesthetic properties include physical properties, such as shape
and size, and secondary qualities, such as colours and sounds”
(Zangwill, 2007, p. 37). Figure 4-2 is an illustration of the theory by
van Etteger et al. (2016).
Unlike Zangwill, this framework will not distinguish subcategories within aesthetic and non-aesthetic properties. What
is considered important here is that an aesthetic property is
the perceived effect that a non-aesthetic property has on the
perceiver and that this contributes to a particular mental state.
It stretches Zangwill’s description of an aesthetic property to
include a diversity of perceived experiences. A non-aesthetic
property also expands upon Zangwill’s definition to include a
diversity of actions or qualities that take place in a space. Design
devices are applied instances that constitute a non-aesthetic
property in space. In summary, design devices contribute to nonaesthetic properties, which contribute to aesthetic properties,
that support a certain mental state. The meanings of these terms
will become clearer through out this chapter. I hope that the
broadened use of the term aesthetic does not cause confusion,
but rather draws attention to the non-visual dimensions of space
and the important link between time, space and experience.

Figure 4-2. “Aesthetic and non-aesthetic properties according to Aesthetic
Creation Theory” (van Etteger et al., 2016).
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4.2 LITERATURE
4.2.1 OVERLAPS, GAPS & DIFFERENCES
As introduced in Chapter 2, this aesthetic framework draws
from landscape architecture literature about melancholy and
contemplation (shown in Table 4-1). I choose to study literature
instead of actual projects because an intervention in a glacial
landscape differs greatly from most spaces considered to be
melancholic or contemplative. For this framework, it is preferable
to draw properties from empirical research and expert opinion.
The works chosen are introduced in Sections 2.2.1 (Melancholy)
and 2.2.2 (Contemplation), but I reiterate them here.

It is apparent from the literature that the associations with
melancholy and contemplation overlap and intertwine, so it is
not surprising that many conditions conducive to melancholy
overlap with those of contemplation. There are also conditions
for melancholy that are not mentioned in the literature about
contemplation, although they seem appropriate and not
necessarily limited to melancholy.
Important differences between the literature is that Bowring
starts with the conditions themselves, where-as the essays on
contemplation start from the desired mental state and from there
describe the necessary conditions to reach it (Bowring, 2016;
Krinke, 2005b). Olszewska et al. have already extracted conditions
(‘landscape characteristics’) from the essays in Krinke’s book.
However, their definition of contemplation is oriented to mental
health and urban parks and does not acknowledge the process of
reaching a contemplative state.

Bowring explores conditions in the landscape that contribute
to melancholy. Her list of conditions is reminiscent of Edmund
Burke’s Philosophical Inquiry into the Sublime and the Beautiful.
She draws from many sources to explain the conditions in depth
and describes where they can found. In Krinke’s book, five authors
present their understanding of contemplative spaces and
offer strategies to create them. Their research overlaps, but it is
presented through a range of themes and examples. Olszewska
et al. are the first to conduct empirical research into what makes
a landscape contemplative (2018). They combine Krinke’s work
with their own research and another landscape quality model to
produce a framework that is relevant here.

CONCEPT

LITERATURE

#

Melancholy

Bowring, J. (2016). Melancholy and the landscape: locating
sadness, memory and reflection in the landscape. Routledge.

1

Contemplation

Treib, M. (2005). Attending. In R. Krinke (Ed.) Contemporary
landscapes of contemplation. (pp. 13-35). London: Routledge.

2

Hermann, H. (2005). On the transcendent in landscapes of
contemplation. In R. Krinke (Ed.) Contemporary landscapes of
contemplation. (pp. 36-72). London: Routledge.

3

Singer, M. & Krinke R. (2005). Map of memory: an interview. In R.
Krinke (Ed.) Contemporary landscapes of contemplation. (pp. 73106). London: Routledge.

4

Krinke R. (2005). Contemplative landscapes, restorative
landscapes. In R. Krinke (Ed.) Contemporary landscapes of
contemplation. (pp. 107-138). London: Routledge.

5

Beardsley, J. (2005). Filling a void: creating contemporary
spaces for contemplation. In R. Krinke (Ed.) Contemporary
landscapes of contemplation. (pp. 174-196). London: Routledge.

6

Olszewska, A. A., Marques, P. F., Ryan, R. L., & Barbosa, F. (2018).
What makes a landscape contemplative?. Environment and
Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science, 45(1), 7-25.

7

These three sources were comprehensive and sufficiently
exhaustive to extract aesthetic conditions conducive to reaching
a state of melancholic contemplation. With the same argument
I used when I chose not to use coding software in Section 3.1.2,
I also chose not to use coding software to extract aesthetic
conditions, so the findings are based on subjective selection. I
hope that the results are interesting enough to challenge another
researcher to improve them.

Table 4-1. Literature about melancholy and contemplation in landscape architecture.
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4.3 DEVELOPMENT

4.3.1 STRATEGY FOR IDENTIFYING PROPERTIES

4.3.2 FINDINGS FOR A NEW FRAMEWORK

I searched for properties in the landscape that the authors
argue are conducive for melancholy or contemplation. Each
author approaches the subject matter from a different angle, so
there is not necessarily conflict between the sources, but rather
differences in priority that need to be distilled. The strategy to
distill the information was to:

Aesthetic properties
The aesthetic properties from each source are compared and
synthesized in the following table (Table 4-2). Some of the terms
are altered; for example, “emotion” and “character of peace and
silence” become “solemn tranquility”, because the melancholic
emotion specifies the character). Some of the terms are similar
enough to merge; for example, “multi-sensory”, “unite self and
other” and “connect natural and human” merge into “multisensory/immersive”. The properties are then further categorized
according to whether they contribute to:

1. Create a list of potential aesthetic/non-aesthetic properties
for the three sources independently and organize them
according to each author’s approach.

·· Purity of mind, attention, purpose, focus (P)

2. Condense each list by removing less relevant/non-instructive
properties.

·· Concentration (C)
3. Compare the lists, merge overlaps and address conflicts.
·· Melancholic contemplation (MC)
4. Match non-aesthetic properties with aesthetic properties.
The rationale behind this final categorization is described
afterwards in Section 4.4.1.

5. Link the properties to the appropriate mental state.

Non-aesthetic properties & design devices
Similar to Table 4-2, non-aesthetic properties and design devices
are compared and synthesized into Table 4-3. However, the results
of this synthesis are less well defined than aesthetic properties.
Sometimes a non-aesthetic property can contribute to multiple
aesthetic properties, so it appears multiple times (e.g. modulated
movement). Additionally, there so many potential non-aesthetic
properties and the distinction between a non-aesthetic property
and a design device can be unclear. There are also an infinite
number of possible design devices. This table and the use of
these terms should therefore be applied with discretion. It might
be problematic if the framework is used for an analysis of the nonaesthetic properties of a particular space. However, the findings
are intended to be useful for a designer; it is not my intention to
include every possible non-aesthetic property and design device,
but rather to produce a list that inspires and can be adapted as
needed.

For steps 1 and 2, see Tables C1-3 and accompanying explanations
in Appendix C. For steps 3, 4, and 5, see Table 4-2 and Table 4-3.
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Table 4-2. Synthesizing aesthetic properties for melancholic contemplation.

MELANCHOLY

CONTEMPLATION

CONTEMPLATION

AESTHETIC PROPERTIES

(1)

(2, 3, 4, 5, 6 )

(7)

FOR MELANCHOLIC CONTEMPLATION

P, C, MC

Multi-sensory
Association

Association

(Un)familiarity

MC

Unite self and other

Connect natural and human

Multi-sensory/immersive

MC

Slowness

C

Temporality

Temporality

MC

Direct attention

Directed attention towards absence

MC

Slowness
Temporality

Otherworldly space
Layered landscape
Emotion
Awareness of context

Otherworldly space

P

Layered landscape

Landscape layers

MC

Peace and silence

Solemn tranquility

C

Awareness

P

Understanding

Table 4-3. Synthesizing non-aesthetic properties and design devices for melancholic contemplation.

AESTHETIC

MELANCHOLY

CONTEMPLATION

PROPERTIES

(1)

(2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

Solemn tranquility

(7)

DESIGN DEVICES
(UNFILTERED)

Threshold, ritual

Threshold, ritual

Careful siting, transitions, entrances,
sequences, passages, restrictions of access
and movement, invitation, authority, and
taboos, enclosure, sanctified spaces

Awareness of context,
memory

Symbolism,
memory

Information, collective
narratives, symbols

Cultural references, water, sun, moon, text,
memory recollection cues

Silence, darkness,
monochrome

Simplify the
environment,
darkness, silence,
solitude

Silence, solitude, simplified
stimuli, minimize distracting
stimuli, monochrome,
darkness

Resculpt existing elements, acoustic
silence, single bench, rock garden,
‘moments of silence’, curate a space
associated with silence (e.g. churches or
cemeteries), subdued scene, twilight,
muted colours, limited palettes, carefully
chosen vegetation, aesthetic constraint

Otherworldly space

Awareness

NON-AESTHETIC
PROPERTIES FOR MEL.
CONTEMPLATION

Specific
lighting &
colouration

Modulate
movement,
pilgrimage

Slowness

Pilgrimage
Modulated movement

Seating, moments of pause, prescribed
route, path, intervals

Transcendence of
time, resisting time

Liminality, fragments leavings,
submersion, weathering and
patina, ephemerality and
transience, shadows

Linear time, cyclical time, intervals, light,
darkness, shadows, seasonality, thresholds,
passages, liminal moments (twilight or
during autumn), ruins, islands, collections,
stranded objects, souvenirs, petrified
residues, Japanese wabi sabi technique

Multisensory/immersive

Modulate
movement,
sensation

Modulate movement,
sensation

Access routes (get people into the
landscape, rather than just looking at it),
touch, smell, sound, sight

Landscape layers

Orientation,
modulate
movement

Orientation, modulate
movement

Pathways that appear and disappear,
moments of reveal, dampening and
heightening

The uncanny, aura,
camouflage, archetypal
elements, collective narratives

Path, clearing, single old tree, forest, still
water (water mirror), waterfall, circle, grave,
boulder, repetition, mirroring, doubling,
craft and specificity in material, disruptive
patterns

Void, cosmic links, orientation

Voids, sky, sun, moon, physical voids,
altered perspectives, day & night, empty
chairs

Temporality

Liminality, fragments
leavings, submersion,
weathering and patina,
ephemerality and
transience, shadows

(Un)familiarity

The uncanny, aura,
camouflage

Directed attention
towards absence

The void

Archetypal
elements,
collective
narratives
Cosmic links,
orientation,

AESTHETIC PROPERTY

OPPOSITE

Otherworldly space

Mundane, everyday space

Awareness

Ignorance

Solemn tranquility

Chaotic, noisy and cheerful

Slowness

Speed
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4.4 AESTHETIC FRAMEWORK OF
PROPERTIES
4.4.1 DEDUCING THE STRUCTURE OF THE AESTHETIC
FRAMEWORK
The framework of properties proposed here is useful for a designer
looking to create a space for melancholic contemplation. It is built
around the three mental states with aesthetic properties, nonaesthetic properties, and design devices connected to each one.
The conditions associated with the first mental state are loosely
considered to be ‘prerequisites’ to move towards the second
state, and so on.

Non-aesthetic properties (and their design devices) are attributed
to aesthetic properties, which contribute to a certain mental
state. The decisions to pair certain non-aesthetic properties
with certain aesthetic properties often came directly from
the literature. However, pairing the aesthetic properties with
a particular mental state required my deductive reasoning.
Although the authors refer to conditions that provide focus and
improve concentration, they do not directly refer to the process
of reaching a state of contemplation (Krinke, 2005; Treib, 2005).
I therefore deduce from their phrasing and the common themes
between the authors where the aesthetic property might fit into
the framework. In addition, the findings from the interviews in
Section 3.4.1 further help to position the aesthetic properties. The
following sections describe the chosen aesthetic properties and
explain how they contribute to each mental state.

I do not imply that the aesthetic conditions in the third stage are
less important than the previous two stages, nor that they be
excluded from concentration or focus. Rather, I argue that they
have a greater chance of being effective if the conditions that
are most important for the previous two stages are met. Peter
Eisenman’s ‘Memorial to the Murdered Jews’ in Berlin exemplifies
a design that does not consider a process: the surrounding
environment is busy (not tranquil) and the otherworldly space
is not designated and spills over onto busy streets on all sides.
Unsurprisingly, children jump on the blocks, teenagers leave soda
cups lying around, and it is coated in anti-graffiti spray. This is not
to say that the memorial is not a powerful gesture; Eisenman
probably did not intend to encourage a contemplative state, but
it illustrates the importance of process.
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4.4.2 AESTHETIC PROPERTIES FOR ‘PURITY OF MIND,
PURPOSE, FOCUS’

4.4.3 AESTHETIC PROPERTIES FOR CONCENTRATION

Otherworldly space

Solemn tranquility
All the authors in the literature review considered at least one
non-aesthetic property of solemn tranquility to be important for
contemplation or ‘melancholising’. They are: silence, solitude, a
lack of distracting stimuli, dampening of existing stimuli, darkness,
and/or a simplified environment were included. Solemn is added
to tranquility, because of melancholy. The following extract
describes why it is considered to contribute to concentration:

“Contemplation occupies at least two levels: the first removes us
from the quotidian, the second turns consciousness above the
every day or within the individual”
-Treib, 2005, p. 30This aesthetic property has to be considered first, because it is
the first thing that the individual encounters. It cues to them
that something is different and triggers a sense of focus and a
potentially new purpose. In order to realize that one is entering
into an “otherworldly space”, it has to be designated and
distinguished from the previous space. This can be done in stages
or in a single gesture. For example, think about entering a home:
one walks through a gate (design device) to leave the public
space and then opens a door (design device) to enter the private,
“otherworldly space”.

“Consider a hectic American urban or suburban environment
such as the Strip – the quotidian American traffic artery
lined with businesses and packed with over-scaled signs
competing for our attention. It would be difficult for many
people to think profoundly with the aural and visual
distraction of such a milieu. First, one would need to discern
what needs attuning and what needs to be tuned out. But if
the environment itself is visually and aurally “poor” – if there
are but a few elements available to attend – the process is
considerably simplified”

Awareness
To feel empathy and therefore experience melancholia, one has to
have an awareness of context (Bowring, 2016). If one is ignorant
to the phenomenon at the root of the melancholy, there will be
no sense of purpose and less chance of engagement. The finding
from Section 3.5.1, ‘Awareness is needed for concern’, supports
this claim. Based on these insights, it is also placed in the first
stage, as a pre-requisite for the following properties and can be
in the form of knowledge, recognized symbols, amongst others.

-Treib, 2005, p. 15In the quest for tranquility there is an interesting possibility implied
in “dampening of existing stimuli”. Traditionally, one achieves
auditory tranquility by reducing sound, but what if there are
other ways to deal with sound to create a desired effect? Perhaps
an existing sound can be transformed or a precise moment can
be chosen to introduce a meaningful sound. That exploration is
beyond the scope of this thesis, but Eleonora Fiorin’s soundscape
thesis provides a compelling precedent (Fiorin, 2018).
Slowness
“There is a secret bond between slowness and memory, between
speed and forgetting” (Kundera, 1997, p. 34).
Slowness appears most explicitly in the literature about
melancholy (Bowring, 2016). Slowness is described as a necessary
condition for the experience of melancholy to take place. It is an
important juxtaposition to the speed of contemporary society
and demands a commitment from the individual. Commitment
to “slowness” is rewarded with a lasting emotional experience. It
provides the time to gain awareness, process the object of focus
until it makes sense, and ensure that it will be remembered (Jacky
Bowring, 2016).
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4.4.4 AESTHETIC PROPERTIES FOR MELANCHOLIC
CONTEMPLATION
Temporality
For a meaningful melancholic contemplation, temporality is
fundamental. It can reveal itself in forms that represent linear time
(Hermann, 2005), such as the years passing by, ruins, weathering,
and the continual retreat of the glacier. It is also in cyclical
time (Hermann, 2005), such as cosmic cycles, diurnal rhythms,
changing light and shadows, liminal moments, and seasons.
Recognizing the passing of time has the potential to humble the
ego and connect the soul. It is a reminder of mortality and of the
infiniteness of a universal existence (Hermann, 2005). In time, loss
is inevitable, so melancholy, which is inherently connected to a
sense of loss, can be found in things that change.

Multi-sensory, immersive
Emotions are linked to all the senses. An aesthetic for melancholy
therefore has to challenge landscape architecture’s dominant,
ocular-centric focus and incorporate the multi-sensory nature
of experience. Within this is the implication of movement and
immersion as opposed to a static, subject-object relationship
(Bowring, 2016; Meyer, 2008).
Attention to absence
The notion of “the void” comes up repeatedly in the literature
for melancholy and contemplation. When the object of focus is
the clear absence of something, the perceiver is left entranced,
but without answers. “Attention to absence” intensifies the
contemplative experience and provides space to actively
imagine tragedy instead of passively absorbing information that
one might have become desensitized to (Bowring, 2016). It also
includes shifting orientation to focus on an absence, such the
sky, or perhaps the glacier that is no longer there… It can also be
considered through the Japanese concept of Ma, understood as
the space in between. Accentuating gaps or pauses can be a quiet
reminder of the transience of all things (Beardsley, 2005).

(Un)familiarity
Familiarity is a sense of acquaintanceship with something. If the
perceiver can make associative connections through the design,
these can bring up emotion and elicit reflection. For instance, a
tombstone can bring up thoughts of death; a narrow path can
symbolize a personal journey; or, a local symbol can trigger
collective memories. Materiality can also create familiarity; it can
raise thoughts about locality and offer a sense of place-specific
presence. A wooden pathway used from adjacent trees, for
example, can localize a trail and create a sense of intimacy with
the surrounding environment.
(Un) is included for conditions where the familiar then turns
strange. The properties, camouflage and uncanny, possess this
quality. By twisting the familiar, they disrupt a previous sense of
comfort and thereby heighten the individual’s awareness and
bring them closer to their elemental nature (Bowring, 2016).
Landscape layers
“Landscape layers” addresses visual quality by calling for fore,
middle and background in a landscape, and sometimes longdistance views. The term is adopted from Olszewska et al.’s “What
makes a landscape contemplative?” (2018). They enhance focus
on the setting, and perhaps focus on the object of melancholy,
and intensify the experience of moving through the landscape,
facilitating a keen presence (Krinke, 2005b; Olszewska et al.,
2018). Dampening and heightening, expansion and contraction
of vistas, and reveal are part of the layering effect.

Figure 4-3. Aesthetic framework of properties;
illustrates the sequence of mental states, aesthetic properties,
non-aesthetic properties, and possible design devices.
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BEGIN
otherworldly space
THRESHOLD
careful siting; transitions;
entrances; sequences;
passages
RITUAL
access restrictions; invitation;
authority; enclosure,
sanctified

awareness
INFORMATION
text
COLLECTIVE NARRATIVES
cultural references; memory
recollection cues
SYMBOLS
water; sun; moon

MENTAL STATE
aesthetic property
NON-AESTHETIC PROPERTY
design device

PURPOSE, FOCUS,
PURITY OF MIND
solemn tranquility
SILENCE ‘moments of silence’;
acoustic silence
SOLITUDE single bench
SIMPLIFIED STIMULI
resculpt existing elements;
rock garden; aesthetic constraint
MONOCHROME
muted colours; limited palettes;
carefully chosen vegetation

slowness
PILGRIMAGE
prescribed route;
walking path
MODULATED MOVEMENT
seating; moments of pause;
intervals

DARKNESS subdued scene; twilight

CONCENTRATION
attention to absense
VOID
physical voids; empty seats
ORIENTATION
altered perspectives
COSMIC LINKS
sky; sun; moon

(un)familiarity

landscape layers
ORIENTATION
moments of reveal;
dampening and heightening
MODULATED MOVEMENT
pathways that appear and
disappear

temporality

ARCHETYPAL ELEMENTS
path; clearing; single old tree;
still water (water mirror); waterfall;
circle; grave; boulder

LIMINALITY islands; twilight; liminal
seasons; thresholds; passages

THE UNCANNY
repetition; mirroring ; doubling

SUBMERSION engulfed by plants

AURA craft & specificity in
material; collective narratives
CAMOUFLAGE disruptive patterns

FRAGMENTS, LEAVINGS
ruins; stranded objects; souvenirs
WEATHERING AND PATINA
petrified residues; collections
TRANSIENCE linear time; cyclical
time; seasonality; shadows
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multi-sensory, immersive
MODULATE MOVEMENT
access routes (get people into
the landscape, rather than
just looking at it)
SENSATION
touch; smell; sight; sound
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BEGIN
otherworldly space

PURPOSE, FOCUS,
PURITY OF MIND
solemn tranquility

awareness

(Asanuma, 2007)

slowness

(Eat Sleep Dorset, n.d.)

CONCENTRATION
attention to absense

landscape layers

(un)familiarity

temporality

MELANCHOLIC CONTEMPLATION
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4.5 REFLECTION

AESTHETIC

MELANCHOLY

CONTEMPLATION

PROPERTIES

(1)

(2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

(7)

4.5.1 IMPLIED CAUSALITY
Otherworldly space

The aesthetic framework relies on the assumption that nonaesthetic properties have an effect on aesthetic properties and
that these contribute to a person’s mental state. The loose causal
relationship between aesthetic and non-aesthetic properties has
already been addressed (see Section 4.1.2). However, the implied
causality goes further and raises two important questions:

1.

Can you force someone to contemplate?

2.

How do you know that your aesthetic conditions
actually have the desired effect?

Threshold, ritual

Awareness

Awareness of context,
memory

Symbolism,
memory

Solemn tranquility

Silence, darkness,
monochrome

Simplify the
environment,
darkness, silence,
solitude

Modulate
movement,
pilgrimage

Slowness

Reliance on receptivity
Experts have pondered this question in relation to contemplative
spaces. One author says, “The contemplative state triggered
in an encounter depends on one’s degree of receptivity to the
spiritual and poetic realms and of the depth and duration of one’s
experience within these realms” (Hermann, 2005, p. 39). Another
says that although every situation can be contemplative, people
do seek out certain spaces more than others, and designed
spaces can be part of providing that [contemplative] experience
(Singer, 2005). You cannot force someone to contemplate, but you
can create an environment that helps to facilitate contemplation.
Spatial and sensory cues are difficult to ignore and if they are
accompanied by intention (or purpose) people do tend to respond
to them. In the case that an individual does not respond, he/she
will absorb the input.

Specific
lighting
colourat

Understanding through opposites
Liminality, fragments
The surest way to know whether an aesthetic condition
leavings, submersion,
of
contributes
to a certain mental
state is
bypatina,
studying theTranscendence
effect that
weathering
and
Temporality
time, resisting time
the built project has on people.
This design
ephemerality
and is theoretical, so that
transience,
shadows
is not possible. I decided that
the next-best
way was to triangulate
the conclusions drawn by experts and empirical research in the
Modulate
Multi- review. I did that first and then I evaluated the conditions
literature
movement,
bysensory/immersive
comparing them to their opposite. It is a simple but
effective
sensation
technique to understand something (for example, we Orientation,
know that
it Landscape
takes sadness
to know what happiness is…).
modulate
layers
movement
I applied ‘understanding through opposites’ by using it to
demonstrate the plausibility of the conclusions drawn for the
The uncanny, aura,
(Un)familiarity
aesthetic
properties andcamouflage
by testing examples of aesthetic and
non-aesthetic properties applied to the design intervention. The
following Table 4-4 shows the chosen aesthetic properties and
their
opposites.
Directed
attention
Cosmic links,
The void
towards absence
orientation,

Figure 4-4. Aesthetic framework of properties; examples of
possible design devices (personal photographs unless stated).

AESTHETIC PROPERTY

OPPOSITE

Otherworldly space

Mundane, everyday space

Awareness

Ignorance

Solemn tranquility

Chaotic, noisy and cheerful

Slowness

Speed

Temporality

Static

Multi-sensory, immersive

Visual

Landscape layers

Single plane

(Un)familiarity

Dissociative

Attention to absence

Scattered attention to many things

Table 4-4. Aesthetic properties of melancholic contemplation
and their opposites.
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4.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE

4.6.1 ASSESSMENT
Engage the user group in open discussion
This is how you get to know who you are designing for, what
their priorities and values are, and what their experience is of the
situation they are dealing with. The interviews from Chapter 3 are
an elaborate example of what this can look like.

The aesthetic framework is not context-specific and therefore
cannot be applied in isolation, so here I recommend how to use it
to design for a site. Insights gained over the course of this thesis
inform the recommendations.
Returning to this thesis’ overarching ambition, which is to use a
landscape intervention to foster engagement with environmental
challenges, I argue that engagement should be encouraged
during the design process. Conventionally, subjective experience
is undervalued in planning and design approaches. If decisionmakers want to garner genuine empathy and engagement
from those that will interact with the proposed measure/design,
approaches should be cautious of prescriptive “solutions”
and incorporate subjectivity (Bowring, 2016). To prescribe a
landscape design like a doctor prescribes medication could risk
being rejected by the community that might not have even asked
for it. If stakeholders are involved, they can gain fulfillment and
perhaps even feel a sense of relief that contribute (Lertzman,
2015). Additionally, I learned that local knowledge and support is
highly valuable for the design outcome.

User-informed site analysis
The site analysis should be partly informed by stakeholders and
the user group. I experienced the benefits of learning from the
interviewees in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park. They provided
me with new knowledge and insights, such as specific on-site
hazards, seasonal differences, local culture, and relevant topics,
amongst others (see Section 5.2 for this thesis’ site analysis).
Identify opportunities and challenges for achieving the three
mental states
Identify the presence, potential presence, or opposition to the
aesthetic properties around and on site (“opposites” described in
Section 4.5.1). Take the example of “otherworldly space”: is there
a designated otherworldly space or does the space blur into the
spaces around it? Then inquire into specific opportunities and
challenges, so that design can respond in the best way for that
particular site. Take the example of “solemn tranquility” in Aoraki/
Mt. Cook National Park: helicopters are a specific challenge for
this aesthetic property, because they create noise. The design will
have to respond to the noise in some way, because it inhibits the
user’s ability to concentrate.

I recommend a two part process, first assessment and then
design (this format is loosely inspired by an approach in another
thesis (Kooijmans, 2018)). Within “assessment” or “design”, the
steps are not numbered and do not have to strictly be applied
in sequence. An approach is presented primarily to stress the
importance of engaging stakeholders in the design process
and to respond to site-specific challenges and opportunities.
Although the process can and should evolve differently for each
project, the design should have a clear purpose and consider
the site’s inherent opportunities and challenges. It should mirror
and amplify peoples’ pre-existing sentiments and invite them to
progress into a state of melancholic contemplation. It is assumed
that the designer has “purpose, focus, and purity of mind”, and an
approximate melancholic site prior to taking the following steps:
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4.6.2 DESIGN

4.6.3 REFLECTION

Engage the user group with projective design alternatives
I discovered the value of using “projective design alternatives”
in this thesis (see Section 5.1) (Deming & Swaffield, 2011).
Melancholy is an illusive experience and feeling. It requires trust
and probes to encourage people to share (Lertzman, 2015). The
design alternatives serve this function and, if the designer is open
to ideas and feedback, they can encourage engagement. From
my experience, the feedback sessions positively contributed to
the interaction with interviewees and the quality of the design. I
suggest using projective design alternatives after completing the
assessment for reasons explained in Section 4.6.3 below.

This thesis developed in a slightly different order from the
recommended process presented above, because the fieldwork
had to be done before winter. I used the projective design
alternatives first and developed the aesthetic framework
afterwards. This meant that the design alternatives were
developed without fully understanding the site or the aesthetic
conditions for melancholic contemplation. It was an extra effort
to reconcile these to create the final design. I conclude that
sequence is an important consideration in the design process.
The design presented in Chapter 6 was created while I was
developing the aesthetic framework, so it constantly gauged the
relevance of the aesthetic conditions chosen for the framework.
In conclusion, my sequence was exploratory and I used what I
learned to inform the aesthetic framework and how to apply it.

Create design guidelines for each aesthetic property
Design guidelines can be a useful tool to translate aesthetic
properties into site-specific responses. They evolve out of the
research and site analysis and provide a link on the way to the
spatial intervention (van Etteger, 2016). I learned from the
interviews that different sites and user groups have different
needs and priorities, so take this into consideration when
choosing and prioritizing aesthetic properties. The guidelines
can include non-aesthetic properties and design devices, but
they should leave enough room for further design exploration
(van Etteger, 2016).
From design guidelines to design devices (and vice versa), to
the final design
The design process is iterative (see Section 5.4.3 for an illustration).
The design guidelines have to be carefully translated into spatial
interventions, but, as I learned, sometimes these design devices/
interventions reveal opportunities for new design guidelines.
As design devices are tried and tested, guidelines might have to
change. As guidelines stabilize, the design devices can be further
developed and the spatial intervention takes shape.
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5

Figure 5-1. Rugged.

Design
guidelines
5.1 PROJECTIVE DESIGN
ALTERNATIVES
The previous chapter is characterized by abstraction; it inducts
ideas and synthesizes facts into an understandable scheme
(an aesthetic framework for melancholic contemplation). This
chapter is characterized by its opposite: specification, because
it analyses and breaks down general ideas into actual stuff
(Hesse, 1968). It then pulls the stuff together and organizes
it meaningfully for a spatial intervention in honour of the
retreating glacier. The research question it intends to answer
alludes to this specification: How do site characteristics aid in
the translation of the aesthetic framework into site-specific
design guidelines for Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site in Aoraki/
Mt. Cook National Park?

I introduced “projective design alternatives” in the methods
section of Chapter 1 and Section 4.6.2. It is a form of “research
through design” in which potential design solutions are sketched
and presented to interviewees to provide feedback, generate
ideas from, and provide site knowledge (Deming & Swaffield,
2011; Lenzholzer et al., 2013).
This chapter explains how I developed and applied the design
alternatives. They were based on the hypothesis that people
do experience environmental melancholia and the argument
that aesthetics are performative. However, I had not seen the
site, spoken to users, nor had I consolidated the ideas for the
aesthetics of melancholy and contemplation. The alternatives
were therefore developed instinctually, and based on slightly
different parametres to what I found later to be important. But,
they still produced valuable results, perhaps gave me more
freedom while sketching, and the outcomes aligned surprisingly
well to the desire to create a space for melancholic contemplation.
If the sketches had been more informed, however, I might have
received more nuanced feedback.

In this chapter, I explain the results from the second half of the
interviews from Chapter 3. I describe the process of employing
design alternatives to produce design recommendations and
inform the subsequent site analysis. I then analyse the site
and assess the site’s opportunities and challenges for reaching
the three mental states. Based on design recommendations,
the site analysis, and the assessment, I develop guideline(s)
for each of the aesthetic properties of the framework. I will
integrate these into an overarching design approach and a
site-specific design response in Chapter 6.
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5.1.1 PROCESS
Sketching
I used the design alternatives to showcase a spectrum of possible
interventions that would encourage interviewees to think
with me about possibilities, point out faults in my logic, and to
encourage them to share their own values and opinions. The
sketches showcased extremes through bold concepts so that
interviewees could provide clear feedback. Many were inspired
by the work of other designers, so I included reference photos.
I sketched the ideas onto a Google Earth view of Haupapa/
Tasman Lake with the glacier in the background (see Appendix
B1 for Google Earth View and sketches). Six oppositional relations
defined the sketches and I felt I had reached a saturation point
after producing seven. Although they do not return directly when
I evaluate the designs, they were a necessary starting point and
ensured that the sketches expressed a wide range of possibilities:

Presentation approach
Of the twelve people I spoke to in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National
Park, ten provided feedback about the alternatives. Of those ten,
two were couples, so I ended up with eight sets of information.
The approach to presenting the design alternatives was a
continuation of the first half of the interview (refer back to Section
3.3.1 for more information). I explained each concept, which
the interviewee could comment on. I did not press opinions, so
interviewees were free to emphasize points and designs that they
felt strongly about (both positively and negatively). If a design did
not generate a reaction, I interpreted it as a lack of interest or a
sign of confusion.

5.1.2 CONTENT ANALYSIS
Themes, codes, and template
As with the first half of the interviews, I developed the interview
template based on the results of the interviews, but grounded
with the intention to use the feedback to learn about the glacier
site, the Park, and the design possibilities.

·· Individual experience vs. collective experience
·· Indirect engagement vs. direct engagement
·· Spectacular experience of loss vs. humble experience of loss

The projective design alternatives are evaluated based on three
criteria: interestingness, appropriateness and feasibility. I classified
interview responses with a simple nominal scale: yes, no opinion, or
no (Kumar, 2019). As I mentioned earlier, I did not press responses,
which is why I included ‘no opinion’ in the scale. I chose the three
sub-themes according to subjects that came up in almost all of the
conversations. See Figure 5-2 on p. 48 for the template.

·· Permanent vs. temporary/changing
·· Single statement vs. multiple interventions
·· Engineered vs. ‘working with nature’

The chosen alternatives
During the interviews, two of the sketches proved to be
immediately irrelevant (they addressed adaptation, but were
ill informed and did not resonate with interviewees). I describe
the concepts of the remaining design alternatives in Table 5-1
alongside people’s responses to them. The five relevant design
alternatives were:

Criteria
“Interestingness” describes whether the concept positively
attracts the participant’s attention. Many found most (if not all) of
the concepts interesting. Therefore, appropriateness and feasibility
often determined design preference instead of interestingness.
The following quote describes many of the responses, “I think
they’re great ideas. I’m just not entirely sure that you would be
able to manage all this, because of how rapidly this environment
is changing” (Tony, guide, personal conversation, April 10, 2019).

1. Memorial
2. Spectacle

“Appropriateness” refers to cultural acceptance and whether
the design abides to the rules and regulations. New Zealanders
have strong values about conservation and what is acceptable in
a national park. They are fascinated by the notion of wilderness
and this guides the way they approach management and dictates
what they consider appropriate (Abbott & Reeves, 2011).

3. Tribute Trail
4. Occasion
5. Apology

“Feasibility” is whether or not the design is possible to execute.
It considers factors such as cost, durability and safety. The
dynamism, power, and scale of the glacier landscape were found
to be major constraints to what interviewees considered to be
feasible.
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DESIGN
ALTERNATIVES

Memorial

DESCRIPTION

! Monument to the glacier
being lost from climate
change.
! A floating island
reminiscent of an iceberg
to reflect, commemorate,
gather.

Spectacle

! Iconic, floating walkway
! Giant, eye-catching, and
photogenic.
! Walkway moves across the
lake mimicking the glacier’s
changing form.

Tribute Trail

! A journey.
! Walk along the length of
the lake and glacier and
stop at installations and
viewpoints.
! Points provide pauses to
reflect important moments
en-route.

Occasion

! Temporary, immersive
lightshow.

FEEDBACK

EXTRACTS FROM THE INTERVIEWS

! Two found it inappropriate to imply that
the glacier is ‘dying’.
! Three (mountaineers) were excited by the
structural potential of a floating object
with cables.
! Business owner was excited by the tourism
potential.

! Three thought that it did not fit into a
National Park: jarring and unnatural.
! Almost everyone considered it unfeasible,
because icebergs would destroy the long
structure.

! The guides and Kiwi visitors felt that it fit
within the values of a National Park.
! Some considered the length of the path
impractical and not worth the investment
because it would get washed out.
! Others emphasized that they liked the idea
of walking to destinations.

! Considered interesting and doable.
! Most embraced using technology.
! One interviewee suggested a more
accessible location.

! Ephemeral, multi-sensory,
gathering moments.

! Two found it inappropriate: it distracted
from the glacier and it’s in a Night Sky
Reserve.

! Each year plant/create
something the size of that
year’s glacial melt.
! Community effort.
! Responsive, informative.

“I like the memorial. That’s neat. When do you ever have a
memorial for an iceberg? People would love that shit. A little
walkway around an iceberg.”
Jason, visitor, personal communication, April 9, 2019
“I could really see it happening (again, I’m no engineer), but from
a logistical point of view, it works. It could have a couple of
different anchors and winches so that you can even keep on
moving it.”
Paul, business manager, personal communication, April 15, 2019

“I think this is a really beautiful idea and I'd love to do something
like this. But I've also got to say, we've had some events here that
would rip this up and send it flying.”
Tony, guide, personal communication, April 10, 2019

“I think it's a pretty good idea, but it's not practical.”
Dave, visitor, personal communication, April 5, 2019

“This one, personally, jumps out me, because it fits with the New
Zealand tourism approach and what they like to do with their
national parks and landscapes.”
Harry, guide, personal communication, April 13, 2019
“I don't know how many people would actually do this one. It
would take some work to make a good trail there and you don't
really see the glacier until you've walked quite a ways on that
track.”
Jason, visitor, personal communication, April 9, 2019
“Well, I do like that. I mean you can make it work.”
Ron, D.O.C. ranger, personal communication, April 11, 2019

! Experience the glacier’s
sounds and movement.

Apology

“I feel like a monument is not the way to go.”
Danie, receptionist, personal communication, April 11, 2019

! The design confused most interviewees.
! Those that liked it appreciated that it was
an ongoing project.
! One interviewee said that he felt
uncomfortable with the guilt implied with
the apology.

Table 5-1. Descriptions of each alternative and feedback per design.
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“I like this idea here, because we're not creating a structure nor
changing the landscape, but you are creating a show, or
something that will bring lots of people to see it and create
awareness of how serious the situation is.”
Danie, receptionist, personal communication, April 11, 2019
“It's a great idea. This is super cool. It would be awesome, a light
show, but we're also in a dark sky reserve. So, you start coming up
against D.O.C. and what is accepted in a national park.”
Tony, guide, personal communication, April 10, 2019

“I don't know if it's as tangible, it's like an indirect tangible.”
Jason, visitor, personal communication, April 9, 2019

“Well, not here [the plan], but in some other place, symbolically.”
Pat, visitor, personal communication, April 14, 2019
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INTERVIEW TEMPLATE
Interview date:
Interview length:
5.1.3 FINDINGSLocation:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:
This section describes
the design-oriented findings from the
Occupation:
feedback sessions. I will explain the feedback for individual
Nationality:
INTERVIEW
TEMPLATE
designs,
describe
outcomes
for each criterion, and lastly provide
Profile:
general
and a list of design recommendations. To
Interviewconclusions
date:
Interview
length:
EXPERIENCE
move
from
individual
design(Environmental
findings to Melancholia)
outcomes for each
Location:
criterion, the interviewee
responses
were
organized
according
Description
Ambivalence
Yes or no
Interviewer:
to a ‘yes/no/no opinion’
scale
for
each
design.
These
were
guilt
Y/N
Interviewee:
conflicting
desires
Y/N
synthesized
Occupation: into graphs that show the criteria per design (see
contradictions
Appendix
graphs were then Y/N
reconfigured into graphs
Nationality:B2). Those
other
Profile:

Appropriateness
“Memorial” and “Occasion” generated the most disagreements.
The notion of a memorial that would force people to feel a
certain way made one guide uncomfortable (Harry, personal
communication, April 13, 2019), where as three others thought
that it would become a great attraction (Danie, Tony, Paul,
personal communications, April 11, 10, 15, 2019 respectively).
“Occasion” was considered problematic because it is a light show
in an International Dark Sky Reserve. “Tribute Trail”, as a trail with
interpretive elements, was considered to best fit with how New
Zealand experiences and manages its natural spaces.

that show the conclusions for each of the criteria (see Figure 5-3).
Unresolved
loss
EXPERIENCE (Environmental
Melancholia)

Feasibility
Feasibility generated the liveliest discussions, especially from
experienced guides and mountaineers. As I said, they considered
most of the designs interesting, but their preferences often
contradictions
Y/N
powerlessness,
went to the ones they considered to be feasible. “Memorial” and
Y/N
overwhelm
other
“Occasion” were considered exciting possibilities for feasibility.
Interestingness disappointment
Y/N
other did not reveal an overall favourite,
Unresolvedthe
loss feedback
A floating element is feasible, because it is not fixed and can
Although
Yes or
no they Description
and mourningexplained
interviewees
what
liked or disliked about the. adapt to changing conditions and a light show requires minimal
Other
anxiety
Y/N experience(s)
“Apology”, however, received notably less attention. This was infrastructure. “Tribute Trail” was the most contentious because of
Additional
notes
sadness, sorrow
Y/N
probably
because theY/N
concept was slightly convoluted. “Occasion” its length and location. The following dialogue between me and a
loss, *Solastalgia
guide
(Tony,
personal
communication, April 11, 2019) highlights
generated
a lot ofREFLECTION
enthusiasm,
because
it wasbehavious,
immersive
powerlessness,
(opinions,
reasoning,
andand
attitude
towards
present
and future)
overwhelm
allowed
people to Y/N
experience the dynamism of the glacier. the challenge of intervening in such a dynamic environment:
Situation
Reject/apathy/ accept/ adapt
Behaviour/description
disappointment
Y/N that:
Interviewees
liked ideas
other
Me
What about something that’s on the moraine?
Tony
We have a few places where we have a look out. You
·Other
· Gotexperience(s)
them to get out
on the
water
Y/N
Climate
change
know, where that whole thing collapsed, we used to have
·Additional
· Allowednotes
them to experience the dynamism of the landscape
DEVELOPING
DESIGN
GUIDELINES
(site
knowledge)
a look out. 100 000 tonnes of rock fell into the lake. Things
·· Raised awareness by showing where the glacier used to be
(opinions,
reasoning,
behavious, and attitude towards present and future) change so fast around here.
·REFLECTION
· Incorporated
digital
content
Physical
changes
Socialmoments
changes (like a monument or
Me
It would be so great to get people closer.
·Situation
· Provided meaningful
Reject/apathy/ accept/ adapt
Behaviour/description
Tony
We have three lookouts in tact along the moraine wall.
viewpoint)
Physical characteristics
Me
Is there any way to get people here [I point at site map]?
Interpreted
Y/N
Climate change
Tony
No.
descriptors
Me
What if you did something that was hanging from the side?
Opportunities
DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES (site knowledge)
Challenges
Tony
You can’t really do that because there is too much debris
Physical changes
falling onto that moraine wall. It’s only a matter of time
Social changes
DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES (Research through design)
before you have a fatality.
Individual design and
feedback
Description
Yes or no
mourning
Description
anxiety
Y/N
Ambivalence
Yes or
no describes
Table
5-1 on the previous
page
the concepts for the five
sadness,
Y/N
guilt
Y/N sorrow
projective
design alternatives,
the summarized
feedback, and the
Y/N
conflicting desires loss,
Y/N*Solastalgia
extracts from the interviews to support the findings.

Design sketch
Physical characteristics
1. Memorial
Interpreted
2. Spectacle
descriptors
3. Tribute trail
Opportunities
4. Occasion
Challenges
5. Apology

Interesting
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗

descrip.

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES (Research through design)
Design sketch
1. Memorial
2. Spectacle
3. Tribute trail
4. Occasion
5. Apology

Interesting
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗

descrip.

Appropriate
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗

Appropriate descrip.
Feasible
descrip.
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
Figure 5-2.
evaluate the design alternatives.
✔0✗ (below) Interview template to
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔ yes
0 no opinion
descrip.
Feasible
descrip.
✗ no
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔0✗
✔ yes
0 no opinion
✗ no
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5.1.4 CONCLUSIONS
1. All interviewees supported the use of a spatial design
intervention to engage with the glacial landscape, regardless
of personal experience or of their opinion on climate change.

Figure 5-3. Interviewee yes/no responses for interestingness,
appropriateness and feasibility of the five projective design alternatives.
1 coloured square = 1 response; 1/2 coloured square = tentative response.

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

2. Interviewees had diverse and sometimes conflicting
opinions, but they could all relate to the design ideas in
some way.

N

INTERESTINGNESS

N

3. Interviewees zoomed out from the site and addressed issues
and spatial concerns within the whole Park.

1

2

3

4

most interesting

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

4. I speculate that nationality, culture, and occupation affect
core values and therefore design preferences.

5

5.1.5 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

least interesting

Y

N

Y

Designing directly from people’s preferences does not necessarily
produce the most exciting response. Often people cannot imagine
the best solution, because it is beyond their own reference frame.
The recommendations are therefore, with reason, a mixture of
choosing to or not to apply their preferences:

N

APPROPRIATENESS

General recommendation
·· Address the whole park and perhaps even beyond park
boundaries

1

2

3

4

least appropriate most appropriate

Y

Y

N

Y

N

5
most contentious

Y

N

Y

For appropriateness
·· Acknowledge glacier retreat non-prescriptively
·· Use light considerately to bring people into the ‘Dark Sky
Reserve’ they will not experience otherwise
·· Use the concept of a trail, because it provides the necessary
link to local values and visitor expectations, and from there, it
can radically transform them

N

FEASIBILITY

N

For interestingness
·· Multi-sensory
·· Incorporate landscape dynamism
·· Provide lake access
·· Consider a floating element
·· Create permanent and ephemeral occasions

1

2
least feasible

3
most contentious

4

For feasibility
·· Be precise about where to intervene, because the landscape is
so dynamic
·· A non-linear floating element is feasible and responds to
landscape dynamism
·· A trail should not be too long

5
most feasible
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Figure 5-4. Glacier types in New Zealand. Hauapa/Tasman Glacier is
LITTERATURE
shown in the top right corner. Figures drawn by2.
Trevor
Chinn (Chinn, 1988).

REVIEW

Figure 2.3 Examples of glacier-types occurring in New Zealand according to the World
Glacier Inventory classification. Figures drawn50by Trevor Chinn. (printed in Chinn, 1988).
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5.2 SITE ANALYSIS

5.2.1

GLACIERS

What is a glacier?
“Glaciers are made up of fallen snow that, over many years,
compresses into large, thickened ice masses. Glaciers form when
snow remains in one location long enough to transform into
ice. What makes glaciers unique is their ability to move. Due to
sheer mass, glaciers flow like very slow rivers. Some glaciers are
as small as football fields, while others grow to be dozens or even
hundreds of kilometers long” (National Snow and Ice Data Centre,
2019).

This section takes the knowledge gained from the design
feedback sessions and uses it as a foundation for the site analysis.
Interviewees explained the physical and human processes in the
Park and at the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site. They taught me
about glacier dynamism, explained the importance of weather
systems, the annoyance of helicopters, the changing visitor
demographics, the relationship to the Ngāi Tahu clan, the history
of the Park, and many other considerations. This site analysis
starts with what a glacier is. It then tells the story of Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier’s retreat, analyses Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park
and finally, the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site.

Glaciers are characterized by dynamism; they slowly flow
downwards because of their enormous weight. Depending on
the ratio between snow evaporation and melt, they either lose
mass and retreat or gain mass and advance (National Snow and
Ice Data Centre, 2019). In general, glaciers have been retreating
since the end of the Little Ice Age. In the past, these changes
happened slowly, but due to climate change, the majority of
glaciers are now retreating at an alarming rate (Purdie, 2013).

Glacier terminology (extracted directly from D.O.C., 2010, p. 7):
Ablation zone An area where annual loss of snow, through
melting and evaporation for example, exceeds
the annual gain of snow and ice on the surface.
Till
Rock debris carried by a glacier.
Moraines
Rock features made of till (many types).
Moulin
A sinkhole that starts life as a pothole but
increases in size with melt-water.
Fluvioglacial Landforms moulded by glacial melt-water

Rock flour

Tiny particles of rock from glacial erosion that
become suspended in water making the water
cloudy.
Icefall
A glacier waterfall.
Outwash plain Formed by sediment deposited by melt-water at
the terminus of a glacier.
Tarn
A mountain lake or pool formed in a cirque
made by a glacier.
Mass budget Accumulation/ablation.

Figure 5-5. The great Tasman Glacier. Sources of the Tasman River (von Haast, 1862).
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5.2.2

AORAKI/MT. COOK NATIONAL PARK

History and future
The first detailed account of the beauty of the area was in 1862 by
Victorian scientist Julius Haast. He described,
“Alpine peaks everywhere glistening with snow and
ice, frowning rocky precipices furrowing their sides
and above them all, the bold and majestic Mt. Cook…
standing out boldly against an azure sky”
-Connor, 1973, p. 9Amenities
(Food and accommodation) There is a range of lodging options
in Mt. Cook Village, with the most prominent being the Hermitage
Hotel. White Horse Campsite is 2.5 km north of the Village, Unwin
Lodge is 3 km south of the Village, and Glentanner Holiday Park is
out of the Park at the north-west corner of Lake Pukaki. There are
also a number of alpine huts accessible by helicopter or by foot.
With the exception of restaurants and a small snack shop, there is
nowhere to buy groceries until Twizel.

In the next decades, a portion was reserved for recreation. New
pieces were added until 1953 when Aoraki/Mt. Cook National
Park was officially established as a national park (Connor, 1973).
Recognised as part of a larger UNESCO World Heritage Site, it
has long been an international destination for mountaineers and
travellers. Its park boundaries that surround an area of 722km2
have not changed since its establishment. The General Policy
from 2005, however, indicates that parks should expand to
include riverbeds and certain roads to improve management and
ecological integrity. For Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park, this means
including the whole riverbed until Lake Pukaki (D.O.C., 2018).

(Future developments) The 2018 Draft Management Plan
introduces the idea of a Park and Ride system for the Park,
because vehicular traffic in peak season almost exceeds the Park’s
capacity. In the Draft, there is a sketch showing potential parking
locations and proposed mobility alternatives (D.O.C., 2018, p. 95).
It became evident that this idea is highly contested and that it
might take a number of years to actually realize (Ron, D.O.C.
ranger, personal communication, April 11, 2019).

Circulation
(Road access) There is only one access road into the Park, the
all-weather Highway 80/Mount Cook Road that turns off from
Highway 8. It is 55km long and passes Lake Pukaki as it ascends
into the alpine park. It is about a 4 hour drive from Christchurch
and a three hour drive from Queenstown (D.O.C., 2010). The
Intercity bus service stops in the nearest town of Twizel and a
shuttle takes travellers up into the Park. Cars, campers and tour
buses are the primary modes of transportation to reach the
various trail-heads. There are three main parking areas: in the
Village, the White Horse Car Park, and the Tasman Glacier Car Park.
The turn-off from the Village onto Tasman Road is less than 1 km.
From there, the road to the Tasman Glacier Car Park is about 7km.

Figure 5-7. Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park Day Walks (D.O.C., n.d.)

(Airports) There are three airports in the area: Pukaki Airport
north of Twizel, Glentanner Airport north of Lake Pukaki, and Mt.
Cook Airport within the Park bounds. They offer scenic and access
flights through the Park, often landing on the upper Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier. (See Figure 5-12 on p. 57 for aircraft access zones).
(Walking, cycling, and trails) Most movement outside Mt. Cook
Village is vehicular, with no pedestrian paths until the trail-heads.
For avid cyclists, the Park features the beginning of the Alps 2
Ocean Cycle Trail, a 300km trail from Mt. Cook Village to Oamaru,
as well as a few other access trails suitable for cycling. The
extensive and well-maintained trail network is a key attraction of
the Park. The most famous are the Hooker Valley Track, Mueller
Hut Track, and Tasman Glacier View Track.
Figure 5-6. (left) Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park circulation, amenities and
relationship to historical glacier advances.
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People & economy
In 2019, D.O.C. announced that the annual number of park visitors
in 2018 hit a record high of 1 million. International visitors have
increased by 43% in the past five years, feeding the economy, but
putting pressure onto the Park’s facilities and attractions. D.O.C.
knows that it has to prepare for the continued expected increase
in numbers, but much has to be done to achieve this (Birchfield,
2019). New Zealanders are the largest visitor group, Australians
are second, and Chinese third. Other Asian and European
countries follow (Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment,
2019).

Ngāi Tahu, Aoraki and Haupapa
The Ngāi Tahu are the primary Māori iwi (tribe) of New Zealand’s
South Island. They are D.O.C.’s partners in the development of
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park. Their ambitions and values are
embedded in management policies and form an integral part
of the Park’s identity. Since The Ngāi Tahu Claims Settlement Act
in 1998, the country recognizes Aoraki, meaning “cloud piercer”,
as the original name of Mt. Cook, and therefore renamed the
mountain to Aoraki/Mt. Cook (Doug, 1998). For the same reason,
the glacier’s name now contains Haupapa, meaning “frost and
ice”. Aoraki/Mt. Cook is New Zealand’s tallest mountain (at 3724m)
and considered to be sacred by the Ngāi Tahu. All melt-water from
Aoraki is also sacred. Haupapa flows alongside Aoraki, giving it
high value along with Tasman Lake, the braided Tasman River,
and Lake Pukaki (D.O.C., 2010). A statement made about Aoraki
testifies to the Park’s iconic status for the people of Aotearoa/New
Zealand and alludes to the responsibility to care for and respect
this landscape:

Of these visitors, D.O.C. identifies seven visitor categories in the
Park: shortstop travellers, day visitors, overnighters, backcountry
comfort seekers, backcountry adventurers, remoteness seekers,
and thrill seekers. Most visitors have limited time and are part of
organized tours (D.O.C., 2010, p. 21).

Aoraki is a tapu or sacred mountain, and is therefore respected.
It is linked to creation and the nature of reality and meaningful
life. Its supreme status transcends all other protected natural
areas. Even the melt-waters from Aoraki are sacred, and the
mountain mist is the cloak of Aoraki, which denotes his power
and influence that is beyond mortals. It symbolises his mana
and indicates whether or not Aoraki wants to be ‘on show’. The
Töpuni concept extends over the national park, that is, it extends
an overlay of Ngäi Tahu values over the park. It is a very public
symbol of Ngäi Tahu’s mana and rangatiratanga, and a symbol
of their commitment to conserving values and taking part in
the management of the park. Kia tuohu koutou, Me he maunga
teitei, ko Aoraki anake.
If you must bow your head, then let it be to the lofty mountain,
Aoraki.
-D.O.C., 2010-
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Sensory experience
(Views) The sequence of views as one enters the Park affects the
overall experience. The image sequence in Figure 5-9 illustrates
the changing perspectives. Instead of a grand marker at the turnoff onto Mount Cook Road, there is a small, missable sign that
does not match the Park’s iconic status. The drive through the
park fluctuates between enclosure and openness and passes the
bright blue Lake Pukaki as it steadily ascends into the colder alpine
environment. Tall mountains rise up dramatically on both sides
and then the Tasman Valley comes into view. The experience is
breath taking. Close to the end, a small sign to the right indicates
the Tasman Valley turn-off, but if one continues, the road curves
slightly and to one’s dismay, ends in an anti-climatic T-junction at
the entrance to Mt. Cook Village (see photo 9 in Figure 5-9 below).
(Noise) I gathered from multiple interviews that noise is a
point of concern, primarily with regards to scenic flights. The
current management plan allows for a maximum of 5000 scenic
landings per year in the Park, but there is no daily limit. Weather
permitting; there can be flights leaving Mt. Cook Airport once
every 90 seconds. There are worries that the yearly maximum
could increase in the next plan. Acknowledging concerns, the
Draft Management Plan presents “Soundscape and tranquility
outcomes”, because tranquility has been found to be an
important aspect of people’s experience of the Park and also one
of the most valued qualities of these natural spaces (D.O.C., 2018).
The proposed tranquility map (Figure 5-13 on p. 57) shows that
most of the park (including Haupapa/Tasman Glacier) will aim for
“medium tranquility”, which implies an ongoing, but controlled
use of vehicles, boats and aircrafts.

Figure 5-8. (left) Aoraki at the centre of the Aotearoa/New Zealand
creation story (D.O.C., 2010).
Figure 5-9. (right) Sequence of views on the road from Highway 8 turn-off
to Mt. Cook Village (images from Google, n.d.).

1. Turn-off from
highway 8 into
enclosed woods

5. Leaving Pukaki
behind

8. Tasman Valley turn-off
and first view of Hooker Valley

2. Ascending through
pastoral hills

3. First view of Lake
Pukaki since the turn-off

6. Open plains of the braided
Tasman River, mountains rise
up on both sides

9. Mt. Cook Village
T-junction

7. First view of
Tasman Valley

10. Bridge onto Tasman
Valley Road
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4. Landscape opens
up completely

11. Tasman Valley Road
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Figure 5-10. The textures of Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park.
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Dark Sky Reserve
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park is part of the larger Aoraki
Mackenzie International Dark Sky Reserve (see Figure 5-11). It
is the only Dark Sky Reserve in the Southern Hemisphere and
the largest in the world (at 4300 square kilometres). The area
is promoted for astro-tourism and light pollution is strictly
controlled (“The Aoraki Mackenzie International Dark Sky
Reserve”, n.d.). It does not mean that lights are not allowed, but
rather that lighting has to comply with strict standards. Light that
glares (shines in the eyes), produces skyglow (shines into the sky),
and trespasses (unwanted light) are examples of light pollution to
avoid (Wendorf, 2019).

Geology and vegetation
The Pacific and Indo-Australian Plates converged about seven
million years ago to form the still-growing Southern Alps
mountain range. Earthquakes are a constant natural hazard along
this contact zone. The mountains are made from sedimentary
greywacke and metamorphic schist (D.O.C., 2018). Greywacke
is the most common. Although it is hard (and therefore used
for landscaping, architecture and industry), it can be extremely
broken up around the fault line and therefore create loose
and unstable terrain. The moraines flanking the glaciers and
surrounding the Tasman Lake are made of Greywacke and are
therefore, to a large extent, unsafe or undesirable to build on.
Extreme weather and active geology result in less vegetation than
other areas. However, harsh conditions create an environment
for an unusual selection of plant and animal species, many of
which are unique to New Zealand. An old account encapsulates
the aura of the landscape vegetation: “Solemn green and brown
vegetation surrounded by stern mountains, treeless grassland
lower down in the valleys and plains, formidable thickets of
grey-spined matagouri, an almost impenetrable alpine shrub…”
(Connor, 1973, p. 24). See Figure 5-10 for images of the geology,
vegetation, glacial features, amongst others.

Figure 5-11. (left) World Heritage Area and Dark Sky Reserve (D.O.C., 2018, p. 26).
Figure 5-12. (middle) Aircraft access zones (D.O.C., 2018, p. 63).
Figure 5-13. (right) Desired tranquility outcomes (D.O.C., 2018, p. 46).
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Figure 5-18. Average monthly revenue for
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Climate
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park is situated on the eastern side of
the Southern Alps Range (the Main Divide) that runs down the
length of New Zealand’s South Island. The ocean, mountains,
and prevailing winds create Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park’s
highly variable and unpredictable climate. It is dominated by
anticyclones and depressions that move eastward from the
Tasman Sea. The anticyclones often bring settled weather
followed by cold southerlies and fog. The depressions hit the
Main Divide and cause precipitation to fall on the west side,
making the east side much drier. Although it receives less rain
than the west side, it still has a yearly average of over 3500mm.
When northwesterly weather systems do make it over, they bring
storm events with high winds and heavy precipitation.

Glaciated landscape
The features of the current landscape were sculpted and formed
by advancing glaciers from Ice Ages in last 200 000 years (for past
extents, see Figure 5-6 on page 53. Glacier tongues flowed
down former V-shaped valleys, pushing debris down and carving
them into ‘U’s. During the ice advances, what is now called Lake
Pukaki and Haupapa/Tasman Lake were hollowed out. As the ice
receded, these lakes were left behind. The glacial streams carried
gravel and rocks with them and slowly built upon the U-shaped
alleys to form the prairie-like alluvial plains of today’s Park
(Connor, 1973) (see Figure 5-21).
These rock fields are highly permeable, with water flowing
through them into underground streams. The reason that water
is captured in the lakes and streambeds is because rock flour
(rock crushed into tiny pieces by the glacier) coats them in an
impermeable layer. Most of the rock flour from the alpine glaciers
has already been deposited by the time it reaches Lake Pukaki.
The remaining percentage remains suspended. The water and
particles absorb all the wavelengths except blues and greens,
giving Lake Pukaki its magnificent colour (Rose et al., 2014).
Haupapa/Tasman Lake is constantly replenished with glacier
flour from the glacier, so its colour is closer to ‘milky coffee’. Many
visitors expressed surprise or disappointment when they found it
was not the ‘beautiful blue’ of Lake Pukaki.

November to February have the most pleasant temperatures and
the longest days. October receives the most precipitation and
February the least. In general, there is greater turbulence in winter
and spring than summer and autumn. It is the windiest in spring
and early summer (“Climate Mount Cook Village”, n.d., D.O.C.,
2010). The seasons dictate the possible activities in the Park. For
instance, there is skiing in the winter, from July to September, and
boating on the Tasman Lake from September to May.
Figure 5-20. (left) Cyclical time at Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park. This
graphic is an assemblage of multiple forms of seasonal variation. Changing
conditions affect how the park is used, so layering them might reveal
patterns and/or opportunities to harness the cyclical changes.

Figure 5-21. (below) Glacial valley formation

mountain peaks
‘V’-shaped
river valley

Before glaciation

glacier widens
the valley

During glaciation

moraine in
glacier bottom

‘U’-shaped valley
with steep sides
braided river system
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Figure 5-22. (left) Schematic plan and section of Haupapa/Tasman Glacier (adapted from Young and Hewitt, 1993).
Figure 5-23. (middle) Tasman Glacier, Southern Alps, with climbers Joanna Turnbull and Bessie Ross (Ross, ~1920).
Figure 5-24. (right) Mount Cook and the Tasman glacier viewed from the Tasman river flat (Hodgkins, 1874).
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5.2.3

HAUPAPA/TASMAN GLACIER SITE

Haupapa/Tasman Glacier
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier is a debris-covered valley glacier whose
farthest historical extent reached just beyond the present day
Lake Pukaki (see Figure 5-6) (Barrell & Read, 2014). As a result of its
recession, it left behind Lake Pukaki first and is now in the process
of leaving behind a second pro-glacial lake, Lake Tasman.

History
Paintings, photographs, texts and maps of Haupapa/Tasman
Glacier from the late 1800s and through the 1900s (such as Figure
5-5, Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-5) reveal its former awe-inspiring
lure and splendor. They evoke in the contemporary visitor a sense
of nostalgia for the past. There are photographs from the early
1900s of hiking groups traversing it and skiers walking along it
from a former ski base on its northwest edge.

It is by far New Zealand’s largest glacier with an ice volume
of about 12km3, almost a third of New Zealand’s total (Purdie,
Anderson, Mackintosh, & Lawson, 2018). It is approximately
23km long, 600m deep, and retreating at a rate of about 160m
per year. Tasman Lake is almost 6km long with a maximum depth
of 257m and expands as the glacier retreats (Purdie et al., 2018).
One source states that the lake can only grow to be 16km long
and expects expansion to accelerate to 450m per year (“Tasman
Glacier retreat extreme,” 2008). This extreme speculation implies
that the glacier might barely be visible from the Tasman Glacier
Viewpoint in 10 years time.

Recent accounts describe how drastically the use of the glacier
has changed in recent years. For example, a New Zealand couple
that have been skiing Haupapa/Tasman Glacier since the 1970s
told me,
“Up here it’s [the loss of ice volume] been obvious, even since
the ‘70s. In those days you could climb up on the glaciers. My
mother skied at Ball Hut [a hut along the north-western edge of
the glacier]. She described it as staying in the hut and climbing
up onto the glacier to ski. When we were there, the best we ever
did was walk onto it. We’d walk slightly down to it and every time
we came out, it was always lower. So that’s been happening for a
long time now, 50 years”

Unstable moraine walls that continue around the lake flank the
glacier’s lower portions. The presence of the pro-glacial Lake
Tasman has accelerated retreat due to calving of the terminus
face (Dykes, Brook, & Winkler, 2010). Calving is when ice chunks
break off from the face of the glacier. It results from thermal
undercutting due to the temperature difference between the
lake and the glacier. It makes the portion of the lake 500m from
the terminus face unsafe for commercial boat operations. It also
produces ice-bergs that actually become a tourist attraction
(Purdie, 2013). See Figure 1-4 on page 3 for diagram of glacier
dynamism.

-Pam & Dave, personal communication, April 5, 2019-
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Circulation & amenities
There are helicopter landings at the top of the glacier and some
mountaineering routes into the surrounding mountains, but this
analysis focuses on the front-country circulation and accessibility,
because it is of greater relevance to most short-term visitors, who
are the primary target group for this project. The huge scale
and dynamism of this landscape greatly affect the possibilities
for a landscape intervention. The current site plan is the result
of decisions made for optimal accessibility, safety for all visitor
types, and to limit impact on the landscape. The site therefore
has a selection of well-considered interventions from which to
expand upon.

the glacier. Most people come to walk the Tasman Glacier View
and Blue Lakes Track. It involves a height gain of 85m with a
winding wooden and stone staircase that climbs up the glacier’s
terminal moraine up to a viewpoint with a sign. If combined, the
walks total 1.85km and take about 40 minutes to complete. Both
trails are one-way tracks (see Figure 5-26) that get congested in
peak season. To address this, the Draft Plan mentions the use of
loops to reduce congestion (D.O.C., 2018).
(Lake and glacier access) With the exception of the river mouth
and boat launch, there are no marked trails down to the lake. It is
possible, but it involves scrambling down an expansive boulder
field. To get closer to the glacier, one either has to fly or walk the
Ball Hut Route. The route is rather uninteresting for the first 4.5km,
because it first travels over a 4x4 access road and stays between
the glacier’s lateral moraine and the adjacent mountains. There is
presently no way to cross the Tasman River and anyone wanting
to access the lake or glacier from the other side either has to
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier
helicopter or take a road up the other side of Lake Pukaki.
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Hazards & site restrictions
The list here is based on the insights from the guides and business
manager I spoke to during the interviews (Appendix A, Part I). The
considerations are humbling reminders of the immense power
and dynamism of the glacial landscape.

(Activities) There is one commercial boat operator, Glacier
Explorers that offers guided boat tours on Tasman Lake. They offer
45 minute boat rides where visitors can touch floating ice bergs
and get closer to Haupapa. Weather dependent, they operate
during daylight hours from September to May. There are also
guided kayak tours, scenic flights, heli-hiking, and heli-skiing in
the winter. The flights are popular but expensive and rely on good
weather. Based on my experience, when it is sunny, helicopters fly
directly over the site at least every 10 to 20 minutes.

(General)
·· The site is large and difficult for people with low mobility to
access certain areas.
·· Extreme weather can cause damage to infrastructure and
make the site inaccessible.

Sensory experience
(Touch) The water was colder than cold and shocking to touch. It
was almost as cold as the glacier it melted from.

(Glacier, icebergs and water)
·· The glacier is unsafe to walk on, unless with a guide on the
upper reaches.
·· Unpredictable calving events make the terminus face of the
glacier dangerous.
·· The uneven melting process of icebergs can cause them to
suddenly flip and endanger anyone close by.
·· The water is extremely cold, so commercial operators do not
allow people to get in.

(Sounds) The sound of helicopters flying at regular intervals
impacted my experience of the site; I found them unpleasant and
distracting. With cloud cover, however, everything seemed to go
quiet, because the aircraft couldn’t fly. The boats, on the other
hand, were not loud and did not detract from the landscape.
Rather, they provided a sense of scale to a landscape that was
otherwise almost too big to perceive.

(Water’s edge)
·· The lateral moraines around the lake are highly unstable and
prone to erosion and rock-slides, because they no longer have
the glacier to hold them in place.
·· The river mouth and riverbed changes continuously.
·· The broken greywacke substrate makes static engineering
fixtures expensive and difficult.
·· The outside edges of the moraines are stable, so they have a
considerable amount of vegetation growing on them.
·· The inside of the terminal moraine has shallow and steep
sections; one has to be aware of the possibility of rock-slides.

Sounds from the landscape made the dynamic nature of the
landscape more tangible. At the river mouth, the rushing water
blocked out the helicopters. At lake level, nearby icebergs made
gentle dripping sounds in the sun. There were occasional calls of
a kea, a rare mountain parrot unique to the park, and sporadic
rockfalls off the lateral moraines. A few times, ice broke off the
icebergs and splashed loudly. At the terminus face of the glacier
(below the Ball Hut Route) Haupapa/Tasman Glacier could be
heard groaning tiredly as it slowly moved and cracked.
(Views) Photos of the site are dispersed through out the thesis. I
took them while biking, walking, boating, and flying. The photos
reveal the immensity and roughness of the young, post-glacial
landscape.
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5.3 SITE ASSESSMENT
Based on the site analysis, I identified a list of opportunities and
challenges for each aesthetic property in the context of the Park
the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site. For the Park, I only looked at
the first two mental states, because the Park is considered to be
the build up to the landscape experience at the site. At the site, all
three mental states are explored.

5.3.1 AORAKI/MT. COOK NATIONAL PARK
DESIRED
MENTAL STATE

AESTHETIC
PROPERTIES

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

! Sublime qualities: huge scale, dramatic mountains, bright
blue Lake Pukaki as glacier’s farthest extent
Purpose, focus,
purity of mind

Otherworldly space

! Turn off from highway 80 onto a single road that is in
continual ascent
! Perception of a national park is to escape the everyday
(possesses ‘otherworldly’ status)

Awareness

Concentration

Solemn tranquility

! Well-established visitor centre

! Foggy days and night are quiet

! Helicopters operate daily from 10am-4pm

! National Park as an escape from busy every day life

! Mass tourism

! Well-established trail network and hiking culture
! Newly-established bicycle route

DESIRED
AESTHETIC
Table 5-2. Opportunities and challenges
for the aesthetic properties in
OPPORTUNITIES
MENTAL STATE
PROPERTIES
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park.
Purpose, focus,
purity of mind

Awareness

Concentration

Solemn tranquility

Slowness

Melancholic
contemplation

! Driving as primary mode of transportation mode until
trailheads

CHALLENGES

! Moraine as natural enclosure
Otherworldly space

! Official Aoraki/Mt. Cook Park boundary is arbitrary and not
informed by the landscape

! Visitor centre is hidden and not enroute to attractions

! Culture of interpretive signage

! Long ascent up the mountain, linear Park
Slowness

! Unclear signage from Highway 80

! Scale and expanse of rock field, lake, and glacier is unlike
anything from everyday life

! All trails are treated the same, so the trails around
Haupapa don’t feel unique
! Unclear trail starting points
! Blue Lakes Day Shelter only provides information about
plants

! Blue Lakes Day Shelter
! Information board at the Viewpoint

! Limited information at the viewpoint that does not
explain the glacier process or the colour of the lake

! Flowing river

! Helicopter noise

! Melting ice-bergs

! Limited designated seating

! Rocks everywhere to sit on

! Crowded viewpoint

! Off-peak hours and season are quiet
! Natural monochrome (grey, brown, white)

! Mass tourism, congestion on the trail, overcrowded car
park

! Established trail network

! ‘On the way’ quick two-way trail

! Tiring ascent up the moraine

! Drive directly to the trailhead

! Landscape dynamism
Temporality

! Feasibility is a concern

! Diurnal and seasonal rhythms
! Glacier retreat
! Available local materials – boulders

(Un)familiarity

! Almost scaleless landscape

! Ngãi Tahu creation stories
! Almost scaleless landscape

Landscape layers

! Natural layering – moraine, lake, glacier, mountains, sky

! Difficult to access each ‘layer’, because they are so large
and terrain is unstable
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Multi-sensory,
immersive

! Cold water, ice

! Challenge to get to the water and ice
! Traditional trails are for ‘views’

DESIRED
MENTAL STATE

AESTHETIC
PROPERTIES

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

! Sublime qualities: huge scale,
dramatic
mountains, bright
Design
guidelines
blue Lake Pukaki as glacier’s farthest extent
Purpose, focus,
purity of mind

Otherworldly space

! Turn off from highway 80 onto a single road that is in
continual ascent
! Perception of a national park is to escape the everyday
(possesses ‘otherworldly’ status)

Awareness

Concentration

Solemn tranquility

! Well-established visitor centre

! Official Aoraki/Mt. Cook Park boundary is arbitrary and not
informed by the landscape

! Visitor centre is hidden and not enroute to attractions

! Culture of interpretive signage
! Foggy days and night are quiet

! Helicopters operate daily from 10am-4pm

! National Park as an escape from busy every day life

! Mass tourism

! Long ascent up the mountain, linear Park
Slowness

! Unclear signage from Highway 80

! Well-established trail network and hiking culture
! Newly-established bicycle route

! Driving as primary mode of transportation mode until
trailheads

5.3.2 HAUPAPA/TASMAN GLACIER SITE
DESIRED
MENTAL STATE

AESTHETIC
PROPERTIES

Purpose, focus,
purity of mind

Otherworldly space

Awareness

Concentration

Solemn tranquility

Slowness

Melancholic
contemplation

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

! Moraine as natural enclosure

! All trails are treated the same, so the trails around
Haupapa don’t feel unique

! Scale and expanse of rock field, lake, and glacier is unlike
anything from everyday life

! Unclear trail starting points
! Blue Lakes Day Shelter only provides information about
plants

! Blue Lakes Day Shelter
! Information board at the Viewpoint

! Limited information at the viewpoint that does not
explain the glacier process or the colour of the lake

! Flowing river

! Helicopter noise

! Melting ice-bergs

! Limited designated seating

! Rocks everywhere to sit on

! Crowded viewpoint

! Off-peak hours and season are quiet
! Natural monochrome (grey, brown, white)

! Mass tourism, congestion on the trail, overcrowded car
park

! Established trail network

! ‘On the way’ quick two-way trail

! Tiring ascent up the moraine

! Drive directly to the trailhead

! Landscape dynamism
Temporality

! Diurnal and seasonal rhythms

! Feasibility is a concern

! Glacier retreat
! Available local materials – boulders
(Un)familiarity

! Almost scaleless landscape

! Ngãi Tahu creation stories
! Almost scaleless landscape

Landscape layers

! Natural layering – moraine, lake, glacier, mountains, sky

Multi-sensory,
immersive

! Cold water, ice

Attention to absence

! Difficult to access each ‘layer’, because they are so large
and terrain is unstable

! Challenge to get to the water and ice
! Traditional trails are for ‘views’
! If the glacier disappears completely, the trail loses the
primary attraction

! Glacier retreat
! Viewpoint towards the glacier

! Current staircase does not orient to Haupapa

Table 5-3. Opportunities and challenges for the aesthetic properties at
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site.
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5.4 DESIGN GUIDELINES

The design guidelines connected the research, the design
recommendations, the site analysis, and the site assessment to
the site-specific design. Figure 5-27 shows the decision-making
process behind the design guidelines. The following sections
describe what the design guidelines entail at the Park scale and
at the site scale. See Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29 below for an
example of the process at each scale. The guidelines presented
are not the only guidelines that can be extracted from the final
design, nor are they necessarily exclusive to one aesthetic
property. The purpose of these guidelines was to provide a strong
foundation from which to design; the subsequent design process
then yielded new results.
Figure 5-27. Decision-making process behind design guidelines.
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Figure 5-28. Example (park-scale) for design guideline, “modal shift”.
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5.4.1

AORAKI/MT. COOK NATIONAL PARK

For purpose, focus, and purity of mind

visitor centre
Mt

Hig

8
ay
hw

Co
ok

Rd

I. (Otherworldly space) Marked beginning
The beginning of the journey is Haupapa’s former historical
extent, the present day Lake Pukaki, also the source of power
and irrigation for the region below. This extent approximately
coincides with the turn-off onto Mt. Cook Road (see Figure 5-6).
The entrance into this “otherworld” should be clearly marked to
designate it as a sacred space, an area of the highest value. Even if
this is not the official boundary of the National Park (which should
be reconsidered anyhow), it is where the experience begins.

II. (Awareness) Learning in the landscape
If a visitor is unaware of the rate of glacier retreat or the implications
of its disappearance, they cannot empathize or contemplate it.
The visitor centre should be taken out of hiding in the village and
be placed in the landscape. Learning and “awareness” finds the
visitor, instead of the other way around. Ideally, the visitor centre
should be in a position where all the glacier valleys are in view.

For concentration

III. (Solemn tranquility) Golden hour stillness
This design guideline recommends air traffic to respect silence
for one hour every day. It requests silence during the evening
golden hour. It is the hour before sunset when the sky is redder
and softer. Silence at this time is significant, because twilight
offers a heightened capacity to contemplate. It is an elusive zone
between two states of being. It possesses a different light quality,
a piercing impermanence, a sense of waiting, and it resembles a
link between past and future (Bowring, 2016).

IV. (Slowness) Modal shift
It takes time to enter into a contemplative state. It is therefore
important to move slowly through the Park. The visitor shifts
down from personal vehicles, to public transit, to bicycles, and
finally embarks on the trail by foot. Each modal shift brings the
visitor into more intimate contact with the glacial landscape and
perhaps takes the visitor out of his or her busy mind and into the
sublimity of the current experience. A modal shift is not a new
idea in the Park. The idea for a Park & Ride has already been put
forth, but for different reasons.
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5.4.2

HAUPAPA/TASMAN GLACIER SITE

For purpose, focus, and purity of mind

1. (Otherworldly space) Mark the beginning
Mark the entrance into the next sacred space.

2. (Awareness) Indicators
Incorporate small indicators that signify points of glacier retreat.
These can be on the path and introduced in Blue Lakes Shelter.

For concentration

3a. (Solemn tranquility) Transformational sound
Instead of removing or blocking helicopter noise, transform the
sound so that it contributes to the sense of melancholy. This can
be in the form of a digital installation that different artists can
program.

3b. (Solemn tranquility) Isolated seating
Separate seating elements from the path, both physically and
psychologically.

3c. (Solemn tranquility) Nightscape
Make the trail accessible at night, when there will be fewer people,
no helicopters and less stimulus. Because the glacier will not be
visible, the journey through the glacial landscape will become
heightened.

4. (Slowness) The loop
Change the two-way trail to the viewpoint to a loop with
variations for different abilities. It will reduce congestion, provide
more space to explore the trail alone, and invite the visitor to stay
longer.
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For melancholic contemplation

gla
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5. (Attention to absence) Orient to Haupapa/Tasman Glacier
Emphasize what is being is lost; refocus the visitor to the void left
behind as the object of melancholic contemplation disappears.
Even if/when the glacier is no longer in view, the orientation will
be a reminder of where it used to be.
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6a-c. (Landscape layers) Amplify connections between insideoutside, above-below & land-water
Use existing landscape elements to heighten the drama of the
landscape and to link it to collective associations and cosmic
elements. For instance, amplifying “above-below” highlights how
large the former glacier must have been and either directs the

ND

individual’s gaze towards the sky or the rocks below. Perhaps the
individual feels small and fragile in these moments which triggers
them to contemplate a grander interconnectedness.

local material

7. ((Un)familiarity) Local material, camouflage
Pave the path leading up to the moraine with rock to heighten
anticipation and create the aura of locality. Let a portion of the
path disappear, but still invite the visitor to walk over it.
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STO

NE

8a-d. (Temporality) Movable path, harness daily and seasonal
variation, & permanence gradient
Addressing temporality asks the design to respect the dynamism
of the landscape and embrace change, or consciously resist it.
Embracing change can be a movable path over the boulders
that is adjustable with unstable ground. Resisting change can be
imposing different degrees of material permanence, from stone
to light that ground or enliven the site. It also asks the design
to incorporate a program for the site that provides different
experiences depending on the time of the day or year.

9. (Multi-sensory, immersive) Enticement
A programmable, floating element that produces anthropogenic
light and sound can lure shy visitors to immerse themselves
into the landscape. This guideline comes from the design
recommendations (Section 5.1.4) and the literature about
melancholy, in which islands are considered a spatial
manifestation of a solitary, liminal space (Bowring, 2016). This
guideline is physically explicit and clearly crosses the boundaries
of other aesthetic properties, but its dominance as an element
through-out the thesis process necessitated a separate principle.
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5.4.3 MOVING FROM DESIGN GUIDELINES 		
TO A SPATIAL INTERVENTION
As I brought up in Section 4.6.2, the design process is not linear.
One has to move back and forth between scales and between
abstraction and specification. Similarly, a design guideline(s) to
achieve an aesthetic property do not have a linear and singular
relationship with non-aesthetic properties and design devices.
Trying, testing, and using opposites
Figure 5-31 shows how a design device can be tried and tested
to produce the most desirable outcome. Trying and testing
does not only involve the options that seem most likely to be
successful; it also involves testing their opposites. Testing the
opposite might demonstrate that the assumed device is the best
choice or it might reveal that the assumed device (or even the
assumed aesthetic property) needs reconsideration. Section 6.2
will illustrate the trying, testing, and using opposites of two key
design devices in the spatial intervention.

Design guidelines to and from design devices
An aesthetic property can be achieved through multiple design
devices, but simultaneously, a design device can achieve multiple
aesthetic properties (see Figure 5-30). For example, a designer
might designate a space as “otherworldly” by appropriately siting
an engraved bench. This engraved bench is the design device
that marks the threshold into the “otherworld” of a person that
passed away. However, this bench also evokes solitude that
contributes to “solemn tranquility” and invites the person to slow
down, which contributes to “slowness”. Therefore, one has to try
and test design devices to find the most optimum fulfillment of
the conditions for melancholic contemplation.

aesthetic
properties

design
devices
non-aesthetic
properties

non-aesthetic
properties
aesthetic
properties

design
device

MENTAL
STATE

Figure 5-30. (right) Plural relationship between design
devices and aesthetic properties.

MENTAL
STATE

Figure 5-31. (below) Iterative trying and testing process to
move from design guideline to optimum design device(s).

DESIGN GUIDELINE
to achieve desired
aesthetic propetry

test design
devices for an
aesthetic
property

DESIGN DEVICE
choose most
suitable design
device

?

discovery could inform the guideline/other guidelines
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that can fulfill
multiple aesthetic
properties

can it
inhibit/fulfill
other aesthetic
properties?

test versions

6

Haupapa/Tasman
Glacier viewpoint

Blue Lakes
Car Park

Figure 6-1. Project site; Blue Lakes
in the foreground.

Design

The work done in the previous five chapters builds up to the
design presented here. This chapter demonstrates how a
landscape for melancholic contemplation can manifest at
the site of a retreating glacier. It tests the abstract aesthetic
framework and explores how site-specific design guidelines
can become a meaningful spatial experience.
I will first describe the overarching concept, then the design at
two scales: at the National Park scale (and context) and at the
site scale around Tasman Lake and Haupapa/Tasman Glacier. At
the Park scale, the design strategy will be described according
to the specific design choices made under each guideline.
Some new ideas will also be proposed (not mentioned in the
guidelines) that emerged during the design process. At the
site scale, the design will be explained in the sequence it is
intended to be experienced so that you, the reader, might also
take part in the journey.
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Design concept: a curated journey
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park possesses overwhelming beauty,
shear scale, and iconic status. The disappearing Haupapa and
the issues it represents are enormous. They demand a landscape
intervention that both bows in humility to the grandness of the
natural landscape and dares to stand up as a leader in honour of
Aoraki and Haupapa.
The landscape strategy and design therefore proposes a response
that is both humble and courageous. The overarching concept
is to create a curated journey through the Park. It is a form of
pilgrimage and therefore “presents the possibility for alternative
experiences of time, place and self - giving forth new modes of
being-in-the-world” (Fullagar, Markwell, & Wilson, 2012a, p. 12).
The landscape and design interventions facilitate the park visitor
to move from their current mental state into a state of melancholic
contemplation towards Haupapa/Tasman Glacier. It provides
the visitor with the space to experience the whole spectrum of
human emotion, mirrors and amplifies their existing sense of loss,
and opens up the possibility to contemplate their position as part
of the greater whole.
As I discovered during the fieldwork and the interviews, the site
itself brings up an incredible sadness in most people (for those
that it does not, it is a lack of awareness that inhibits empathy).
I bring this up to reiterate that the design does not ‘force people
to feel sad’, because they already do. One cannot mitigate climate
change at the glacier itself. What the design offers is the chance
to sow the seeds of care, commitment, and clarity of mind so that
when one does engage, it is grounded and purposeful.
The design affects all park goers, but it specifically focuses on
front-country visitors, the largest demographic to visit the park.
It is intended to be meaningful for all groups, regardless of origin
and nationality, and be considerate of a range of abilities.

N

The concept emerged from various insights gained through out
0
5
10km
the course of the thesis: the process-based nature of the aesthetic
framework, the aesthetic property of “slowness”, the concept of a
trail from the projective design alternatives, and the long, linear,
visitor centre
and ascending form of the Park conducive to offering a sequence
of experiences.
added alpine huts

N

grocery store

Figure 6-2. Design strategy for Aoraki/Mt. Cook National
0
5
10km
Park and surrounding area (the “modal
shift”
and other
bicycle
rental
elements will be explained on p. 76 and 77).
golfcart rental

visitor centre

campsite expansion
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campervan parking
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Intercity bus stop

bicycle rental
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6.1 AORAKI/MT COOK NATIONAL
PARK (& CONTEXT)
6.1.1 THE JOURNEY TO HAUPAPA

N

Marked beginning
The journey starts at the turn-off from Highway 80 onto Mount
Cook Road, because this approximately lines up with the farthest
historical extent of Haupapa (now Lake Pukaki), and therefore the
beginning of the glacier narrative. At the turn-off, one leaves the
everyday and enters into the otherworldly glacial landscape.

T he journey to Haupapa/Tasman Glacier incorporates the whole
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park and the road up to it. A curated
progression up Mount Cook Road and through the glacial valley
of the Park gives the visitor the opportunity to shift states, slow
down, and gain awareness prior to being confronted with the
glacier itself. The journey is meant to facilitate a sense of ‘purpose,
focus, and purity of mind’, and gain concentration towards the
story of the glacier and glacial landscape. If the visitor can begin
the walking route, Haupapa Tribute Trail, with concentrated
presence, perhaps they can experience the trail completely and
arrive in melancholic contemplation.

The spatial shift is marked in two ways. A gateway in the form of a
pouwhenua (land post) is the primary marker into the “otherworld”.
A pouwhenua is a carved wooden post used by the Māori to
symbolize support and mark a boundary of responsibility (Māori
dictionary, n.d.). In addition to marking an otherworldly space, it
embodies the aesthetic properties of awareness and familiarity.
By connecting to the Māori culture and the creation story of
Aoraki and Haupapa, the pouwhenua positions the glacier
retreat narrative within the identifiable narratives of Aotearoa/
New Zealand. It connects the area to its history and signifies the
responsibility of those that enter to be stewards of the landscape.
The idea emerged from a discussion with an expert about Māori
culture (Lloyd carpenter, personal communication, September
26, 2019). The design has to be made by a member of the Ngāi
Tahu iwi, so the pouwhenua in Figure 6-3 is a place-holder.

*Note: the design guidelines are referenced below each section to
clarify where they were incorporated into the design.

The second marker is just beyond the pouwhenua, where the
“modal shift” begins. Shortly after the turn-off, there should be
a space for individual vehicle owners to leave their cars and take
a shuttle into the park. By leaving the normal mode of transport
behind, the space is also designated as other.
Applied design guideline(s): I.
Figure 6-3. (below) “Marked beginning” at the turn-off onto Mt. Cook Road.
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Modal shift
A person needs time to arrive at Haupapa with purposeful
concentration. Fast transportation in vehicles undermines the
transformational potential of Aoraki/Mt. Cook’s sublime mountain
landscape. Although there is not a specific length of exposure
time needed for someone to shift into a state of concentration,
it seems that the slower one moves, the greater the chance. The
traditional notion of a pilgrimage is by foot and can take months.
This strategy proposes a shift that counters the contemporary
“cult of speed” (Fullagar et al., 2012a, p. 160), but in a way that is
accessible to the wide audience of the Park.
The journey proposed involves a gradational “modal shift” that
begins just after the pouwhenua. The visitor leaves their personal
vehicle, into a shuttle, onto a bicycle, and finally on foot at the
site. The relatively intimate scale of the Park and its ‘end of the
road’ nature offers a suitable environment to explore slower
0
5
10km
modes of transport.

N

N

0 the modal shift
5 can
The overall plan (Figure 6-2) illustrates what
look like. Personal vehicles and intercity buses stop just after
the turn-off, and camper vans can continue just to Glentanner
visitor centre
Holiday Park. A shuttle service drops visitors off at various
destinations along Mount Cook Road. The D.O.C. Visitor Centre is
added
alpine
huts
centre
positioned as the next stop on the
shuttlevisitor
bus route.
Here (as well
as at Glentanner Holiday Park), visitors can rent bicycles (possibly
grocery
store
added
electric) and continue their journey
with
a morealpine
exposedhuts
and
free “slowness” than before. By bicycle, the landscape can be felt.
0pace to the
It gives visitors the freedom tobicycle
travel atgrocery
their ownstore
rental
Haupapa/Tasman Site.
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Learning in the landscape
The visitor centre is positioned in the intersection of the glacial
valleys. It looks up the Hooker Valley to the north-west, the
Haupapa/Tasman Valley to the north-east, and south towards
Lake Pukaki. Understanding and “awareness” of landscape
processes becomes centralized within the Park, on the way to
Haupapa and other attractions.

0

Applied design guideline(s): II.

visitor cent

Tranquil moments
Reducing traffic and congestion are by-products of the “modal
shift”, but important contributors to creating a sense of “solemn
tranquillity” in the National Park. Pedestrians and cyclists will not
be pushed to the road’s edges and less noise will make natural
sounds more audible. Helicopter noise remains a challenge,
but I suggest that D.O.C. applies the “golden hour stillness”
guideline in honour of Haupapa. It presents a precise and
recurring responsibility; concessioners can contribute to the Park
10km
experience in a finite and clear way whilst not impeding business.
Additionally, visitors should be informed of the daily ritual and
understand why it has been put in place.

added alpin

Applied design guideline(s): III.

Intercity bu
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Design offshoots
Supplementary ideas that emerged from the modal shift included
the decision to place a grocery store in Mount Cook Village so that
5 visitors do10km
not have to pack so much food. Perhaps it can replace
the old visitor centre in the middle of the village. The same logic
0 applies 5to accommodation;
10km in addition to the camping site, alpine
golfcart
rentalrental
bicycle
The strategy works with the existing infrastructure. It utilizes the huts can be brought into the valley, so that budget travellers do
road network and only proposes to add a bicycle route from the not have to carry tents. There can also be golf cart rentals for
campsite
expansion
visitor
golfcart
rentalcentre
new visitor centre to the Tasman Valley Road. It also suggests those with limited mobility.
modifications to existing nodes of activity and only adds the new
visitor
centre
added
alpine
huts
expansion
visitor centre. The infrastructurecampervan
will havecampsite
to be parking
adjusted
and
the As
shown in the plan, I echo the Draft Management Plan (2018)
‘slower transportation modes’ introduced, but the focus remains by proposing to expand the Park boundary farther south 0to
added
alpine
huts
Intercity
bus stop
grocery
store the
campervan
parking
on the landscape.
edge of
Lake Pukaki. This expansion gives the Department
of Conservation the authority to carry out the above plans and
Applied design guideline(s): IV. shuttleIntercity
grocery
storethem to better integrate the management of the glacial
bus stop
bicycle
rentalenables
bus stop
watershed.
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6.2 HAUPAPA/TASMAN GLACIER SITE
The final portion of the journey to Haupapa/Tasman Glacier is the
walking route, Haupapa Tribute Trail. It begins at the existing Blue
Lakes Shelter and guides the visitor through a loop to and from
Tasman Lake. It reinforces the focus and concentration acquired
along the way there and then offers a walk towards melancholic
contemplation in tribute to Haupapa.

The placement and length of the trail makes the most of existing
infrastructure, ensures that the trail is accessible to a wide range of
abilities, and harnesses existing opportunities for the properties
of melancholic contemplation. The scale and dynamism of the
landscape are important considerations. Insertions consider the
instability of the slopes and the lack of a stable ground plane. The
trail does not go to the glacier itself because it is a long (4km)
walk to get to the terminus face. It would exclude most visitors
and only get longer and more unstable as the glacier recedes.
The design choices are as precise and as minimal as possible to
achieve the desired effects.
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6.2.1 HAUPAPA TRIBUTE TRAIL

Haupapa/Tasman
Glacier

Tasman
Lake
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Figure 6-4. (above) Key plan of Haupapa/Tasman Glacier site.
Figure 6-5. (right) Site plan of Haupapa Tribure Trail.
Key moments will be explained in the following pages.
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6.2.2 SEQUENCE OF EXPERIENCES
Marked beginning
As with the turn-off onto Mount Cook Road, the beginning of
the trail is marked with a pouwhenua to designate the site as
an additional degree of otherworldly within the Park. Prior to
starting, the visitor might go into the shelter, where there can be
information about the glacier. Then the visitor embarks on the
walk.

Reveal
The walk up the terminal moraine zigzags monotonously and
creates a sense of suspense for what one might find at the top.
The top of the staircase (modified from its original orientation)
turns in the direction of Haupapa. Large greywacke boulders
are placed on either side. As one reaches the top, the boulders
frame the view of distant Haupapa (see Figure 6-7). The view is
unobstructed by people, because the stairs rise up higher than
the viewing platform. As the visitor walks between the boulders,
the whole glacial landscape is revealed. For the first time, the
visitor sees the rough and raw remains of the formerly glaciated
valley. The valley inside the moraines is completely different from
the one outside. It is unvegetated, monochrome and barren. It
is sublime, but not picturesque. The lake is brownish, not the
expected turquoise, and the scale is almost incomprehensible.
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Applied design guideline(s): 1, 2.
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Figure 6-6. (left) plan and section of Reveal
and the viewpoint; shows greywacke steps
up and staircase down.
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Figure 6-7. (right) The Reveal; Haupapa
comes into view for the first time.
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Vanity Stair
There is now actually a way to get into this other world – via a
dramatic and narrow staircase oriented directly towards Haupapa
that descends down the 22 metres of steep talus slope. The
staircase is intimidating, so curiosity and courage are needed
to descend. It is wide enough only for two at a time. Each step
down takes the individual farther away from normalcy and into
the exposed world of ice and stone. It is a dramatic and yet elusive
gesture. Each rise is a mirror directed at the glacier. Haupapa
stares at its own fading reflection and when the visitor turns
around, they see themself as part of it. The mirror’s mood changes
with the weather, so it tempts the curious visitor to return. It took
trials, tests, and opposites to design Vanity Stair; see Section 6.3.1
for the design process.
Applied design guideline(s): 6b.
Figure 6-8. (below) Section of Vanity Stair.
Figure 6-9. (right) Looking into Vanity Stair.

22m

~35m
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Figure 6-10. Vanity Stair descends into the post-glacial landscape.
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Curio
Curio is a floating, sculptural element anchored to the lake bed.
It is an inaccessible, artificial island that can be programmed to
produce light and sound. As a massively exaggerated curio, it is
unusual, intriguing, and is almost awkward in its blatant reference
to Haupapa’s sad fragmentation. It is a focal point in the design,
an enticement for reluctant visitors to go down to the water. It
ensures that the design holds relevance and that the loss of
Haupapa is solidified, even when the ice is gone.
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Submerged Pier
The pathway continues over the uneven rocky surface. When
it reaches the water, it extends out towards Haupapa and gets
submerged into the Tasman Lake. The visitor is tempted to follow
the railing and maybe engage their sense of touch and feel the
icy-cold water. The railing is centred so that there is minimal
separation between the individual and the landscape. The self
might perhaps dissolve in the expanse of the lake.

On the one hand, Curio is an uncomfortable reminder of
the human obsession with outsmarting time. Its seeming
permanence makes the impermanence of the glacier more
immediate. On the other hand, the ephemerality of light and
sound can also be compelling ways to facilitate contemplation
because they require full presence to be experienced. Artists
can create the performances and perhaps link them to specific
moments or times in the year. Once they are finished, they remain
only in memory, just as the glacier might be.

Applied design guideline(s): 5, 6c.
It is both permanent and impermanent; this inherent duality
reinforces the recurring notion of temporality. It outlasts the
real icebergs and maybe even the glacier… but it also produces
fleeting moments of complete immersion.
Sound, or traditionally, the absence of sound, is an important
condition for melancholy and contemplation (Bowring, 2016;
Krinke, 2005). I challenge this with the idea of transformational
sound in Curio. What if noise can be transformed from something
disruptive into a lasting emotional experience? Perhaps the
sculpture can detect and respond to the sound of a helicopter
flying over and emit a tone that works with the sound of the
rotor. This is one example of many possibilities for sound and
light performances. It is an opportunity for artists to directly
engage with the subject matter and to express what the loss of
Haupapa means to them. I explored the auditory possibilities
with a musician; the results were exciting and prompted me to
propose it.
2.5m

Applied design guideline(s): 3a, 6c, 7, 9.

Figure 6-11. (right) Submerged Pier and a floating Curio.
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Loop
The existing Tasman Glacier View Track provides a good
foundation for the trail proposed here, because it works with
the uniqueness of the moraine formation and leads up to the
highest point along it. Haupapa Tribute Trail is a 3km loop that
climbs up the terminal moraine, descends down the other side,
and makes its way to the Tasman Lake. It then follows the water
before looping back, ascending the terminal moraine again at
a lower point, and then meanders along the Blue Lakes back to
the beginning. The trail offers an easier 2km variation for the less
confident hikers that follows the moraine without descending
down the other side. See Figure 5-26 on page 62 to compare
1.25m
the loop with previous circulation on site.
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Start of the trail
Pauses

I

Movement, one-way

1m

The notion of a 1.5m
loop invites visitors to stay for longer and
prevents two-way foot traffic congestion, which helps to create
“tranquillity” while walking. As a whole, it can be considered as a
line that connects a series of meaningful moments that trigger a
person to feel, reflect, and contemplate their place in the grander
whole.

Movement, two-way

I

II

1
1.
1m

0.5m

Applied design guideline(s): 4.
Paths
The trail is a series of paths whose materiality is chosen for their
experiential qualities and their robustness. The steps that rise up
the moraine are made of greywacke stone from the moraine itself
(I). They localize the trail and hint at what is to come. The trail to
the water is composed of connected lines of moveable metal
grates (IV). They do not flatten the topography nor do they anchor
1madapt to it, change if needed,0.5m
to the ground; they
and serve as
1.5m
a reminder of impermanence. The individual can see the rocks
below, but are not yet required to adapt their walking. Until the
water, the trail is lit at night, so that it is accessible in darkness with
greater chance of solitude and silence. The Pier is also transparent,
so the water feels especially close (V). Additionally, there might
be indicators in the ground plane that reinforce awareness of the
extents of the glacier, perhaps in the stairs (III) or on the path on
the way down to the water.
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The design elements create a strong line towards Haupapa. To
maintain the orientation, the trails camouflage into the landscape
from the water onwards. Along the water, crushed greywacke
creates a level path (VI). As the path loops back up, the visitor has
to focus on their footwork, because the only support is a single
railing to guide them back up (VII). The gradual and minimal
1m descent
nature of the ascent back contrasts with the dramatic
down Vanity Stair. The visitor now gets the chance to feel what
it’s like to navigate the rocky landscape. As the visitor focuses on
their footwork, they regain concentration and the first half of the
journey sinks in.
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Applied design guideline(s): 2, 3c, 5, 6, 7, 8.
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Seated silhouettes
Seating elements provide opportunities for rest and stillness along
the path. They orient to Tasman Lake and Haupapa and as with
some portions of the trail, they camouflage into the raw rockscape
and therefore create intrigue, but avoid becoming distracting
stimuli. The seats are carved out of the massive greywacke
boulders. The resting person gets absorbed (submerged) into
the landscape and finds solitude by becoming invisible to
approaching hikers. Perhaps these boulders have carved out
human silhouettes. They then become both an invitation to
pause and an eerie reminder of the fleetingness of their visitor’s
own small existence. As with other elements along the trail, they
embody a duality of permanence and impermanence.

Figure 6-12. (left above) The Loop; alternative circulation strategy.
Figure 6-13. (left below) Trail plan details.

Applied design guideline(s): 3b.

Figure 6-14. (right) Seated silhouettes.
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Figure 6-15. Distorted Trail.
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6.3 DESIGN PROCESS
Trying, testing, and using opposites
I narrowed down to three possibilities:

How can one be sure that the proposed design is the best
outcome to reach a state of melancholic contemplation? The
best degree of confidence I can achieve is through trying,
testing, and using opposites (described in Section 5.4.3). The
first phase was testing the projective design alternatives. Then,
once a direction was chosen, each aspect of the design went
through further iterations. The process illustrates the back-andforth nature of decision-making from the design guidelines to
the design devices. Each decision necessitated another choice,
which opened up the door to consider using the design devices
to fulfill other aesthetic properties. I demonstrate the process by
elaborating on two examples: Vanity Stair and Curio.

1. Traverse the moraine and drop down where there is a natural dip

2. Zig-zag down the talus slope from the viewpoint

6.3.1 VANITY STAIR
I began with the task, which was to descend the terminal moraine
to reach the water. The question was how?

?

3. Direct descent down the talus slope

Applying design guidelines
For this task, two design guidelines appear to be immediately
relevant: “orient to Haupapa” (5) and “amplify above-below
connection” (6b).
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Each option had implications for the aesthetic property:
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1. No dramatic relationship between sky and earth, gradual
decline, lack of orientation, simplest to build, functional.
2. Orientation keeps switching, amplifies the relationship of the
path to the slope, challenging engineering (falling rocks etc.).
3. Dramatic connection between earth and sky, orientation
to Haupapa, medium engineering challenge, meditative
movement.
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I chose Option 3 because it best met the above design guidelines.
From there, I had to make two sets of decisions: how should the
staircase descend and should it change in width?
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How the staircase descends:

Width of the staircase:

1. The staircase has no landings and descends directly down the slope.

1. Wider towards the bottom.

2. Same width.

2. The staircase has landings and slowly moves away from the slope.
3. Wider towards the top.

Each option had implications for these/other aesthetic properties:
1. Exaggerates the height, opens into landscape below, people
might be tempted to climb back up, bottle-neck at the top.
2. Only room for a certain number of people side-by-side, won’t
encourage people to climb up if people are coming down.
3. Diminished sense of height, funnels people down, people
will be temped to sit at the top, blocked path at the top.

3. The viewpoint extends out to Haupapa and the staircase
drops directly down.

I chose Option 2 because it facilitated the one-directional loop. It
would be disruptive to the flow of walking to have people sitting
on the staircase, so seats should be provided elsewhere.
To decide upon colour and materiality, I explored the following options:
Each option had implications for these/other aesthetic properties:
1. Perpendicular safety railings means that people have to
weave down (their movement cannot be smooth), does not
feel like there is any pause, comfortable to be next to the
slope, simplest to construct.
2. Landings mean no perpendicular railings, rhythmic
movement, movement away from the slope is like moving
into the lost glacier, slightly uncomfortable to move away
from the sense of safety of the slope, medium engineering.
3. Interesting as an art piece, attention is no longer to the
glacier, but rather to the architectural feature, difficult
engineering.
I chose Option 2 because it best met the above design guidelines
as well as the desire for a rhythmic slowness.
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1. White

2. Black

3. A bright colour

4. Natural wood

5. Mirrored material

6. Night lighting
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6.3.2 CURIO
Each option had implications for these/other aesthetic properties:

Curio developed less methodically than Vanity Stair, but
underwent its own form of trying, testing and using opposites.
My task was to ensure that the design intervention was unique to
this site and maintained relevance over time.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Angelic ascension into heaven, uplifting, monochrome
A dark shadow, ominous, monochrome
Fun, pop culture
Traditional New Zealand trail aesthetic
Changing, reflects Haupapa, reflects the weather,
monochrome, camouflage, eerie
6. Dramatic effect, shooting stars

Applying projective design alternatives
The concept emerged at the very beginning of the thesis as
one of the projective design alternatives, “Monument”. It was
a floating memorial to the glacier. The notion of a memorial
generated discussion (see Section 5.1.3) that made me decide to
avoid the label, but the idea of an island still seemed interesting.
It expressed liminality (Bowring, 2016), interacted with the lake,
was structurally interesting, could change position and perhaps
be multi-sensory. I kept the idea, but put it on the back-burner.

Option 5 and 6 were chosen. Option 5 elevates the stair to being
much more than a functional object. Haupapa can look into the
mirror as he ages. Allowing the staircase to be accessible at night
allows the natural diurnal rhythms of day and night to contribute
to notions of darkness, solitude, and silence.
By testing the brightly coloured staircase (opposite of
melancholic), I confirmed that monochrome is an important
non-aesthetic property for a melancholic aesthetic, because
yellow does feel cheerful and might distract from the object of
melancholic contemplation.

?

As I developed the loop, I realized that the design needed a
pinnacle, a moment that set it apart. The stair emerged first,
but the stair literally moved the visitor. I wanted an element that
would encourage the visitor to go all the way to the water and
stop completely, the slowest state of all. The island emerged as a
possibility for a pinnacle and a reason to stop.

Final Vanity Stair combination

?

+
I tried and tested many forms with different functions and
associations:

+

+
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Chaotically, they explored a series of opposites:
Should the element be accessible or not?

or

I decided that the form should be an inaccessible sculptural
element that can be programmed to emit different light and sound
pieces. The inaccessibility prevents it from becoming a tanning
island and a distracting source of envy. The sculpture embodies
a melancholic solitude without people and surrounded by water.
I chose a semi-natural form, namely, an abstracted iceberg
because it is obvious in what it references, but uncanny because
of its inherent artifice. I decided against artificial references
because the feedback from my colleagues suggested that people
might make distracting associations. I finally decided on a solid
construction so that it would have body, not look industrial, and
offer interesting possibilities for light.

Should it reference natural or artificial forms?

or

Should it be skeletal or solid?

For the colour(s), I explored the same palette as Vanity Stair, but
arrived at a different outcome. I chose white with the possibility
to be lit from the inside at night. White brings the element closest
to Haupapa, making it the most melancholic of all. Light then
instils it with a layer of artifice that ensures that the gesture is not
misinterpreted as a ‘reconstruction’.

or

Or should it combine aspects (of all of them)?

Final Curio combination

oror
+

or

or

+

+
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6.4 DESIGN CLOSURE
Reassurance
From a design perspective, the decisions to enable a state of
melancholic contemplation can be justified. However, the design
might alarm some stakeholders, because the measures imply
rules that will considerably affect the Park’s use and experience.

The sublime alpine landscape of Aoraki/Mt. Cook provides
visitors with an out-of-the-ordinary, humbling and invigorating
experience. In some ways, the current human dimension within
the Park enhances these aspects (with trails, accessibility,
maintenance, etc.), but in other ways, it compromises them. The
design strategy for the Park and context offers a chance to restore
a meaningful relationship with the landscape by both openly
acknowledging the significance of what is being lost and daring
to address the whole system so that the acknowledgement is
consequential.

In response, I zoom out to the bigger picture and make a request
to those that might be concerned: consider this design in the
context of contemporary society. Contemporary society enables
and expects abundance, hyper mobility, freedom, productivity,
and speed (Fullagar, et al., 2012). Rules that do not conform to
expectations are often seen as controlling, backwards, and
resistant. What I ask is to view the design strategy as an enabling
of another way of being, rather than a resistance. It takes courage
to slow down, accept melancholy, and reflect on where humanity
has arrived. What if we trust that doing so will help us? What if, in
time, it actually symbolizes a new kind of progress?

The intervention pulls together the fragmented desires and
concerns of visitors and locals. I hope that it resonates with those
that are attached to this place and those that return home to share
what they have gained. The design strategy does not have a strong
physical presence, but it does dare to work with the landscape to
guide the visitor through a transformational experience.

“If one is to deal with people on a large scale and say what one
thinks, how can one avoid melancholy? I don’t admit to being
hopeless, though: only the spectacle is a profoundly strange one;
and as the current answers don’t do, one has to grope for a new
one, and the process of discarding the old, when one is by no
means certain what to put in their place, is a sad one.”
- Virginia Woolf, A Writer’s Diary -
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Figure 7-1. Looking back (Adapted from den Duijf, 2019)

Conclusions
& discussion
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
7.1.1 CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH AND DESIGN
This thesis began with the supposition that landscape
architecture can have a role in addressing the lack of
engagement with glacier retreat. The underlying premise is
that in order to foster engagement, one first has to deal with the
psychological dimensions of the issue. Until now, there were
few landscape architects that considered the psychological
aspects of environmental degradation almost none involved
in glacier retreat. This thesis therefore brings glacier retreat,
psychology, and landscape architecture together to discuss
and demonstrate landscape architecture’s capacity and
responsibility to approach environmental issues in a novel way.

This thesis contributes to socio-psychological research by
demonstrating that the experience of environmental melancholia
does apply to a case of a retreating glacier and that people do want
to engage in a more meaningful way with it. Its contributions
for psychology could possibly even be extended to considering
the role of contemplation (and more specifically, melancholic
contemplation) as a form of reparation to precede and ground
action-driven modes of engagement.
It contributes to landscape architectural research by developing a
novel aesthetic framework that connects aesthetic properties to
particular mental states. An important aspect is that it builds upon
landscape architectural research that argues for the generative/
performative role of aesthetics in landscape architecture as a
whole and the role of aesthetics in ‘the sustainability agenda’
(Meyer, 2008; van Etteger et al., 2016).
It also contributes to research about the landscape architectural
design process, because it finds that using projective design
alternatives facilitates engagement with glacier retreat in the
design process itself and can provide the design with a greater
chance of being accepted and embraced within its community.
Finally, it contributes to landscape architectural design by
recommending an approach to apply the aesthetic framework
of properties to design a space for melancholic contemplation.
Through the design strategy for Aoraki/Mt. Cook National
Park and the spatial design at Haupapa/Tasman Glacier in New
Zealand, it exemplifies how the approach can be applied to a
glacial landscape. Glaciers are one of many natural phenomena
that we are losing as a result of climate change, so providing
spaces for melancholic contemplation becomes increasingly
relevant for various environments as people try to process the
losses and respond to them.
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7.1.2 ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS

Research questions
1. How do people experience and reflect upon glacier retreat at
Haupapa/Tasman Glacier in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park?

The above contributions developed out of the journey to answer
specific research and design questions. These questions were
formulated to achieve the thesis’ design and research aims. The
research aims were to find out how people experience glacier
retreat and integrate existing landscape architectural research
to inform a design approach. The design aims were to explore a
physical intervention to address a psychological issue, explore
the performative role of aesthetics, and use design to inform
future research and design methods. The research and design
components evolved together and mutually informed one
another. The answers to the following questions convey this and
communicate how the above aims were achieved.

To understand how people experience and reflect on glacier
retreat in the National Park, I conducted unstructured, openended interviews with a diverse pool of fourteen people,
observed visitor behaviour on-site, and noted how information
was presented in the Park. From the interviews, I analysed people’s
experiences according to the environmental melancholia theory
by Lertzman, and gathered their reflections based on the attitudes
and opinions they offered me during the interviews. From the
fieldwork, I gained an understanding of how most front-country
visitors perceive glacier retreat and how the Park informs visitors
about the changes.
This research confirmed my hypothesis that, in this case, most
people experienced environmental melancholia towards glacier
retreat. The two arms of environmental melancholia are ‘loss,
mourning and melancholia’ and ‘ambivalence’. The first manifested
as the following symptoms: anxiety about commercialization,
sadness towards the loss of an icon and of livelihood,
feeling overwhelmed by the magnitude of the problem, and
disappointment with the last-chance tourism trend, amongst
others. With regards to ambivalence, interviewees expressed
discomfort towards a number of contradicting, but coexisting
values and practices, including but not limited to: development &
commercialization vs. conservation values, pollution and noise of
helicopters vs. tourism and terrain access, Ngāi Tahu commercial
interests vs. spiritual values, and pressing climate change vs.
being a holiday destination.
Interviewees reflected on glacier retreat with a range of attitudes
and priorities, but it was evident that they were all interested,
concerned, and open to considering ways to engage with the
issue. Visitor behaviour and Park information, again, showed
concern, but a lack of emphasis. Although the glacier was a part
of the National Park experience, most visitors were primarily there
to experience the spectacular scenery.
The results consolidated into four recommendations that shaped
the subsequent direction of this thesis and might also be useful
to consider for other cases:
I.

Address larger external processes: include necessary context;
go beyond the glacier itself.

II. Address larger internal processes: address environmental
melancholia, but also include broader reflections.
III. Awareness is needed for concern: one cannot address
something if one is ignorant of it.
IV. Melancholia is not needed for engagement: people support
engagement regardless of their own experience.
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2. What aesthetic framework of properties is appropriate to
address environmental melancholia in relation to glacier retreat?

3. How do site characteristics aid in the translation of the aesthetic
framework into site-specific design guidelines for Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier site in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park?

I paired the findings from Question 1 with literature from different
fields (from Chapter 2) to create the foundation for a landscape
architecture approach to address the melancholic experience
of losing a glacier (possibly applicable to other environmental
losses). I arrived at the use of aesthetics in landscape architecture
to foster melancholia and contemplation, and together a
state of melancholic contemplation. This decision was based
on the argument that forms of inaction, namely melancholy
and contemplation are undervalued in contemporary society
although they are necessary for meaningful engagement.

Three methods were needed to answer this question: interviews
with projective design alternatives, a site analysis based on
insights from the interviews, and a site assessment based on
the needs of the aesthetic framework. Together, these provided
the information to produce design guidelines for each aesthetic
property in the framework.

I developed the framework by merging literature in landscape
architecture about melancholia with contemplation and
overlaying them onto an understanding of contemplation as a
progressive experience.
Zangwill’s Aesthetic Creation Theory (2007) inspired the elements
within the aesthetic framework, and the framework built upon
it in two ways. First, it explicitly attributed aesthetic properties
to a certain mental state, and secondly, it incorporated a linear
progression between the aesthetic properties; the presence/
absence of certain properties serve/jeopardize the effectiveness
of subsequent properties. For the purpose of a landscape
architecture intervention, it also added “design devices” as
contributors to non-aesthetic properties.
The literature review found four aesthetic properties to have the
greatest chance of ensuring that a landscape is conducive for
melancholic contemplation, because they set the foundation of
‘focus, purpose, and purity of mind’ and concentration. The four
properties are (I) that the otherworldly space is designated, (II)
that it establishes awareness, and (III & IV) that it is characterized
by slowness and solemn tranquility.
This research found that the aesthetic framework could not be
used in isolation. It should therefore be considered as part of an
overall design approach. The thesis process itself informed the
recommendations for this approach. The approach consists of
two parts, assessment and then design. The subsequent chapters
illustrated how this approach could be applied and explored
how the elements within the framework could be translated into
design guidelines and then into a spatial intervention.

In the second-half of the unstructured, open-ended interviews,
I presented the projective design alternatives. I assessed the
designs based on criteria that came out of the interviews
themselves: interestingness, appropriateness and feasibility. I then
produced a list of design recommendations to fulfill these criteria,
which were incorporated into the design guidelines. By involving
interviewees through the design alternatives, I discovered that
the design process itself could be used to engage people with
glacier retreat. The positive feedback and the ideas that I received
suggested that interviewees were eager to contribute and also
wanted to exercise their creativity for this purpose.
I then analysed the site on two scales, Aoraki/Mt. Cook National
Park and context and Haupapa/Tasman Glacier. The analysis
provided the information to conduct a site assessment of the
opportunities and challenges to reach a state of melancholic
contemplation. The journey from the highway to the Glacier
was conceived as a means to attain ‘purpose, focus, and purity of
mind’ and ‘concentration’ and resulted in four design guidelines
for the Park.
The experience of the site itself would reinforce these two states
and also provide the experience conducive for melancholic
contemplation. I produced seventeen design guidelines for the
site. Although it seemed a large number, the guidelines did not
necessarily prescribe dramatic design devices. The design devices
were in constant ‘dialogue’ with the design guidelines; a single
design device could contribute to multiple aesthetic properties
and thereby result in new design guidelines. The design process
also informed the guidelines, but because they were intended
as a starting point for design, not all iterations from the design
process were included.
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7.2 DISCUSSION
7.2.1
Design question
How can a landscape intervention at the Haupapa/Tasman Glacier
within Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park address environmental
melancholia and therefore become a place to encourage
engagement with glacier retreat?
A landscape intervention at the site of the retreating Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier in Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park cannot
physically mitigate climate change. What it can do, however, is
create a journey through the landscape that provides individuals
with a designated space that accepts the melancholy of losing
the glacier and facilitates contemplation about the greater whole.
Together, the Journey to Haupapa and the Haupapa Tribute Trail
travel from Lake Pukaki, the glacier’s farthest historical extent,
into the water of Tasman Lake looking out at the disappearing
Haupapa. The keystone strategy at the Park scale is to apply
the “modal shift” principle and slow visitors down in gradations
as they move through the landscape. Pouwhenua to mark the
beginning, moments of stillness, and a centralized visitor centre
will also help the visitors reach the trail-head with a degree of
focused concentration. The Trail is a walking loop that guides
visitors through a sequence of experiences in tribute to the
retreating Haupapa. Vanity Stair and Curio, stand out as the most
significant gestures of melancholy in the space. Through them,
the sense of loss towards the glacier remains immediate and
tangible over time.
The produced proposal is informative, sensory, temporal and
associative and brings the notion of aesthetics back to aesthesis,
“the breathing of the world” (Bowring, 2016, p. 27). The landscape
encourages engagement by creating a space that explores how
aesthetics can contribute to the mental state of melancholic
contemplation. The design embraces melancholy and so
embraces the full spectrum of human emotion in order to heal
(Bowring, 2016). It facilitates contemplation and so grounds,
renews, and thereby fosters engagement and actually sustains
action (Krinke, 2005) and it employs aesthetics which have
the capacity to shift consciousness for the above aims (Meyer,
2008). The intervention demonstrates landscape’s capacity to
participate meaningfully to address the psychological dimension
of climate change encapsulated in glacier retreat.

OF THEORY

This thesis has drawn from theories and research in different
fields and brought them together for the purpose of creating
a spatial intervention in an environment relatively unexplored
by landscape architects. Because of this, it had to be open to
considering new approaches and to use existing approaches in
novel ways.
The results from the interviews resonated strongly with
Lertzman’s theory of environmental melancholia (2016), so I feel
confident that it provided the necessary framework within which
to consider the experience of glacier retreat. In addition to the
theory itself, she encouraged unconventional research methods,
which provided me with the courage to try. I believe this resulted
in richer information than easier, but narrower methods (such as
surveys, etc.).
To explore the role of aesthetics to contribute to a mental state,
I referred to Zangwill’s Aesthetic Creation Theory (2007). Other
authors have argued for its application in landscape architecture
and I also found it to be suitable (van Etteger et al., 2016). It was,
however, incomplete for this purpose, so I expanded upon it
by studying and applying literature about contemplation and
melancholy. It is likely my use of Zangwill’s terms, specifically
aesthetic and non-aesthetic properties, goes beyond what they
were intended for. It was challenging to classify some terms
according to these categories, because their definitions could
morph depending on how they were used.
In addition, the aesthetic framework I propose relies on the notion
that reaching contemplation is a process of three stages. Although
authors refer to a process indirectly, there are no scientifically
reputable sources to directly support the claim that I made for
a staged process in which some aesthetic properties affect the
success of others. It is the result of a synthesis of literature from
different sources and can therefore be considered a new, possibly
richer, way of organizing aesthetic information.
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7.2.2

OF CASE

Haupapa/Tasman Glacier was an ideal case on which to base a
psychological study of glacier retreat and to propose a design,
because the glacier is relatively accessible, already a tourism
destination, and it is New Zealand’s longest glacier (giving it iconic
status in a country that takes pride in its alpine environment).
Due to Aoraki/Mt. Cook’s international appeal as a destination
for visitors and mountaineers, an intervention here would have a
far-reaching audience and could serve as an inspiration for other
projects.

A few days of direct observation were not enough to draw
sweeping conclusions, but I believe that they were sufficient to
provide an impression with the purpose of producing a design.
I experienced the national park in autumn, at the tail end of the
tourist season. I used the interviews and referred to secondary
sources to understand park operation, weather, and experience
in other seasons. I found, however, having such a short time in a
tourist destination was not detrimental, it catered to short-term
clients and spontaneity based on weather conditions.

With regards to its potential application for another site, Haupapa/
Tasman Glacier site sets a high bar. Glaciers are often in difficult
to reach places that are only accessed by small communities
that depend on them. This project does not propose that every
glacier needs a design for melancholic contemplation. Rather,
it suggests that landscape architects should address glacial
landscapes according to their specific contexts and respond to
the psychological dimensions of environmental degradation. The
aesthetic framework should even be tested for its suitability in
other environments.

The internal validity of the collected data depended on the quality
of the interviews, design sketches, and the literature available.
Due to the qualitative and constructivist nature of this project,
the methods of data collection and analysis should be judged by
their “trustworthiness and authenticity” (Kumar, 2014). If I reflect
upon the overall approach to data collection, I chose to go into
depth with a limited number of sources. The interviews would
undoubtedly have been different with different participants and
another researcher. I believe, however, that even with the small
number, I reached a wide spectrum, achieved depth, presented
myself openly, and created a trusting atmosphere where
interviewees felt comfortable to express themselves.

7.2.3

OF METHODS

To explain the limitations of this project, I will begin with the
project’s generalizability and then describe the limitations of the
data collected and analysis methods.
Generalizability
The external validity of this project lies in its process and approach.
It was a case study, so the results were highly context-dependent.
The results could probably be applied to other tourism-oriented
glacial landscapes but are perhaps less directly relevant in other
places. Indirectly, however, and with necessary adjustments, the
insights can possibly be applied to other degrading environments
in which people experience environmental melancholia.
Data collection & analysis
Anthropological and social research often happens over the
course of months or years, but the interviews and observations
for this research project happened over two weeks. This has
immediate implications for the reliability of the results, so I
triangulated methods to try and compensate for the lack of time.
With regards to the interviews, I was aware that I could not reach
all groups of people, so I relied on second-hand commentary to
fill in the gaps as much as possible.

I did not refer to extensive literature to produce the aesthetic
framework, but each work explored the subject matter in great
detail; there was almost an over-abundance of insights. However,
with the exception of one author, the information about
melancholy and contemplation was not necessarily “ready for
use”. These subjects tend to found in art, poetry, philosophy and
religion, and rarely in empirical research. This thesis intended to
access these concepts for research, but do so in a way that would
not be at the expense of their richness.
The validity of the analyses relied on how I chose to interpret
the interviews, interpret the literature, and organize information
(Kumar, 2014). I have been transparent with my methods and
explained the rationale behind the decisions. It would be natural
for someone else to consider approaching the process differently,
but the choices made built on each other logically and can be
traced back to the assumptions and arguments behind them.
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7.2.4

RECOMMENDATIONS & POSSIBILITIES FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH

This thesis proposes that a state of melancholic contemplation
towards a glacier can foster wholesome engagement with
environmental issues. There are many accounts of the benefits
of contemplation from those that meditate (Merton, 1998;
Sivananda, 1975, amongst others), but except for expert opinion,
these accounts are not directly linked to landscape experience.
It would be interesting to use empirical methods to explore
how aesthetics within a landscape experience can contribute
to people’s mental states and therefore their engagement with
particular issues.
Arriving at the argument for melancholic contemplation drew
from landscape architecture insights about melancholy and
contemplation. Although they are age-old terms with prominent
positions in certain niches in landscape architecture, they are
relatively unexplored in academic writing. This thesis does so
from a particular angle, but it would be useful if more researchers
would operationalize these terms so that a diversity of designers
can apply them.
The aesthetic framework developed here (and the recommendations
for its application) builds on existing research, but the way it is
synthesized and presented is relatively new. I therefore consider
this thesis to be a thoroughly considered development, but one
that needs further exploration to firmly establish it in academia. For
instance, new findings might emerge if the framework is tested on
existing projects. Additionally, each aesthetic property offers the
possibility for in-depth research; the properties of “slowness” and
“otherworldly” bring up many questions…
I also hope that it inspires further research of aesthetics to
describe conditions beyond the visual, of the performative nature
of aesthetics, and of aesthetics that either support or jeopardize
one other. This thesis began with a concern for glaciers and
extended into unanticipated realms of research and design. I
hope that I have demonstrated landscape architecture’s creative
capacity to respond to retreating glacial landscapes and piqued
the interest of a few others to rise to the challenge as well.

Figure 7-2. (left) Glacier des Bois (Ruskin, 1843)
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05-Apr-19
50:09:00
Unwin Lodge
Alex van Zyl
New Zealand couple - Pam and Dave
Occupation:
retired - I don't know what they did for a living
Nationality:
New Zealand
This was a couple in their 70s who had been coming to Aoraki/Mt. Cook since the 1970s.They were avid
mountaineers and had come up for a week to relax in the lodge and do some trekking. They used to ski
Haupapa and use that valley as an access route for mountaineering.
Profile:

Y

Y

conflicting desire 1

conflicting desire 2
contradictions
other
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The last time they went up to where Ball Shelter was, they didn't know where they were, because a
chunk of land was gone. "It changed the perspective of what you're looking at. We had to get to grips of
where we were.'

Their memory goes so far back that they have the capacity to truly understand the retreat. Pam
explained that her mother used to ski at Ball Hut.

Y

Notes:

loss of ski access (ski touring in the old days), loss of glacier visibility (you used to be able to see it from
Unwin Lodge), loss of freedom as the safety rules have gotten stricter, loss of respect for the landscape by the
new tourist demographic
The process has been going on for so long. Dave: "We're probably getting to the point of no return. Whatever
they do is not going to make any difference. We've taken too long; what, like 30 years?"
They express disappointment in the lack of respect by foreign tourists.

Description
commercialization - anxiety about how commercial the management plan comes across.
they described they found the retreat sad, they watch it shrink with every visit back

Description
He mentioned driving and then also commented on flight frequency and the fact that they still fly!
Drving with the knowledge that it is fossil fuel emitting. Dave: "We know we do too much driving. It's the only
the way to get to nice places."
About helicopters, Pam: "Everyone's got a right to have a go, but i wouldn't want them to be at the expense of
the park."

acceptance/ adaptation

acceptance, adaptation

rejection

rejection

Situation

Loss of mountain acccess

Helicopters, commercialization

Traffic, tourists

Rejection/ apathy/

There is a growing lack of respect for the landscape, especially with the
foreign tourists that don't have the same ethos, growing inconsiderate traffic.

Dave:
"Youisjust
adapt. That's
started
with all the
choppers."
The noise
disruptive
and itswhy
partthey
of the
lean towards
commercialization,
which goes against the core values of the park. Pam: "They're good if you've
got to use them. It's the volume of them. You don't want helicopters all day
long buzzing around." Dave: "The noise gets to you."

Behaviour

REFLECTION - OPINIONS - REASONING - ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRESENT AND FUTURE - BEHAVIOUR

Disorientation

experience

Other

Y

loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other

Y
Y

Yes or no
Y
Y

+ mourning
anxiety
sadness, sorrow

Unresolved loss

Yes or no
Y

Ambivalence
guilt

** Note that names have
been changed to protect the
privacy of interviewees.

It could be nice in another
environment with more people

nice to have a monument out
in nature

Didn't understand

✔
4. Occasion

5. Apology

!

✔

✔

✗

✔

!

✔

Night Sky Reserve: "I don't
know how that would go down
in a Night Sky Reserve." It
also detracts from the glacier
itself.

Enjoyable walk on a nice day

they already have boat trips,
so it could work; monuments
have meaning for people;
history

!

✔

✗

✔
Impractical.
"The problem
is when you
get a calving
and then a
boulder falls
down and hits
the structure."

At first, they seemed uncomfortable with the idea that I was trying to 'force' people to think about certain themes, but they
opened up when I explained the concept more clearly. They also raised an interesting question: "Do we want to attract more
people?"
Interestingness
Appropriateness
Feasibility

3. Tribute trail

2. Spectacle

1. Memorial

Design sketch

NOTES

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD

Unpredictable

The weather is unpredictble, so they are willing to wait for weather windows to do activities

Physical
characteristics
Interpreted
descriptors

The attraction used to be the glacier, where as it is now the lake. There are stricter rules now, increased traffic, less considerate
visitors, focus change: the glacier is being marketed differently

Road up to Ball Hut slipped away one day, because there was less support from the lateral moraine. Every time you come
back, you don't know what you're going to find. Dynamism - rock falls, unstable ground, calvings. Life time changes: Observed
the glacier turning into a lake, shrinking glacier, terrain is more hazardous. Sudden changes: piece of the edge fell into the lake
suddenly.

Changes (social)

Changes (physical)

Site knowledge

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - SITE KNOWLEDGE

Climate change to them is obvious, because they've been watching it since the 70s They did bfring up the point, however, that it
Climate change: is debatable how much is natural and how much is human-induced.

* See separately-bound
Appendix A (Part II) for raw
interview transcripts.

Notes
(Answering RQ1)
EXPERIENCE - EMOTIONAL RESPONSE - ENVIRONMENTAL MELANCHOLIA

Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

A1. INTERVIEW WITH PAM & DAVE; VISITORS

APPENDIX A (PART I)*
FILLED OUT INTERVIEW TEMPLATES**

Profile:

In his late 50s/early 60s, mountaineer and guide for life, originally came up to the mountains not for money, but
to be fit and outdoors. His appreciation and respect for the power of the mountains has only grown with time.

07-Apr-19
37:04:00
Old Mountaineers Café
Alex van Zyl
Tony (name changed)
Occupation:
Guide at Southern Alps Guiding
Australian
Nationality:

Y

N

conflicting desires

contradiction 1

Notes:

Anthony gave way more information about physical processes than about personal sentiments. He has been
in the mountains for log enough that it has changed him.

"I'm just really trying to say, this thing, if you're in the mountains, it grounds you." "What I got is a greater sense
of humility."
"Now, all I'm trying to do when I take people out on the ice is like, look, isn't this amazing, because it still is. I
mean, it is. It's incredibly spectacular."

It is rewarding to teach people that know very little.

As a guide, he considers himself responsible to share as much information as possible about retreat and the
natural processes.
Disappointed in the culture of 'last chance tourism' and 'photographing the last rhino'
The glacier as it is is a remnant of its former self. "Now we're down to a remnant of what it formally was."

"It was really a hard thing to see, you know, the glorious Franz-Josef, the most amazing fucking glacier I'd ever
witnessed before before the Fox, gone. Just gone. You know. It really affected me. I was just devastated,
because we used to be able to walk up to the Fox, the normal way up into the mountains, the same with the
Franz-Josef, you would go do the same type. [uninterpretable] You could climb Mt. Cook from the car park in
the Franz-Josef. You can't do it anymore."

Description

As a guide, one wants to explain the urgency of climate change, but the customers are paying to have a good
time. "Now we're seeing a faster period for the loss of the glacier. To try to explain this to a client though. You
want them to walk away with a smile on their face. It's a bit of a catch 22 for the guide."
Unlike the companies on the west-coast, which are (in his opinion exploiting 'the White Rhino'), here they are
making a living off guiding, not out of the glacier.

Description
He is contributing to the best of his abilities.

Positive/loves it

Rejection

West-coast glacier tourism

Lifestyle of a mountain guide

Climate change

Rejection (Against the idea of owning

acceptance/ adaptation

a business that exploits something that
is endangered/disappearing. "It's really
uncool to capitalize on something that's
really important and it's sliding away.")

Situation

Rejection/ apathy/

Always has to change his plans depending on the weather and other factors.

5. Apology

4. Occasion

Gets to be outside all day, talking to people, explaining the mountain dynamics.
The role of the guide is to 'paint the picture', to impart the DYNAMISM onto
visitors that aren't there for long enough to experience it for themselves.

2. Spectacle

1. Memorial

Design sketch

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
"So cool." "I think it's a really
beautiful idea."

Interestingness

"I think they're great ideas", but they should be
applied to a granite area.

✗

✔

Dark Sky Reserve

Appropriateness

✔

✗

✔

It could work if it could
hang on, or move as the
landscape moves.

"bergs the size of
buildings" - it will get
destroyed.

It could work if it could
hang on. "It would need
some serious cabling."

Feasibility

For all designs: avoid any largescale engineering project. The
For all designs: "Be aware of what is accepted feasibility will be the biggest
hurdle.
in a National Park."

Unpredictable, spectacular (to witness a calving event - also unpredictable, can happen at any moment). Glacier as a sleeping
giant.

Moulins, corollas effect, ablation zone, rock type: greywacke, serious winds

Personal change: came up to the mountains for selfish reasons (to be fit, strong, become a mountaineer), but that has changed.
As a guide, he now takes pride in sharing everything he knows. Tourist demographic change: 80s, 90s Japanese, Americans,
Brits to present day fewer Brits, many Chinese, also from Taiwan, Indonesia, Hong Kong. The highest numbers are still
Australian. Change to climbing and mountaineering demographic: fewer young people than before, because it's too expensive
and dangerous. It attracts the people that can afford it.

"This whole thing here is constantly unpredictable. The weather, wind, low valley fog, dew point, humidity, temperature, every
day, so we don't quite know." The changes are visible in the landscape - trimline.

*Anthony told a whole story about the site which I'll map onto the sattelite image he referred to.

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD

Interpreted
descriptors

Physical
characteristics

Changes (social)

Changes (physical)

Site knowledge

3. Tribute trail

Shares as much information as he can. "All we can do is explain."

natural in the long run) and rejection
(how are we as humans contributing?)

being unfortunate for humans, but

Learned this by living as a guide.

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - SITE KNOWLEDGE

Climate change: Yes

Glacial recession

Acceptance, adaptation

Weather
Acceptance (He describes it as

Rejection ("the ebb and flow of the
natural cycle of nature and we've lost
this in a normal societal occupations.")

Modern lifestyle

At Aoraki, they are guides into the mountains, not exclusively glacier guides.

Behaviour

REFLECTION - OPINIONS - REASONING - ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRESENT AND FUTURE - BEHAVIOUR

Loves the mountains

Transformation

Rewarding, job
satisfaction

experience

Other

Y

sadness, sorrow
loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other - memory

N
Y

Yes or no

+ mourning
anxiety

Unresolved loss

Yes or no
N

Ambivalence
guilt

EXPERIENCE - EMOTIONAL RESPONSE - ENVIRONMENTAL MELANCHOLIA

Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

A2 INTERVIEW WITH TONY; GUIDE
(&A4, BECAUSE OF COMBINED INTERVIEW)

111

High school physics teacher
Canadian

In his early 30s, visitor to NZ, mountaineer, came to Aoraki/Mt. Cook NP for the landscape and to do
mountaineering

09-Apr-19
37:10:00
NZAC Lodge
Alex van Zyl
Jason
Occupation:
Nationality:

Profile:

112

Awe, enjoyment, surprised (at the scale of the glacier), difficult to understand how big things are, considers the glacier 'smooth'
and 'pretty' (esp. when covered in snow)

experience

Jason's experience of the glacier was 'present moment'. He hadn't done a tour or gotten an explanation. He
did not seem as concerned with the glacier's retreat until I showed the designs. Expressed that he needed
information in order to understand the landscape. He really enjoyed the landscape when he arrived. Values
the picturesque - eg. Hooker Valley Walk

disappointed in the lack of information available about the retreat - would like to know more

Seasonal loss of that "perfect smooth white". Sense of loss through the stories of others - therefore knew how
the glaciers and mountains used to be and described how amazing it must have been.

Ball Hut Trail

Rejection - thinks that there should be more information about
the retreating glaciers and less large boards with an overload
of information that he is not going to stop and read.

NZ Trail system

lack of interpretive elements, but
presence of information boards

Rejection - finds NZ Trails disappointing - routes rather than
trails. Great Walks are the exception

Boats, helicopters, cost

Rejection - prefers the aesthetic of the snow-white glacier in
winter

The cracked and opened up glacier

Rejection - thinks it could be so much better. Hardly any
views, walking over boulder fields, etc.
Rejection - "really detracted from the beauty and solitude of
the place". Expensive to experience the glacier directly (esp.
in relation to other places)

Rejection/ apathy/ acceptance/ adaptation

Situation
Behaviour

REFLECTION - OPINIONS - REASONING - ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRESENT AND FUTURE - BEHAVIOUR

Notes:

Y

N
Y
N

loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other

Other

Y and N

Did not express sadness wrt to the Tasman, but did express sadness when he described seeing the signposts
of glacial retreat at Mt. Robson in Canada - "That really struck me. It hit me hard, that little signpost"…"It
brings up a sadness, I think, in me. I'm not sure what it does for other people".

sadness/sorrow

Description

Description
No mention of a feeling of responsibility or guilt. He's here to visit and enjoy the mountains

Yes or no
N

Yes or no
N
N
N
N

+ mourning
anxiety

Unresolved loss

Ambivalence
guilt
conflicting desires
contradictions
other

(Answering RQ1)
EXPERIENCE - EMOTIONAL RESPONSE - ENVIRONMENTAL MELANCHOLIA

Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

A3. INTERVIEW WITH JASON; VISITOR

beauty, pretty, solitude, 'tangible' as a positive trait when intervening,…

Interpreted
descriptors

Quotes:

Notes:

5. Apology

4. Occasion

3. Tribute trail

2. Spectacle

1. Memorial

Design sketch

Liked the idea that you would
have a look-out at the glacier
and see the ice-bergs up
close. Wanted a walkway
down to the glacier (although
this is unfeasible)

!

✗

✔

✔

Implied that the 'Asian tourists'
wouldn't walk it - too long.
They would be more likely to
walk the Hooker Valley Track,
because the Ball Hut Track is
uninteresting.

Why not? They already have
boats all over the lake (sense
that nature has already been
violated)

!

✗

!

!

Feasibility

Questions the
ability to do
something
permanent
given the
instability of
the slopes

!

!

Alex: "What brought you to Mt. Cook National Park?"
Jason: "To see the landscape, to see the mountains, particularly when they're all pretty and snow-covered. And also for mountaineering. To actually get on the
mountains, on the glaciers, to climb some peaks. It's where the largest mountains are in New Zealand. You have to be here."
Jason: "All these ideas you have are pretty cool. I like the memorial. That's neat. When do you ever have a memorial for an iceberg? People would love that shit. A little
walkway around an iceberg."

✔!

Showed potential if it was one
statement, because repeating
the activity over multiple years
would be too large and
confusing
Was impressed with all the designs, because they show innovative ways of engaging with the glacier (beyond the signposts).
Unique approach in general. He likes them, because "They all provide visitors a way to get more intimate, or a better
understanding, or even appreciation of the glacier." Feasability was not such a concern for Jason, probably because he hasn't
witnessed the power of the changing environment and appropriateness was also not a concern, probably because he is a
visitor, and not a local Kiwi. He was therefore not inclined to be immediately critical on the basis of site and legislative
constraints.

✔

✔

✔

✔

Enjoyed the novelty of
memorializing a glacier.
Thought that people would
love the walkway and the
ability to be able to walk
around an iceburg.

Interestingness

Appropriateness

Changing environment make any permanent intervention challenging

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD

Challenges

raising awareness, wants (for himself and others) to "understand, or respect, or get a feel for what the glacier is doing."

the glacier is perfectly white in the winter and cracked with crevasses in the winter - prefers the winter. Landscape has the
feeling of being in a recently glaciated landscape.

Changes (social)
Physical
characteristics

Opportunities

noticed seasonal changes - from winter to summer - loss of that "perfect smooth white". No mention of long-term changes
(melt), only short-term (like rock slides, wash-outs) or seasonal. Did understand the landscape's dynamism

Changes (physical)

Site knowledge

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - SITE KNOWLEDGE

Didn't make it into the conversation - obviously not a personal priority, but considering the concern about retreat, I deduce that
Climate change: he does consider it an anthropogenic issue.

Appendix A (Part I)

Profile:

They are recently engaged and have been in Mt. Cook village for only 5 weeks.

10-Apr-19
50:49:00
Chamois Restaurant and Bar
Alex van Zyl
Henry and Chelsea (together with Anthony, the guide, but his answers considered separately)
Occupation:
Henry is a kayak guide for Alpine Guides, Chelsea is a server at the Old Mountaineers' Café
Nationality:
American

Y

conflicting desires

113

Other

attachment to the landscape (named one of the icebergs the Hermitage Hotel)

Attachment

The conversation revolved around the power of the glacier. It was almost a 'showing off' to me. In addtion, I
noticed that each person built up their own theory/explanation for events, but these didn't always match-up
with eachother.

For Chelsea and Henry, glacial retreat is experienced through the stories of others

NOTES

Y

Retreat through
stories

experience

Angry with people that do not acknowlegde that climate-change is human-induced.

Y

"When people think about mountains and why glaciers affect people so deeply, is in the human psyche, that is
supposed to be timeless. A mountain is supposed to be timeless. Ice is supposed to be timeless, but it's not.
This very defining ideal is no longer true."

Description

"Most people i've taken out come out and are like, 'this is terrible. i hate this.' or, they're like, 'this is cool to see
ice-bergs in person! i didn't know why they are blue and now i do and it's really awesome.' some people take
away the (i don't want to say negativity), they see that it's retreating, and while it's devastating, but then at the
same time, i'm putting them in a situation they might never have been in before." Notion of 'devastating but
really cool'.

Description
As a guide, one wants to explain the urgency of climate change, but the customers are paying to have a good
time. Henry "Also, they're our clients, they're paying us to be out there." Anthony: "You don't want to have an
argument about politics." Henry: "Nor do you want to step on their toes."

Does not feel that changing things on a local level will make a difference, because the world's major polluters
need to change for that to happen. Henry sees the problem as being much bigger than we are and others are
in the wrong

Y

sadness, sorrow
loss, *Solastalgia

powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other - anger

Yes or no

+ mourning
anxiety

Unresolved loss

contradictions - of
clients
other

Yes or no

Ambivalence
guilt

(Answering RQ1)
EXPERIENCE - EMOTIONAL RESPONSE - ENVIRONMENTAL MELANCHOLIA

Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

A4. INTERVIEW WITH HENRY & CHELSEA; GUIDE, BARISTA

rejection

Climate change

Behaviour
As a guide he can just be honest when clients ask him about it. He can just
say, "Yes, it is changing".
No - feels that other places that are much more polluting should change their
practices, because New Zealand has such a tiny footprint in comparison.
Ideas - potentially, if you produce a model that can be translated elsewhere,
then it's worth it. Point: if you figure out how to make a change, GIFT IT to
others.

dynamic, destructive, powerful, dangerous ("The water's really cold, so you don't want to go swimming. That's the first thing.
You keep everyone dry.). Danger as appealing.
"This region is dangerous. Like, rockfalls, landslides, things falling out from under you, crazy winds, big rainstorms, snow. It's
real. They're not bears, not poisonous spiders like they have in Australia, but what they do have is crazy terrain and a lot of
changing conditions."
Challenge/
Opportunity

Didn't have time to respond to each one directly, but said that the biggest hurdle is the danger of the region and its dynamism. Chelsea appreciated
the plans: "A lot of what these plans are, is human. It's not, you build a dam and then it's done. It's a continual interaction with the place."

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD - Had to leave

Cold water, unpredictable: 90% of the iceberg is under water and it could flip at any moment.

Interpreted
descriptors

Changes

Henry witnessed the largest event on the Tasman in February. Icebergs change position with the wind. It is uncomfortable
when things don't change (wrt to one of the icebergs: "For some reason it's not going down or back, even though we had
those couple of days of northerly winds that brought everything down, this thing was still out by itself. But, it's gigantic. I mean,
it's the, we call it the Hermitage Hotel. It's huge. I don't know if it's a matter of inertia, how much mass there is, cus there's a lot
above the water.). Although retreat happens relatively slowly, you can see changes every day, but you do need to know the
context." Usual kayak trip theme - dynamism of the landscape and fast pace of change.

Physical
characteristics

Changes (social)

Changes (physical)

Site knowledge

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - SITE KNOWLEDGE

Climate change: Yes. Henry gets frustrated that there are still people in the world that don't acknowledge it.

Chelsea - "How can we make that visible in the landscape? Unless it's
personal, unless you love it, unless you see when you come back you see the
changes, it's very hard (esp. in this visual society) to really connect to
something unless you can see it, unless it's tangible. So it's very important
that people that people come here and get the evidence. It's so much more
powerful first-hand." It is important to see the evidence. The problem has to
be tangible.

more reflection on behaviour… Thinking bigger picture: "People won't change unless it'll earn them money."

rejection

Climate change
Climate change

acceptance/ adaptation
rejection

Situation

Rejection/ apathy/

REFLECTION - OPINIONS - REASONING - ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRESENT AND FUTURE - BEHAVIOUR

Appendix A (Part I)

Profile:

12 years in Aoraki/Mt. Cook Village, met a New Zealander. Alpine Restaurant for 8 years, Alpine Guides 4
years. Enjoys front country activities.

11-Apr-19
50:09:00
Hermitage Café
Alex van Zyl
Danie (name changed)
Occupation:
Receptionist for Alpine Guides
Nationality:
Brazilian

114

mainly wrt Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers on the West Coast

Would like to maintain the tourism industry, but feels it should be more sustaintable, non-polluting.

Y

Notes:

loss of snowy mountain landscape

adaptation - other places produce snow

rejection
rejection
acceptance
- could work (it
has in Brazil), but it would
need good planning

no

no
no

Climate change: yes, but sees part of the process as natural (feedback loops)

Park n' ride proposal

more helicopter flights
Full of tourists - Hooker Valley walk is
so busy, have to walk in a line
Nowhere to park

acceptance

Shorter ski season
Less snow, more difficult to access
terrain

Behaviour?

acceptance
adaptation - companies are pushing for more snow
rejection - feels that we should
reduce these to reduce carbon
footprint
no

acceptance

Situation

Rejection/ apathy/

REFLECTION - OPINIONS - REASONING - ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRESENT AND FUTURE - BEHAVIOUR

+ mourning
anxiety
sadness
sorrow
loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
(other) Strange
Solastalgia

Y

Y

contradictions
other

Description
Concern that future generations won't have access to water, drought
Feels sad to watch the snow melt off the mountains each year

Y

conflicting desires

Yes or no
Y
Y

Sells flight tickets but would like to see less helicopter flights, recommends a scenic flight (even though flying
is part of the problem)

Yes or no

Unresolved loss

Earning money w/ helicopters vs. being ecologically-oriented, wants more jobs, but realizes it could be at the
expense of nature

N

Ambivalence
guilt

Description
no mention

(Answering RQ1)
EXPERIENCE - EMOTIONAL RESPONSE - ENVIRONMENTAL MELANCHOLIA

Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

Interview Analysis: Danie

A6. INTERVIEW WITH DANIE; RECEPTIONIST

6b. Work w/ nature

6a. Engineered

5. Apology

4. Occasion

3. Tribute trail

2. Spectacle

1. Memorial

Design sketch

✔

✔

!

✔

!

likes the idea of marking the
movement of the glacier seeing where it used to be

cool, would create awareness,
beautiful to watch

likes the idea of marking the
movement of the glacier seeing where it used to be

Interestingness

✔

✔

!

✗

✗

feels like it relates to design 4
and can therefore be
combined with it in some way

likes it, because she doesn't
want to see anything
permanent, this design doesn't
interfere with 'nature'

permanent structure interferes
with 'nature'

no reason. Just feels that "a
monument is not the way to
go"

Appropriateness

Warned in response to all the designs: dynamic landscape, intense weather, winds, rains

park n' ride

powerful

!

✔

✗

!

!

Feasibility

dynamic
landscape trail constantly
washing out

unsure
whether it
should float

Busier, tourism is losing its shoulder-seasons (business is constant)
dynamic, perceives landscape processes (not always accurate), permeable rock layer (glacial deposits of 100s of metres),
changeable and extreme weather, winds of 100-120km/hr coming from the west. North-westerlies - stronger winds, southeasterlies - colder winds and clouds, longer lasting (2-3 days). Winds can detroy roofs and walls.

Perceives the melt as very quick - watches the melt year by year, business perspective: shortened season. DYNAMIC: The
landscape looks peaceful, but it changes a lot, things get washed out, rockfalls. The weather is an important consideration

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD

Challenges

Opportunities

Interpreted
descriptors

Physical
characteristics

Changes (social)

Changes (physical)

Site knowledge

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - SITE KNOWLEDGE

Interview Analysis: Danie

Appendix A (Part I)

First came up to Aoraki/Mt. Cook in 1974 as a climber. Studied at Lincoln to be a ranger from 1977-1980 and
worked as a rescuer during university. He started as a ranger at Fox Glacier (4 years), then came to
Aoraki/Mt. Cook in 1984. Has been there ever since (35 years).

His emphasis through out the conversation was on legislation, acts, regulations, official processes and
stakeholders. He answered all questions with an understanding of the bigger picture and of historical
implicationson the present day situation.

Profile:

Yes or no

11-Apr-19
1:15:18
DOC Administration Centre
Alex van Zyl
Ron (name changed)
Occupation:
Ranger, communications leader
Nationality:
New Zealand

Lobby groups are not happy with the way DOC is managing the NP - "They are saying that it's gone away
from what NPs are about. Aircraft landings and managing people generally and tourism, rather than the core
values of conservation. That's a paradox that we work with all the time." There is an unease from lobby
groups that is not always based on facts, however.
Ngai Tahu have internal tensions between spiritual values and commercial interests: "It's really difficult for
them as well, to separate the spiritual and the commercial. Even within their own agenda...Nothing is ever
simple in this country."

Y

It is clear that he cares a lot for the park. He comments casually about how obviously spectacular it is.

115

acceptance/ adaptation

Rejection/ apathy/

Behaviour

Rejection

Rejection

Rejection

Apathy/slight rejection

Tourism explosion

Aoraki/Mt. Cook Village

Campgorund

No overarching interpretation plan

National Parks in New Zealand are
inspired by the American definition

Not yet - idea: "One part of this, and one of the milestones in the plan that I'm
really strong on is it's a long time since we've had an overarching
interpretation plan here." "But the thing, the key thing is that people do want to
know what they're looking at."
Slight adaptation: "I've often joked about the fact that we've followed the
Americans. What the Americans do, we do, because they have the same NP
concept. And then it came into the rest of the western world. The course I did
at Lincoln came from a course in Colorado University. It was the mirror image
of a course that was happening there. They were heavily into interpretation,
the campfire stuff. The Americans love that. Nonsense, but anyway, but you
know the Americans, it's OTT for them, but we're a bit different here."

No - "The campground is madness. It's madness mainly, not so much in the
winter. Maybe we could have used a landscape architect out there, because
we've got an issue with day use and overnight use and you've got a creek
running through the middle of it." "I mean, it's in shambles." There is a mix of
uses and a mix of day and night uses, all of whom need a place to park.

Not yet - "The village is a fucking nightmare. It's a mess." The village should
not dominate the experience of the park. Idea: the visitor centre should be out
in the landscape, not hidden in the village. "It's a lot of history. We've got to
think much more broadly than what we have. Maybe the entry point of the
parking is where people get their initial information. Maybe it should be
somewhere else. It could be at the entrance to the park."

Climate change was not on the agenda until this Management Plan. It has now been acknowledged as an important factor. He
Climate change: sees it as obvious:

Rejection ("It just exploded. It's
happened so suddenly. I
mean, we caused the problem
ourselves by providing China
with dairy."

Positive (it makes the process
Legislation that empowers Indigenous more complicated, but, unlike
others, he enjoys it)
peoples
All decisions made in the NP are made together with the Ngai Tahu.
Not yet - has many questions about how it will operate. He thinks it will take
10 years before it's able to get up and running. Idea: The parking space could
Park n' ride
Positive, but it needs planning be at the highway turn-off.

Situation

REFLECTION - OPINIONS - REASONING - ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRESENT AND FUTURE - BEHAVIOUR

Notes:

Y

Love of the park

Loss of mountaineering access

Y

It's complicated.

Description

Yes or no

Y

Description

Yes or no

experience

Other

+ mourning
anxiety
sadness, sorrow
loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other

Unresolved loss

conflicting desires Ngai Tahu

Ambivalence
guilt
conflicting desires
contradiction - DOC

(Answering RQ1)
EXPERIENCE - EMOTIONAL RESPONSE - ENVIRONMENTAL MELANCHOLIA

Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

History has determined where a number of things have ended up. Also, the NZTA owns the road entering the park. They are
desling with a territorial authority (The Mackenzie District Council)

If one thinks with a bigger picture, there's the possiblity of changing things for the better.

Downwasting has been a gradual change over the last century, whereas the formation of proglacial lakes has been a really fast:
"The development of the proglacial lakes, that's been insane really."
Tourism has exploded in the last few years. The demographic has changed (although Australia remains the largest group).
"You've always had those traditional European, American markets for tourism. Americans, Canadians, British, Scandinavians,
Germans, Swiss, not the French. 20-30 years, ago, you would never meet anyone from France. They are starting to travel now.
More eastern Europeans now as well. Esp. Czechs. They seem to like traveling. And a few more south Americans. Our first
Asian market was Japan. That's probably going back 40 years now, but then the Japanese market dropped off. And then in the
last few years has become the emerging market and India, as they get more wealth. We're getting close to 3 million/year. I
population is 4.5 million. They're only 1.5 million off our total population. It's insane."
Site characteristics go far beyond the glacier terminus itself. "But, the bigger picture is the fact that you have a highway coming
up into a village with 2 turn-offs, one to the Tasman and one to the Hooker. I guess the village does become a bit of a focus. It
always has, but we don't want it to be, really, because the village is not the be all and end all. We know that some people will
only ever go to the village and will only look at the mountains from there, who are only there for a few hours maybe. And then,
in a way, there is such a range of activities and what people do."

Design sketch

"I could see Mick Abbott loving
this."

✔
4. Occasion

5. Apology

"I quite like the tribute trail."

✔

✔

3. Tribute trail

2. Spectacle

1. Memorial

✔

✔

"I mean you can
make it work. So,
something really
simple that was
done in the Fox
Valley many
years ago. They
did actually have
simple signs that
said glacier
terminus 18something, 1930something."

General note: when I showed him my work, he expressed sincere appreciation for it. "It would be very sad if we didn't have
people like you." He didn't easily share his personal opinion very easily. He did not comment on a lot of the designs, but
instead pointed me in interesting directions. He also mentioned the importance of considering the digital realm in a project like
this - "That's where we're heading really." He was interested in the ideas that were comparable to things he had seen before.
He also pointed me to a project for kids - the Kiwi Ranger activity booklet that Mick Abbott set up.
Interestingness
Appropriateness
Feasibility

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD

Challenges

Opportunities

Interpreted
descriptors

Physical
characteristics

Changes (social)

Changes (physical)

Site knowledge

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - SITE KNOWLEDGE

A7. INTERVIEW WITH RON; D.O.C. RANGER

Appendix A (Part I)

Works as a guide for Inflite. I am not sure how long he has been up at Aoraki, but he is very knowledgeable
about the area and has a strong network of connections.

The discussion moved very quickly into the design discussion. He seems like a creative person that cares greatly about the NP,
because he had many ideas about what he would like to see happen wrt interpretation. He enjoyed thinking with me about my ideas
and adapting them to something that seemed more appropriate to him.

Profile:

13-Apr-19
48:02:00
Mt. Cook/Aoraki Airport lobby
Alex van Zyl
Harry (name changed)
Occupation:
Inflite guide
Tasmania
Nationality:
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Y

loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other

Y

Fascination

Fascinated by how the whole system works. He prints out diagrams to show clients.

The landslide that tore away a laarge chunk of the trail shocked him and the other staff.

"It is a bit sad, but it's also natural." "But, it's easy to anthropomorphize nature around us and that's how we relate to it
- animals, plants, landscapes, whatever, but it's implies a lot of other things that aren't necessarily true - that it's dying,
the fact that it is getting smaller is somehow bad or sad or..."
Loss of access - you used to be able to walk directly onto the glacier, which he noted was cheaper and more
sustainable

positive

rejection

Guiding

Loss of access

The retreat is exposing more rock and making access more difficult

Supports the idea of story-telling. He says that people want to know what they're
looking at. They want a story of the past and present with speculation on the future. The
guide determines how good the story will be.

Behaviour

Doubtful with regards to individual glaciers. He does not doubt that people are having an impact on the environment, but he sees the
change as being natural and is not convinced that you can attribute the retreat of individual glaciers to human-induced climate change.
Climate change: He does mention, however, that everyone asks about it. It is a hot topic.

acceptance/

Situation

Rejection/ apathy/

REFLECTION - OPINIONS - REASONING - ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRESENT AND FUTURE - BEHAVIOUR

Y

Shock

experience

Other

Y and N

sadness, sorrow

+ mourning
anxiety

Description

Y

Yes or no

Considers helicopters to be the solution, but they are unsustainable.

N

guilt
conflicting desires
contradictions
other

Unresolved loss

He also doesn't want others to have to feel guilty. He argues that people work much better with positive
reinforcement than with guilt-tripping. "I think you always get a better response by looking at positive solutions and
encouraging people, rather than by trying to guilt people into doing the right thing."

Yes or no

Ambivalence

Description

NOTES
(Answering RQ1)
EXPERIENCE - EMOTIONAL RESPONSE - ENVIRONMENTAL MELANCHOLIA

Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

A8. INTERVIEW WITH HARRY; GUIDE

impressive

The glacier is constantly moving. Seasonal differences - It moves at different rates seasonally, it looks different, and access changes
also, you can ski in the winter. Impressed by the large chunk that fell of the front in February. Explains how the Murchison River
changed course and from there, the lake formed. The changes can also be so sudden, awe-inspiring. He has a desire to record
the physical changes.
Different seasons cater to different visitors. In the winter you can ski over the whole glacier.
Provided glacier facts - has different internal movement types, glacier like a sliding deck of cards. Rock type - schist - useless. The only
reason that the river doesn't drop underground is because of the rock flour - it acts like cement.

More ideas

5. Apology

4. Occasion

3. Tribute trail

2. Spectacle

1. Memorial

Design sketch

NOTES, IDEAS

He likes the idea of an
interpretive trail, one that
provides people with the
information they're looking
for and goes beyond what
they can immediately see.
He would like it to be
combined with technology.

✔

✔

✗

✗

"Yea, so, this is the sort of thing I think would fit with the
nature of nature here, I guess. When people come here,
the reason some people want a guide is, they want to know
what they are looking at." "This one, personally, jumps out
at me. Because it fits in with the NZ tourism approach and
what they like to do with their NP and landscapes."

"I'm not from here originally, but a very kiwi view of this
might be, as minimal as possible, visually." He considers it
an art installation, altough people want to get away from
man-made structures. "I think for a lot of people that would
almost look intrusive, jarring." "I don't think you'd ever see
this in a national park in NZ. Maybe around Aukland or
Christchurch."

Disagrees with the idea of a memorial - "making a memorial
though makes it seem very sad, like loss, like something
you'll never get back." He says that it implies an untruth,
because the change is natural.

Appropriateness

✔

✔✗

✗

Feasibility

Greywacke is
a challenge

"And safetywise, it would
get destroyed
in days. The
icebergs
barging back
and forth
would kill it."

✔

"Interesting. You could
almost do it for the area
Richard likes it with modifications. It must not make people
feel guilty. His idea is to give everyone a tree once they've
of glaciers lost around
flown to offset the carbon from flying.
NZ as well. On a bigger
scale."
Interested in multi-sensory engagement. He considers it much more meaningful - "No, it's touching and feeling and hearing." 3D virtual
experience of the glacier - going back in time. You could gather photos across the seasons and years. He loves time-lapses. What if
you could bring VR goggles with you? He also suggested recording the sounds. "It's incredible. You get these amazing multi-media
approaches for interpretation and understanding."

no comments

✔

✔

Interestingness

"A good guide will bring this place to life and let your mind see the millions of years and see the mountains rise and see the glaciers come and go.
Something that would create that sense of awe for a place that moves and comes and goes, would make people feel a part of this place. The growing
process of a glacier, how much power a collapsing mountain creates, that creates that sound, the real force of the mountains. The sounds of glaciers
cracking and icebergs falling and rolling over. Anything that gives you that really strong connection to a place that you can't get just by looking at it."

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD

descriptors

Changes (physical)
Changes (social)
Physical
characteristics
Interpreted

Site knowledge
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Appendix A (Part I)

The couple moved to New Zealand 16 years ago looking for a layed back outdoor lifestyle with friendly
people. They liked New Zealand so much that they stayed. They are at Unwin Lodge for a long weekend to do
some tramping in the area.
Profile:
The conversation very quickly dived into the different designs. The couple had a strong interest in design and a worldly outlook,
so the conversation was incredibly rich as a result. It was also fascinating to see how both people cared in different ways about
the subject and therefore got in disagreements about it. They were educated and asked more questions than they give
opinions.

14-Apr-19
1:09:28
Uniwn Lodge
Alex van Zyl
Pat and Callum
Occupation:
Callum is a retured nurse and Pat is a doctor in Christchurch
Nationality:
English

Y

contradictions
other
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Notes:

Y

Y

Pat especially, questions why we are saddened by glacial retreat. She looked at the designs and puzzled
about the constructs. She explained that sadness depends on which time-frame you look at and wonders why
we consider the glacier to be more beautiful than the landscape it leaves behind... her and her husband
discuss this point intensely.

Pat: "Is it its beauty, uniqueness? what is it that we actually value about it? it's slowness, it's elemental nature,
the fact that it carved the landscape? very much more slowly than rain, but probably more dramatically. I
suspect that this is a fairly modern concept. I can't imagine people 2 or 300 years ago saying, wouldn't it be a
shame idf this glacier wasn't here. They'd probably say, if that glacier wasn't there, we'd find it a lot easier to
get up that valley." She therefore makes the argument that our attitude depends on the view we take and the
timeframe we consider.

They really enjoyed hearing the glacier creek and groan during their walk on the Ball Hut Route. They
commented that it would probably be quite scary if you heard it when you're up on the moraine, because it
would be so close.

They are both grappling with why they feel this way: Pat: "Why do we value glaciers? Why do we vlaue the
glacier more than the land it's left behind when it's gone? People don't question that. They say glacial retreat
is a bad thing, but why? Callum: "I think it's a pretty amazing feature, geographical feature. it's a lot of ice
when you see the headwalls and how deep the glacier is." Pat: "I don't know. I'm being the devil's advocate. I
think they're they're awesome places too and I think they can be very beautiful too, but by and large, they're
not beautiful. Most of them are covered in rocks and..." She then gets unterrupted by Callum who disagrees
with her.Callum then starts to wonder if he is sad for selfish reasons...

Description

Contradiction between mountain access and ambitions for sustainability - Callum: "Again, if you're thinking
climate change, you have to question whether showing people into the mountains is a good use of your fuel
and your helicopter, even if they are prepared to pay a lot of money for it."

Description
Is helicoptering ethically okay?
Pat and Callum recognise conflicting desires amongst different stakeholders - those that are in it for the
money and those that would like to use the landscape for education. They mentioned the paused draft of the
management plan.

Behaviour/description

rejection

loud and disturbing.

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - SITE KNOWLEDGE

Climate change: it was self-evident. We did not need to bring it up directly in the conversation.

Climate change: it was self-evident. We did not need to bring it up directly in the conversation.

Helicopters

vulnerable infrastructure
Helicopters

Village andinfrastructure
hotel
vulnerable

Glacial
retreat
Village and
hotel

Glacial retreat

acceptance/ adaptation

Situation

For Pat, your attitude depends on the view you decide to take.If you take a
Behaviour/description
short term view, indeed, it makes you sad, but if you take a long-term view, it
For Pat,
your attitude
on the view you decide to take.If you take a
starts
to appear
muchdepends
more natural.
depends
short find
termthe
view,
indeed, ithideous
makes and
you the
sad,village
but if you
take a long-term
view,
it
They
Hermitage
confusing.
They would
have
depends
starts
to
appear
much
more
natural.
much preferred a nice wooden chalet.
rejection
Theyinfrastructure
find the Hermitage
hideous
and thethey
village
confusing.
They would
acceptance, but proceed with "the
is really
vulnerable....
don't
want to pollute
the have
much
preferred
nice wooden
chalet.
rejection
caution
landscape
with aa whole
lot of extra
infrastructure really."
acceptance, but proceed with "the infrastructure is really vulnerable.... they don't want to pollute the
caution
landscape
with a whole lot of extra infrastructure really."
rejection
loud and disturbing.

acceptance/ adaptation
Rejection/ apathy/

Situation

Rejection/ apathy/
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Questioning of our
constructs

Enjoyment

experience

Other

sadness, sorrow
loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other

+ mourning
anxiety

Yes or no

Y

conflicting desires

Unresolved loss

Yes or no
?

Ambivalence
guilt

(Answering RQ1)
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NOTES

Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

A9. INTERVIEW WITH PAT & CALLUM; VISITORS

Helicopters

loud and disturbing.

landscape with a whole lot of extra infrastructure really."

Very dramatic, amazing

Interpreted
descriptors

The conversation
inspired more ideas
from them both:

6a, 6b adaptation

5. Apology

4. Occasion

3. Tribute trail

2. Spectacle

1. Memorial

Design sketch

NOTES

Callum thought that it might
frighten us to see the results
spatially.

"the light show would be
impressive though, using lasers
and stuff could be quite impressive
if you get the right form, especially
with the floating icebergs and stuff,
it could be really dramatic, lighting
up the icebergs."

✔

✔
Liked the idea that it would be
an ongoing project.

✔

✔

✔✗

✔✗

They think that
the Ball Hut
Track will
disappear, but
like an idea like
this if it is
modified in a
way to make it
last longer.

Callum thinks
that it could work
if it floats, where
as Pat is more
skeptical.

Callum commented that these kinds of adaptation are perhaps less immediately relevant than the idea of finding a way more
mountaineers to get up the mountains. He thought this wasn't so relevant anyway because of how few people actually
mountaineer in comparison to the number of front country visitors. Pat responded by saying that "the idea of mountaineering is
part of NZ culture. The idea that it is something that NZers do." This makes it symbolically relevant and important for people
even if they don't mountaineer themselves.
They appreciated (like many others in the interviews) the interpretive signage at Fox Glacier. They commented that many
people would stop and read them. With regards to experience, they commented also that you would really want to get down to
the lake, as opposed to staying high up on the ridge. Callum said, "I wonder if tourists want to feel the water down there. How
cold is the water? If you got it down here, people would be able to go, 'God, you know, that's cold'. If you come from the middle
of Australia or something, you might have no concept of how cold that lake actually is, which i presume is very cold. Pat then
chimed in by saying, "You could get people to pay for a glacier plunge. You could provide a wee pontoon for people to jump off."
They then debated about whether people would actually want to jump into murky water... Callum also suggested that I record
the glacier's sounds, because although we're impressed by the shear grandiosity of the glacier, hearing its movements would
elevate the experience to a deeper appreciation of its dynamic qualities.

✔

✔

✔

Tthought the Norway
precedent was great. They
both love Scandinavian
design. They found the idea of
a trail that goes beyond
traditional information boards
really exciting and boundarypushing.

This is expensive - is it ethical
to spend this amount on a
whim? Pat had a strong
skepticism of ephemerality.
She questioned the ethics of
paying so much for something
that is "intrinsically
ephemeral".

Callum supported the notion of creating an intervention in this valley as opposed to another valley, because of its grandness,
openness, and ease of access. He explored the notion of an intervention on the other side of the Tasman River, but decided
that crossing the river was not feasible, considering how dynamic it is.
Interestingness
Appropriateness
Feasibility
They did not comment directly on the design, but rather, Pat asked a few very interesting questions: "Once the glacier is gone,
will the lake still be there as a memorial?" We then had a discussion about the murky brown colour of the water and the fact that
visitors expect pristine, post-cardy blue water. Callum asked, "Would your challenge be to change the colour of the water to
blue? To filter it?"

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD

Opportunities,
challenges

Moraines are unstable and always moving, the track is disappearing, on the lake, calvings produce tsunamis. The site is not
beautiful, so it doesn't meet the expectations of visitors in that sense. The shape of the valley is very different from the westcoast. The west coast glaciers are too steep for a lake.

They commented about how dramatic the wash-out on the Ball Hut Trail from the storm was.

Physical
characteristics

Changes (social)

Changes (physical)

Site knowledge
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Climate change: it was self-evident. We did not need to bring it up directly in the conversation.

caution
rejection

vulnerable infrastructure

Appendix A (Part I)

Profile:

Has been working with Glacier Explorers for the past 4 years.

15-Apr-19
35:26:00
Glacier Explorers office in the Hermitage Hotel
Alex van Zyl
Paul (name changed)
Occupation:
Operations Manager, Glacier Explorers
Mexican
Nationality:

Y

conflicting desires
contradictions
other
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Seemed comfortable with the idea that the business can't last more than 20 years. He called himself
a realist and was very pragratic in the way he reflected on things.

We did not discuss this during the interview - it was much more focused on implications of glacial retreat for
business

Description

"We don't really press the global climate thing too much. You don't want to press an agenda when people are
paying to have fun. I try to avoid getting into a debate at all costs on my boat."

Description

adaptation

rejection

acceptance/adaptation

Appearance of pro-glacial lakes

New Zealand infrastructure

Time-bound business

first-world
mentality,
third-world
infrasturcture
Pancho
seemed
comfortable
with
the idea thatproblems
the business has a time-limit.
It is the way it is. It adapts when it can, but at a certain point it will need to
transform into something different.

Glacier explorers as a business venture - "first things first, the appearance of
these pro-glacial lakes has changed the way businesses such as ours
operate. there was originally kayak trips on the hooker lake. it's gotten too big
and access is a bit more difficult these days. it's just a bit further, so that's
changed, but that in place has given birth to our lake, which commercially
only operates powerboats and kayaks."

Behaviour/description

Considers it a self-evident fact: "I don't fully agree that you have to tip toe around the subject with an attitude of it being a
freaky subject. Well, it shouldn't be. I mean, you're sitting on a boat, you would have been on ice a couple of years ago. How
Climate change: tricky is it?." He said that they don't have to bring up the subject. It is a conversation that comes up on its own.

acceptance/ adaptation

Situation

Rejection/ apathy/
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acceptance

experience

Notes:

N

anxiety
sadness, sorrow
loss, *Solastalgia
powerlessness,
overwhelm
disappointment
other

Other

Yes or no

+ mourning

Unresolved loss

Yes or no

Ambivalence
guilt
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Interview date:
Interview length:
Location:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

A10. INTERVIEW WITH PAUL; BUSINESS MANAGER

first-world mentality, third-world infrasturcture problems

✔

4. Occasion

5. Apology

✔

✔

Compared it to a successful
projection project in Mexico
and mentioned a glacier
projection series by a
Japanese artist.

"I like that concept. I would
love to see something like
this"

Interestingness

3. Tribute trail

2. Spectacle

1. Memorial

NOTES
Design sketch

✔

✗
✔

✔

For all the projects (wrt
feasibility): "When you think
about the magnitude of some
of the things that would need
to go into doing this, I kind of,
say wow, I don't think it would
happen. I don't think the
government would put in the
money. I don't think DOC
would put in the effort. I would
think there would be a huge
uproar of public opinion, kiiwi
opinion on how the money is
being used."

Appropriateness

?

✗
✗

✔

(3) "Something like this would
be really cool, except (my
opinion), it's just SO far! You're
looking at a landscape that is
just so big, you're looking at a
15km walk." Doesn't think it
would work from a tourist
perspective. (4) But I was just
thinking, even this mountain
right here, Sefton, with its
hanging glaciers, something
projected onto THOSE places,
that could be considerably more
accessible, because you could
see it from down here, you
could see it from White Horse,
right." Another feasibilty
challenge is that you are only
allowed 4 boats on the lake at
any one time.

"I could really see it happening
(again, I'm no engineer), but from a
logistical point of view, it works, it
could have a couple of different
anchors and winches that you even
keep on moving it. I mean it's here
right now, if you set the access by
boat, sure, if you have the bridge,
then perhaps not, but now it's here,
but in 2 years, you could move it and
put it there."

Feasibility

He supported the desire to engage people with the environment on a deeper level and make a change, but he was
skeptical of the European perspective, because he didn't think their ideas could work in NZ, a country that is dealing with
infrastructural issues on such a basic level. He felt that the cost of some of the interventions wouldn't be worth it considering
their possible lifespan. He was intially very skeptical, but as the conversation progressed, he offered interesting ideas and
presented useful precedents for me to consider. He did not share his own opinion freely, but spoke rather of the implications of
retreat on business functioning.

DEVELOPING DESIGN GUIDELINES - RTD

These are some of the most accesible glaciers in the world (and even so, they are not easy to get to).

Challenges

fern line/ablation zone - a line based on altitude where the snow doesn't melt. It’s the line where the debris disappears under
snow. The ablation zone has been receding in the last century. Hopefully you can still see the glacier terminus for the next 40
years.

Appearance and expansion of pro-glacial lakes creates different kinds of business opportunities. The temperature of the lake
increases as it grows. It then speeds up the warming. The lake gets safer as it grows bigger - the reality is the safest place to
be would have been at the jetty. Businesses change constantly as the environment changes (intimately linked). Business has
expanded with the growth of the lake, health and safety requirements also change. Operations have a time limit.

Opportunities

Physical
characteristics
Interpreted
descriptors

Changes (physical
and social intertwined)

Site knowledge
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B2. PROJECTIVE DESIGN ALTERNATIVES FEEDBACK PER DESIGN

INTERVIEWEES

OCCUPATIONS

Jason
Pat and Callum

visitors

Pam and Dave
Danie

heli-tour receptionist

Harry

guides

Tony

FROM

FAVOURITE

Canada

1, 2

United Kingdom

?

New Zealand

1

Brazil

4

Tazmania

3, 5

Australia

1

Paul

Business manager

Mexico

1

Ron

D.O.C. ranger

New Zealand

3

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

EXPLANATION
Two found it inappropriate to
imply that the glacier is ‘dying’.

MEMORIAL

1

Three (mountaineers) were
excited by the structural
potential of a floating object
with cables.
Business owner was excited by
the tourism potential.
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EXPLANATION
Three thought that it did not fit
into a National Park: jarring and
unnatural.

SPECTACLE

2

Almost everyone considered it
unfeasible, because the long
structure would get destroyed
by ice-bergs.
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Appendix B

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

EXPLANATION
The guides and Kiwi visitors felt
that it fit within the values of a
National Park.

TRIBUTE TRAIL

3

Some considered the length of
the path impractical and not
worth the investment because it
would get washed out.
Others emphasized that they liked
the idea of walking to destinations
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EXPLANATION
Considered interesting and
doable.
Most embraced using
technology.

OCCASION

4

One interviewee suggested a
more accessible location.
Two found it inappropriate: it
distracted from the glacier and
it’s in a Night Sky Reserve.
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EXPLANATION
The design confused most
interviewees.
Those that liked it appreciated
that it was an ongoing project.

APOLOGY

5

One interviewee said that he felt
uncomfortable with the guilt
implied with the apology.
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APPENDIX C
LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature review of melancholy (Bowring, 2016)
Prior to describing specific conditions, Bowring introduces themes
within melancholy and places of melancholy. The melancholic
aesthetic is the overarching concept that encompasses the subconcepts of emotion, ethics, empathy, and the conclusions for
places of melancholy. I extracted factors that contribute to the
melancholic experience by pulling out themes from each chapter.
The factors are considered potential aesthetic properties for the
framework, because they are a perceived effect of a non-aesthetic
property (see Table C-1). For example, multi-sensory is the result
of combining the feeling of cold water with the sound of running
water.

Selected aesthetic properties (Table C-1): multi-sensory,
emotion, association, unite self and other, awareness of context,
slowness and temporality.

In the following 14 chapters, Bowring describes conditions of
melancholy: the void, the uncanny, silence, shadows and darkness,
aura, liminality, fragments, leavings, submersion, weathering and
patina, ephemerality and transience, camouflage, monochrome,
intimate immensity (2016). They are a mixture of mental states and
physical qualities that intentionally overlap and are coated with
Bowring’s own interpretations. The overlap and inconsistency
is congruous with Bowring’s intentions to communicate the
slippery nature of melancholy and human sentiments. Bowring’s
conditions (called “non-aesthetic properties” here) are described
in Table C-2. Note that the descriptions and purposes are short
summaries limited to information that is relevant to this project.
Selected non-aesthetic properties (Table C-2)
* ‘Uncanny’ and ‘intimate immensity’ are considered to be
aesthetic properties.

The excluded properties are either not instructive (e.g.
acknowledge subjectivity) or they can be considered part of
another condition (e.g. movement as part of temporality).

Table C-4. Aesthetics of melancholy
AESTHETICS
& SUBCONCEPTS

POTENTIAL
AESTHETIC
PROPERTIES

Aesthetics

Multi-sensory

(Ch. 4)

Movement
Emotion

EXTRACTS (FOR DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE)
“A melancholic aesthetic of landscape architecture therefore rests upon a number of adjustments to some of the prevailing
presumptions. These include renovating aesthesis to recognise the multi-sensory nature of aesthetics, as opposed to an ocular-centric
perspective; appreciating a ‘phenomenological picturesque’ which embodies the ideas of movement rather than one mired in the
static image; and the embracing of emotional and associative aspects of landscape experience.” (Bowring, 2016, p. 28)

Association
Emotion
(Ch. 5)

Ethics
(Ch. 6)
Empathy
(Ch. 7)

Places of
melancholy
(Ch. 8)

Acknowledge
subjectivity

“The significant point is the shift towards acknowledging the subjective dimension of place, a counter to the objectivity that has
prevailed in attempts to design and plan the landscape.”

Embrace
emotion

“What if such sites were not conceptualized as a means of moving on, but rather as a vehicle for moving the beholder, of amplifying the
emotional repertoire.” ( Bowring, 2016, p. 32)

Unite self and
other

“The critical position is one which maintains an ethics of practice, an understanding of the place of loss and absence, and even of
violence. All this requires a placement of the self in relation to that which has experienced loss, whether another individual, an idea, a
place, a landscape.” (Bowring, 2016, p. 40)

Awareness of
context

“One of the necessary dimensions of a genuine empathy is an awareness of context.” (Bowring, 2016, p. 43)

Placement of
self in the site
Slowness
Temporality

“There are therefore strong resonances with the hybridizing of self and other that occur through empathy, and a genuine placement of
one’s self in the landscape.” (Bowring, 2016, p. 49)

“Slow landscapes, too, demand of the beholder a certain commitment, and in return provide enduring repositories of emotion.
Slowness embeds an awareness of space and time, and melancholic places are both retrospective and prospective.” (Bowring, 2016, p.
56)
“Contemplation of time in association with submersion, weathering, and fragmentation bring about reflection upon life’s fleetingness,
but also a resistance of the nihilistic free-fall towards the end of things.” (Bowring, 2016, p. 56)
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Table C-5. Bowring’s conditions for melancholy
(conditions considered here as non-aesthetic properties)
NON-AESTHETIC
PROPERTIES*

DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE

DESIGN DEVICES

The void

A clear absence of something

Intensifies the experience of contemplation and remembering.

Chairs, benches

(ch. 9)

Does not provide answers

Provides space to actively imagine tragedy instead of passively
glazing over information that one has become desensitized to.

The uncanny

Something familiar turns strange

Induce both ‘self-estrangement’ and an experience of otherworldliness.

Repetition

Disorient, confuse, reveal perspectives, and estrange in the
landscape.

Mirroring

(ch. 10)

Silence

Removing noise

(ch. 11)

(Associated with the void)

Shadows and
darkness

The absence of light
(Associated with the void)

(ch. 12)

Reduces distraction and creates an auditory void from which
contemplation and emotion can surface.
Amplifies and augments the spatial to create a poignant awareness
of self and subject.
Literal darkness connects to emotional darkness and blackness might
even touch the sublime and the most heightened state of
unknowing.

Doubling

‘Moments of silence’
Curate a space associated
with silence, like churches or
cemeteries
Design with light and dark in
space

Darkness envelopes, penetrates, and diminishes the self, weakens the
ego.
If without terror, it can trigger contemplation and perhaps the most
profound melancholy of all conditions.
Original and unique essence of a thing or
place

Gives a place its richness.

Liminality

Transitional spaces

(ch. 14)

The moment between two states of being
(life and death, materiality and metaphysical…)

A moment of waiting, and therefore of a heightened capacity to
contemplate, remember, and perhaps reflect on the simultaneous
eternity of the present moment and impermanence of all moments.

Aura
(ch. 13)

Provides fertile ground for evoking memory, identity, and
empathizing with the subject.

(ch. 15)

Leavings

A space or thing that is incomplete or in
ruin

Reveal temporality

Traces left behind

Reveal temporality, magnifies the memory of loss, and reminds the
perceiver of the pain of separation.

Stranded objects

Artificial leavings can be used to infuse intensity into a natural
setting.

Petrified residues

(ch. 16)

Submersion
(ch. 17)

Weathering and
patina

Threshold, passage
Liminal moments, like
twilight or during autumn
Ruins, islands

(Associated with the void)
Fragments

Craft and specificity in
material

Collection

Encourages the perceiver to imagine its completed version, or the
impossibility of it, of turning back time or of collecting every part of
an infinite whole.
Souvenirs

Either a site gets abandoned because
nature submerges or it gets abandoned
and then nature submerges it

Reveals temporality, shows the tragedy of disaster, implies neglect,
time, and the perceiver’s smallness and transience within the
universe.

Wind-blown sediment half
burying a home

“…analogues for memory, traces of time’s
passage…” (Bowring, 2016, p. 143)

Reveal temporality

Japanese wabi sabi
technique

The nature of existence is temporary

These terms are described to counter the trend in art and design to
produce permanent works.

Spontaneous memorials

The presence of something is used to hide
or disguise it

Blurs the boundary between self and other, between human and
nature.

‘Disruptive patterns’ in the
military

Assumes intimacy with its environment

Its juxtaposing agendas and qualities: deception or unification and
visibility and invisibility respectively, heighten the sense of the
uncanny.

Naval camoflage

A subdued palette of colours

Creates a sense of solemnity

Subdued scene, twilight

To understand the effect, imagine a joyous scene, is brightly- and
multi-coloured.

Muted colours, imited
palettes

Offer the possibility for a melancholic appreciation of decay

Vegetation engulfing rusty
infrastructure

(ch. 18)
Ephemerality and
transience
(ch. 19)
Camouflage
(ch. 20)

Monochrome
(ch. 21)

Carefully chosen vegetation
Aesthetic constraint
Intimate immensity
(ch. 22)

The delicate self placed in the vastness of
the universe

Evokes the sense of profound solitude and simultaneously an eternity
in both and a mirroring of the one in the other

Benches along an expansive
ocean
Remote hermitage
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Appendix C

Literature review of contemplation (Krinke, 2005)
Table C-6. List of potential aesthetic/non-aesthetic properties according to
the common purposes referred to in the essays of the book, ‘Contemporary
landscapes of contemplation’ (Krinke, 2005).

* Each ‘#’ refers to a particular essay. See Table 4-1 on p. 33 for
essay titles and authors.

PURPOSE

#

POTENTIAL AESTHETIC/NONAESTHETIC PROPERTIES

POTENTIAL NON-AESTHETIC
PROPERTIES/DESIGN DEVICES

Foster inner silence

2, 6

Direct attention

Voids (6)

2, 3, 6

Simplify the environment, minimize/dampen
distracting stimuli

Voids (6)
Reduce and re-sculpt existing elements, ex. use rocks as chairs
(2)
Dry garden, rock garden (2, 6)

2

Modulate movement

Rock sizes and textures to bring awareness to walking (2)

2

Darkness

Day and night, light, dark, shadow

3

Silence

Acoustic silence (3)

4

Sensation & emotion

Get people into the landscape, rather than looking at it (4)

5, 6

Solitude

A single bench (5)

2, 4,
5, 6

Otherworldly space

Enclosure, threshold (5)

5

Threshold

Careful siting, transition, entrances, sequences, passages (5)

2, 4, 6

Layered landscape

Pathways that appear and disappear (3)

Reorientation (2)

Transcend the everyday and shift
awareness

Sanctified spaces (2)

Moments of reveal (2)
Dampening and heightening (2)
5

Ritual

Restrictions of access and movement, invitation, authority, and
taboos (5)

2, 4, 5

Association to similar environments

Archetypal symbols (3)

5, 6

Pilgrimage

Prescribed route (5)

5

Modulated movement

Seating, moments of pause (5)

3, 6

Temporality

Linear time

Tea ceremony (2)
Familiar places, devices to cue appropriate behaviour (5)

Connection to the infinite/
vastness of all things

Cyclical time
Intervals
Light, darkness, shadow (3)
Seasonality (6)
3

Create ‘cosmic linkages’

Sun, moon, water (3)

3, 6

Orientation

Altered perspective (3)

3, 4

Connect natural and human

Get people into the landscape, rather than looking at it (4)

3, 4

Recall memory, retell collective stories

Symbols (3)

Aesthetic properties: direct attention, otherworldly space,
layered landscape, association, temporality, connect natural and
human.
Non-aesthetic properties: simplify the environment, modulate
movement, darkness, silence, sensation, solitude, ritual,
pilgrimage, cosmic links, orientation, collective narratives.
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Appendix C

Literature review of contemplation (Olszewska et al., 2018)
Table C-7. List of potential aesthetic/non-aesthetic properties based on
“Landscape Characteristics” in ‘What makes a landscape contemplative?’
(Olszewska et al., 2018).

POSSIBLE AESTHETIC PROPERTIES (‘LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS’)

POSSIBLE DESIGN DEVICES (DESCRIPTION)

Landscape layers

Layers (fore, middle, background) greatly enhance visual quality; far
distance view (>/=400m)

Landform*

Undulating landform, natural lines

Vegetation*

High diversity of vegetation; plants seem native; seasonally changing
vegetation

Light & colour

Colours from the warm palette (lack of very vivid contrasting colours) AND
visibility of light and shade

Compatibility*

Physical relations between elements as well as openings and closings of
views are worked out AND explicit spatial order, harmony, balance between
“natural” and “created”

Archetypal elements

Archetypal elements strongly influence overall perception (path, clearing,
single old tree, forest, still water (water mirror), waterfall, circle, grave,
boulder.

Character of peace and silence

Explicit character of peace and silence in contrast to the urban surrounding
(reorientation), invites to rest and relax AND gives a sense of solitude.

Aesthetic properties: landscape layers, tranquility
Non-aesthetic properties: specific lighting and colouration,
archetypal elements
* ”Landform” and “vegetation” are less relevant for this project
and more relevant for urban parks and “compatibility” is not a
specific property.
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